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Abstract We establish existence and uniqueness for Gaussian free field flow lines
started at interior points of a planar domain. We interpret these as rays of a random
geometry with imaginary curvature and describe the way distinct rays intersect each
other and the boundary. Previous works in this series treat rays started at boundary
points and useGaussian free fieldmachinery to determinewhich chordal SLEκ(ρ1; ρ2)
processes are time-reversible when κ < 8. Here we extend these results to whole-
plane SLEκ(ρ) and establish continuity and transience of these paths. In particular,
we extend ordinary whole-plane SLE reversibility (established by Zhan for κ ∈ [0, 4])
to all κ ∈ [0, 8]. We also show that the rays of a given angle (with variable starting
point) form a space-filling planar tree. Each branch is a form of SLEκ for some
κ ∈ (0, 4), and the curve that traces the tree in the natural order (hitting x before y if
the branch from x is left of the branch from y) is a space-filling form of SLEκ ′ where
κ ′ := 16/κ ∈ (4,∞). By varying the boundary data we obtain, for each κ ′ > 4, a
family of space-filling variants of SLEκ ′(ρ) whose time reversals belong to the same
family. When κ ′ ≥ 8, ordinary SLEκ ′ belongs to this family, and our result shows that
its time-reversal is SLEκ ′(κ ′/2−4; κ ′/2−4). As applications of this theory, we obtain
the local finiteness of CLEκ ′ , for κ ′ ∈ (4, 8), and describe the laws of the boundaries
of SLEκ ′ processes stopped at stopping times.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Overview

This is the fourth in a series of papers that also includes [23–25]. Given a real-valued
function h defined on a subdomain D of the complex plane C, constants χ, θ ∈ R
with χ �= 0, and an initial point z ∈ D, one may construct a flow line of the complex
vector field ei(h/χ+θ), i.e., a solution to the ODE

d

dt
η(t) = ei(h(η(t))/χ+θ) for t > 0, η(0) = z. (1.1)

In [23–25] (following earlier works such as [8,33,36,38]) we fixed χ and interpreted
these flow lines as the rays of a so-called imaginary geometry, where z is the starting
point of the ray and θ is the angle. The ODE (1.1) has a unique solution when h is
smooth and z ∈ D. However [23–25] deal with the case that h is an instance of the
Gaussian free field (GFF) on D, in which case h is a random generalized function (or
distribution) and (1.1) cannot be solved in the usual sense. These works assume that
the initial point z lies on the boundary of D and use tools from SLE theory to show
that, in some generality, the solutions to (1.1) can be defined in a canonical way and
exist almost surely. By considering different initial points and different values for θ

(which corresponds to the “angle” of the geodesic ray) one obtains an entire family of
geodesic rays that interact with each other in interesting but comprehensible ways.
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Imaginary geometry IV: interior rays, whole-plane. . . 731

Fig. 1 Numerically generated flow lines, started at a common point, of ei(h/χ+θ) where h is the projection
of a GFF onto the space of functions piecewise linear on the triangles of an 800 × 800 grid; κ = 4/3 and
χ = 2/

√
κ−√κ/2 = √4/3. Different colors indicate different values of θ ∈ [0, 2π). We expect but do not

prove that if one considers increasingly fine meshes (and the same instance of the GFF) the corresponding
paths converge to limiting continuous paths (color figure online)

In this paper, we extend the constructions of [23–25] to rays that start at points
in the interior of D. This provides a much more complete picture of the imaginary
geometry. Figure 1 illustrates the rays (of different angles) that start at a single interior
point when h is a discrete approximation of the GFF. Figure 2 illustrates the rays
(of different angles) that start from each of two different interior points, and Fig.
3 illustrates the rays (of different angles) starting at each of four different interior
points. We will prove several results which describe the way that rays of different
angles interact with one another. We will show in a precise sense that while rays of
different angles can sometimes intersect and bounce off each other at multiple points
(depending on χ and the angle difference), they can only “cross” each other at most
once before they exit the domain. (When h is smooth, it is also the case that rays
of different angles cross at most once; but if h is smooth the rays cannot bounce off
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Fig. 2 Numerically generated flow lines, emanating from two points, of ei(h/χ+θ) generated using the
same discrete approximation h of a GFF as in Fig. 1; κ=4/3 and χ =2/

√
κ−√κ/2=√4/3. Flow lines

with the same angle (indicated by the color) started at the two points appear to merge upon intersecting
(color figure online)

each other without crossing.) Similar results were obtained in [23] for paths started at
boundary points of the domain.

It was also shown in [23] that two paths with the same angle but different initial
points can “merge” with one another. Here we will describe the entire family of flow
lines with a given angle (started at all points in some countable dense set). This
collection of merging paths can be understood as a kind of rooted space-filling tree;
each branch of the tree is a variant of SLEκ , for κ ∈ (0, 4), that starts at an interior
point of the domain. These trees are illustrated for a range of κ values in Fig. 4. It
turns out that there is an a.s. continuous space-filling curve1 η′ that traces the entire
tree and is a space-filling form of SLEκ ′ where κ ′ = 16/κ > 4 (see Figs. 5, 6
for an illustration of this construction for κ ′ = 6 as well as Figs. 15 and 17 for

1 Wewill in general write η to denote an SLEκ process (or variant) with κ ∈ (0, 4) and η′ an SLEκ ′ process
(or variant) with κ ′ > 4, except when making statements which apply to all κ > 0 values.
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Imaginary geometry IV: interior rays, whole-plane. . . 733

Fig. 3 Numerically generated flow lines, emanating from four points, of ei(h/χ+θ) where h is the same
discrete approximation of the GFF used in Figs. 1 and 2; κ = 4/3 and χ = 2/

√
κ −√κ/2 = √4/3

simulations when κ ′ ∈ {8, 16, 128}). In a certain sense, η′ traces the boundary of the
tree in counterclockwise order. The left boundary of η′([0, t]) is the branch of the
tree started at η′(t), and the right boundary is the branch of the dual tree started at
η′(t). This construction generalizes the nowwell-known relationship between theGFF
and uniform spanning tree scaling limits (whose branches are forms of SLE2 starting
at interior domain points, and whose outer boundaries are forms of SLE8) [11,15].
Based on this idea, we define a new family of space-filling curves called space-filling
SLEκ ′(ρ) processes, defined for κ ′ > 4.

Finally, we will obtain new time-reversal symmetries, both for the new space-filling
curves we introduce here and for a three-parameter family of whole-plane variants of
SLE (which are random curves in C from 0 to∞) that generalizes the whole-plane
SLEκ(ρ) processes.

In summary, this is a long paper, but it contains a number of fundamental results
about SLE and CLE that have not appeared elsewhere. These results include the
following:
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 4 Numerically generated flow lines of ei(h/χ+θ) where h is the projection of a GFF onto the space of
functions piecewise linear on the triangles of a 800× 800 grid with various κ values. The flow lines start at
100 uniformly chosen random points in [−1, 1]2. The same points and approximation of the free field are
used in each of the simulations. The blue paths have angle π

2 while the green paths have angle −π
2 . The

collection of blue and green paths form a pair of intertwined trees. We will refer to the green tree as the
“dual tree” and likewise the green branches as “dual branches”. a κ = 1/2, b κ = 1, c κ = 2, d κ = 8/3
(color figure online)

1. The first complete description of the collection ofGFF flow lines. In particular, the
first construction of the flow line rays emanating from interior points (including
points with logarithmic singularities).

2. The first proof that, when κ ′ > 8, the time reversal of an SLEκ ′(ρ1; ρ2) process is
a process that belongs to the same family. It has been known for some time [29]
that SLEκ ′ itself should not have time-reversal symmetry when κ ′ > 8. However
the fact that its time reversal can be described by an SLEκ ′(ρ1; ρ2) process was
not known, or even conjectured, before the current work.
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Imaginary geometry IV: interior rays, whole-plane. . . 735

Fig. 5 The intertwined trees of Fig. 4 can be used to generate space-filling SLEκ ′ (ρ) for κ ′ = 16/κ . The
branch and dual branch from each point divide space into those components whose boundary consists of
part of the right (resp. left) side of the branch (resp. dual branch) and vice-versa. The space-filling SLE visits
the former first, as is indicated by the numbers in the lower illustrations after three successive subdivisions.
The top contains a simulation of a space-filling SLE6 in [−1, 1]2 from i to−i . The colors indicate the time
at which the path visits different points. This was generated from the same approximation of the GFF used
to make Fig. 4d (color figure online)

3. The first proof thatwhen κ ′ ∈ (4, 8) the space-fillingSLEκ ′(ρ) processes arewell-
defined, are continuous, and have time-reversal symmetry. (The reversibility of
chordal SLE was proved for κ ∈ (0, 4] in [45], for the non-boundary intersecting
SLEκ(ρ) processes with κ ∈ (0, 4] in [7,47], for the entire class of SLEκ(ρ1; ρ2)
processes in [24], and for the SLEκ ′(ρ1; ρ2) processes with κ ′ ∈ (4, 8] in [25].)

4. The first proof of the time-reversal symmetry of whole-plane SLEκ(ρ) processes
that applies for general κ and ρ. This extends the main result of [48] (using
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736 J. Miller, S. Sheffield

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 6 The space-filling SLE6 from Fig. 5 parameterized according to area drawn up to different times.
Thousands of shades are used in the figure. The visible interfaces between colors (separating green from
orange, for example) correspond to points that are hit by the space-filling curve at two very different times.
(The orange side of the interface is filled in first, the green side on a second passmuch later.) See also Figs. 15
and 17 for related simulations with κ ′ = 8, 16, 128. a 25%, b 50%, c 75%, d 100% (color figure online)

very different techniques), which gives the reversibility of whole-plane SLEκ for
κ ∈ (0, 4], to the entire class of whole-plane SLEκ(ρ) processes which have
time-reversal symmetry.

5. The first complete development of SLE duality. In particular, we give a complete
description of the outer boundary of an SLEκ ′ process stopped at an arbitrary
stopping time. (SLE duality was first proved in certain special cases in [7,23,44,
46].)
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6. The first proof that the conformal loop ensembles CLEκ ′ , for κ ′ ∈ (4, 8), are actu-
ally well-defined as random collections of loops. We also give the first proof that
these random loop ensembles are locally finite and invariant under all conformal
automorphisms of the domains on which they are defined. (Similar results were
proved in [41] in the case that κ ∈ (8/3, 4] using Brownian loop soups.)

This paper is cited very heavily in works by the authors concerning Liouville
quantum gravity, scaling limits of FK-decorated planar maps, the peanosphere, the
Brownian map, and so forth. Basically, this is because there are many instances
in which understanding what happens when Liouville quantum gravity surfaces are
welded together turns out to be equivalent to understanding how GFF flow lines inter-
act with each other. Moreover, the space-filling paths constructed and studied here for
κ ′ ∈ (4, 8) are the foundation of several other constructions.

To elaborate on some of these points in more detail, let us first consider the program
for relating FK weighted random planar maps to CLE-decorated Liouville quantum
gravity (LQG) [6,36,37]. It is shown in [37] that it is possible to encode such a random
planar map in terms of a discrete tree/dual-tree pair which are glued together along a
space-filling path and that these trees converge jointly to a pair of correlated continuum
random trees (CRTs) [1–3] as the size of the map tends to∞. It is then shown in [5]
that a certain type of LQG surface decorated with a space-filling SLE of the sort
introduced in this paper (which describes the interface between a tree/dual-tree pair
constructed using GFF flow lines as described above) can be interpreted as a gluing
of a pair of correlated CRTs. This gives that LQG decorated with a space-filling SLE
is the scaling limit of FK weighted random planar maps where two spaces are close
when the contour functions of the associated tree/dual-tree pair are close. The duality
between flow line trees and space-filling curves developed here is the basis for the
proofs of the main results about mating trees in [5], and the results from this paper are
extensively cited there. The results in this article (including results about reversibility
and duality) also feature prominently in a program announced in [26] and carried out
in [17–19,21,22] to construct the metric space structure of

√
8/3-LQG and relate it

to the Brownian map.
The results here will also be an important part of the proofs of several results in

joint work by the authors and withWendelinWerner [20,27] about continuum analogs
of FK models, conformal loop ensembles, and SLEκ(ρ) processes with ρ < −2. For
example, the first proof that the SLEκ(ρ) processes with ρ < −2 are continuous
will be derived as a consequence of the continuity of the space-filling SLE processes
introduced here.

1.2 Statements of main results

1.2.1 Constructing rays started at interior points

A brief overview of imaginary geometry (as defined for general functions h) appears
in [36], where the rays are interpreted as geodesics of an “imaginary” variant of the
Levi-Civita connection associated with Liouville quantum gravity. One can interpret

the eih/χ direction as “north” and the ei(h/χ+π
2 ) direction as “west”, etc. Then h
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h = h ◦ ψ − χ arg ψ

D

h

ψ

Fig. 7 The set of flow lines in ˜D will be the pullback via a conformal map ψ of the set of flow lines in D
provided h is transformed to a new function˜h in the manner shown

determines a way of assigning a set of compass directions to every point in the domain,
and a ray is determined by an initial point and a direction. When h is constant, the
rays correspond to rays in ordinary Euclidean geometry. For more general smooth
functions h, one can still show that when three rays form a triangle, the sum of the
angles is always π [36].

If h is a smooth function, η a flow line of eih/χ , and ψ : ˜D → D a conformal
transformation, then by the chain rule, ψ−1(η) is a flow line of h ◦ ψ − χ argψ ′, as
in Fig. 7. With this in mind, we define an imaginary surface2 to be an equivalence
class of pairs (D, h) under the equivalence relation

(D, h)→ (ψ−1(D), h ◦ ψ − χ argψ ′) = (˜D,˜h). (1.2)

We interpret ψ as a (conformal) coordinate change of the imaginary surface. In what
follows, we will generally take D to be the upper half-plane, but one can map the flow
lines defined there to other domains using (1.2).

Although (1.1) does not make sense as written (since h is an instance of the GFF,
not a function), one can construct these rays precisely by solving (1.1) in a rather
indirect way: one begins by constructing explicit couplings of h with variants of SLE
and showing that these couplings have certain properties. Namely, if one conditions
on part of the curve, then the conditional law of h is that of a GFF in the complement
of the curve with certain boundary conditions. Examples of these couplings appear in
[8,33,36,38] aswell as variants in [9,10,16]. This step is carried out in some generality
in [8,23,36]. The next step is to show that in these couplings the path is almost surely
determined by the field so that we really can interpret the ray as a path-valued function
of the field. This step is carried out for certain boundary conditions in [8] and in more
generality in [23]. Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 describe analogs of these steps that apply in
the setting of this paper.

Before we state these theorems, we recall the notion of boundary data that tracks
the “winding” of a curve, as illustrated in Fig. 8. For κ ∈ (0, 4) fixed, we let

λ = π√
κ

, λ′ = π√
16/κ

= π
√

κ

4
, and χ = 2√

κ
−
√

κ

2
. (1.3)

2 We remark that, for readers familiar with this terminology, an imaginary surface can also be understood
as a simply connected domain together with a section of its orthonormal frame bundle.
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χ

c− π
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a+ π
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2χ

b+ π
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Continuously
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Fig. 8 The notation on the left is a shorthand for the boundary data indicated on the right. We often use this
shorthand to indicate GFF boundary data. In the figure, we have placed some black dots on the boundary
∂D of a domain D. On each arc L of ∂D that lies between a pair of black dots, we will draw either a
horizontal or vertical segment L0 and label it with x

˜

. This means that the boundary data on L0 is given by
x , and that whenever L makes a quarter turn to the right, the height goes down by π

2 χ and whenever L
makes a quarter turn to the left, the height goes up by π

2 χ . More generally, if L makes a turn which is not
necessarily at a right angle, the boundary data is given by χ times the winding of L relative to L0. If we just
write x next to a horizontal or vertical segment, we mean just to indicate the boundary data at that segment
and nowhere else. The right side above has exactly the same meaning as the left side, but the boundary data
is spelled out explicitly everywhere. Even when the curve has a fractal, non-smooth structure, the harmonic
extension of the boundary values still makes sense, since one can transform the figure via the rule in Fig. 7
to a half-plane with piecewise constant boundary conditions. The notation above is simply a convenient
way of describing what the constants are. We will often include horizontal or vertical segments on curves in
our figures (even if the whole curve is known to be fractal) so that we can label them this way. This notation
makes sense even for multiply connected domains

Note that χ > 0 for this range of κ values. Given a path starting in the interior of
the domain, we use the term flow line boundary conditions to describe the boundary
conditions that would be given by −λ′ (resp. λ′) on the left (resp. right) side of a
north-going vertical segment of the curve and then changes according to χ times the
winding of the path, up to an additive constant in 2πχZ. We will indicate this using
the notation of Fig. 8. See the caption of Fig. 9 for further explanation.

Note that if η solves (1.1) when h is smooth, then this will remain the case if
we replace h by h + 2πχ . This will turn out to be true for the flow lines defined
from the GFF as well, and this idea becomes important when we let h be an instance
of the whole-plane GFF on C. Typically, an instance h of the whole-plane GFF is
defined modulo a global additive constant in R, but it turns out that it is also easy
and natural to define h modulo a global additive multiple of 2πχ (see Sect. 2.2 for a
precise construction). When we know h modulo an additive multiple of 2πχ , we will
be able to define its flow lines. Before we show that η is a path-valued function of
h, we will establish a preliminary theorem that shows that there is a unique coupling
between h and η with certain properties. Throughout, we say that a domain D ⊆ C
has harmonically non-trivial boundary if a Brownian motion started at a point in D
hits ∂D almost surely.

Theorem 1.1 Fix a connected domain D � C with harmonically non-trivial bound-
ary and let h be a GFF on D with some boundary data. Fix a point z ∈ D. There exists
a unique coupling between h and a random path η (defined up to monotone parame-
terization) started at z (and stopped when it first hits ∂D) such that the following is
true. For any η-stopping time τ , the conditional law of h given η|[0,τ ] is given by that
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−λ λ

−λ + π
2χ

η
λ + π

π

2χ

χπχ
λ + −λ +

λ + 3π
2 χ

−λ + 3π
2 χ

−λ +2 λ +2

−λ λ

η(τ )

η(τ )

η

Fig. 9 Suppose that η is a non-self-crossing and non-self-tracing path inC starting from 0with the property
that for all t > 0, the point η(t) is not equal to the origin and lies on the boundary of the infinite component of
C\η([0, t]), and η has a continuous whole-plane Loewner driving function. Let us assume further η has the
property that for all t , a Brownianmotion started at a point off η([0, t]) does not hit η([0, t]) for the first time
at a double point of the path η. This implies that η([0, t]) has a well-defined “left side” and “right side” in
the harmonic sense—i.e., if one runs a Brownianmotion from a point inC\η([0, t]), stopped at the first time
it hits η([0, t]), one can a.s. make sense of whether it first hits η([0, t]) from the left or from the right. Let
τ ∈ (0,∞). We let η̃ be a non-self-crossing path which agrees with η until time τ and parameterizes a north-
going vertical line segment in the time interval [τ+ 1

2 , τ̃ ]which is disjoint from η̃([0, τ+ 1
2 ]), as illustrated,

where τ̃ = τ + 1. We then take f to be the function which is harmonic in C\η̃([0, τ̃ ]) whose boundary
conditions are−λ′ (resp. λ′) on the left (resp. right) side of the vertical segment η̃([τ+ 1

2 , τ̃ ]). The boundary
data of f on the left and right sides of η̃([0, τ̃ ]) then changes by χ times the winding of η̃, as explained
in Fig. 8 and indicated in the illustration above. Explicitly, if ϕ is a conformal map from the unbounded
componentU ofC\η̃([0, τ̃ ]) toHwhich takes the left (resp. right) side of η̃|[0,̃τ ] which forms part of ∂U to
R− (resp.R+) with ϕ(̃η(̃τ )) = 0 and h is the function which harmonic inH with boundary values given by
−λ (resp. λ) inR− (resp.R+) then f |U has the same boundary data on ∂U as h◦ϕ−χ argϕ′. We define f
similarly in the other components ofC\η̃([0, τ̃ ]). Note that f is only defined up to a global additive constant
in 2πχZ since one has to choose the branch of arg. Given a domain D inC, we say that aGFF on D\η([0, τ ])
has flow line boundary conditions on η([0, τ ]) up to a global additive constant in 2πχZ if the boundary
data of h agrees with f along η([0, τ ]), up to a global additive constant in 2πχZ (this specifies the boundary
data up to a harmonic functionwhich is 0 on ∂D and amultiple of 2πχ on η([0, τ ])). This definition does not
depend on the choice of η̃. More generally, we say that h has flow line boundary conditions on η([0, τ ])with
angle θ if the boundary data of h+θχ agrees with f on η([0, τ ]), up to a global additive constant in 2πχZ

of the sum of a GFF˜h on D\η([0, τ ]) with zero boundary conditions and a random3

harmonic function h on D\η([0, τ ]) whose boundary data agrees with the boundary

3 We recall that flow line boundary conditions are only defined up to a global additive constant in 2πχZ.
We thus emphasize that saying that the boundary data along η([0, τ ]) itself is given by flow line boundary
conditions only specifies the boundary data along η([0, τ ]) up to a global additive constant in 2πχZ. In the
case that D = C, flow line boundary conditions specify the boundary data up to a global additive constant
in 2πχZ. In the case that D has harmonically non-trivial boundary, flow line boundary conditions along
η([0, τ ]) specify the boundary data up to a harmonic function which is 0 on ∂D and a multiple of 2πχ on
η([0, τ ]).
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data of h on ∂D and is given by flow line boundary conditions on η([0, τ ]) itself.
Moreover, ˜h and h are conditionally independent given η|[0,τ ]. The path is simple
when κ ∈ (0, 8/3] and is self-touching for κ ∈ (8/3, 4). Similarly, if D = C and h is
a whole-plane GFF (defined modulo a global additive multiple of 2πχ ) there is also
a unique coupling of a random path η and h satisfying the property described in the
D � C case above. In this case, the law of η is that of a whole-plane SLEκ(2 − κ)

started at z. Finally, in all cases the set η([0, τ ]) is local for h in the sense of [38].

We emphasize that the harmonic function h in the statement of Theorem 1.1 is
not determined by η|[0,τ ] in the case that D �= C and τ occurs before η first hits
∂D. However, h is determined by η|[0,τ ] and the σ -algebra F which is given by
∩ε>0σ(h|B(z,ε)). The uniform spanning tree (UST) height function provides a discrete
analogy of this statement. Namely, if one picks a lattice point z and starts to explore a
branch of the UST starting from z back to the boundary, then the UST height function
along the path is not determined by the path before the path has hit the boundary.
However, if one conditions on both the path and the height function at one point along
the path, then the heights are determined along the entire path even before it has hit
the boundary.

In this article, we will often use the term “self-touching” to describe a curve which
is both self-intersecting and non-crossing.

We will give an overview of the whole-plane SLEκ(ρ) and related processes in
Sect. 2.1 and, in particular, show that these processes are almost surely generated
by continuous curves. This extends the corresponding result for chordal SLEκ(ρ)

processes established in [23]. In Sect. 2.2, we will explain how to make sense of
the GFF modulo a global additive multiple of a constant r > 0. The construction of
the coupling in Theorem 1.1 is first to sample the path η according to its marginal
distribution and then, given η, to pick h as a GFF with the boundary data as described
in the statement. Theorem 1.1 implies that when one integrates over the randomness of
the path, the marginal law of h on the whole domain is a GFF with the given boundary
data. Our next result is that η is in fact determined by the resulting field, which is not
obvious from the construction. Similar results for “boundary emanating” GFF flow
lines (i.e., flow lines started at points on the boundary of D) appear in [8,23,38].

Theorem 1.2 In the coupling of a GFF h and a random path η as in Theorem 1.1,
the path η is almost surely determined by h viewed as a distribution modulo a global
multiple of 2πχ . (In particular, the path does not change if one adds a global additive
multiple of 2πχ to h.)

Theorem 1.1 describes a coupling between a whole-plane SLEκ(2− κ) process for
κ ∈ (0, 4) and the whole-plane GFF. In our next result, we will describe a coupling
between awhole-plane SLEκ(ρ) process for general ρ > −2 (this is the full range of ρ
values for which ordinary SLEκ(ρ) makes sense) and the whole-plane GFF plus an
appropriate multiple of the argument function. We motivate this construction with the
following. Suppose that h is a smooth function on the cone Cθ obtained by identifying
the two boundary rays of the wedge {z : arg z ∈ [0, θ ]}. (When defining this wedge,
we consider z to belong to the universal cover of C\{0}, on which arg is continuous
and single-valued; thus the cone Cθ is defined even when θ > 2π .) Note that there
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is a θ range of angles of flow lines of eih/χ in Cθ starting from 0 and a 2π range of
angles of flow lines starting from any point z ∈ Cθ\{0}. We can map Cθ to C with

the conformal transformation z �→ ψθ(z) ≡ z2π/θ . Applying the change of variables
formula (1.2), we see that η is a flow line of h if and only if ψθ(η) is a flow line of
h ◦ ψ−1

θ
− χ

(

θ/2π − 1
)

arg(·). Therefore we should think of h − α arg(·) (where h
is a GFF) as the conformal coordinate change of a GFF with a conical singularity.
The value of α determines the range θ of angles for flow lines started at 0: indeed, by
solving χ(θ/2π − 1) = α, we obtain

θ = 2π

(

1+ α

χ

)

, (1.4)

which exceeds zero as long as α > −χ . See Fig. 11 for numerical simulations.
Theorem 1.4, stated just below, implies that analogs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 apply

in the even more general setting in which we replace h with hαβ ≡ h−α arg(· − z)−
β log | · −z|, α > −χ (where χ is as in (1.3)), β ∈ R, and z is fixed. When β = 0 and
h is a whole-plane GFF, the flow line of hα ≡ hα0 starting from z is a whole-plane
SLEκ(ρ) process where the value of ρ depends on α. Non-zero values of β cause
the flow lines to spiral either in the clockwise (β < 0) or counterclockwise (β > 0)
direction; see Fig. 12. In this case, the flow line is a variant of whole-plane SLEκ(ρ)

in which one adds a constant drift whose speed depends on β. As will be shown in
Sect. 5, the case that β �= 0 will arise in our proof of the reversibility of whole-plane
SLEκ(ρ).

Before stating Theorem 1.4, we will first need to generalize the notion of flow
line boundary conditions; see Fig. 10. We will assume without loss of generality that
the starting point for η is given by z = 0 for simplicity; the definition that we will
give easily extends to the case z �= 0. We will define a function f that describes
the boundary behavior of the conditional expectation of hαβ along η([0, τ ]) where
η is a flow line and τ is a stopping time for η. To avoid ambiguity, we will focus
throughout on the branch of arg given by taking arg(·) ∈ (−π, π ] and we place the
branch cut on (−∞, 0). In the case that α = β = 0, the f we defined (recall Fig. 9)
was only determined modulo a global additive multiple of 2πχ since in this setting,
each time the path winds around 0, the height of h changes by ±2πχ . For general
values of α, β ∈ R, each time the path winds around 0, the height of hαβ changes by
±2π(χ + α) = ±θχ , for the θ defined in (1.4). Therefore it is natural to describe the
values of f modulo global multiple of 2π(χ + α) = θχ . As we will explain in more
detail later, adding a global additive constant that changes the values of f modulo
2π(χ + α) amounts to changing the “angle” of η. Since hαβ has a 2πα size “jump”
along (−∞, 0) (coming from the discontinuity in −α arg), the boundary data for f
will have an analogous jump.

In order to describe the boundary data for f , we fix a horizontal line L which lies
above η([0, τ ]), we let τ̃ = τ + 1, and η̃ : [0, τ̃ ] → C be a non-self-crossing path
contained in the half-space which lies below L with η̃|[0,τ ] = η and η̃(̃τ ) ∈ L . We
moreover assume that the final segment of η̃ is a north-going vertical line. We set the
value of f to be−λ′ (resp. λ′) on the left (resp. right) side of the terminal part of η̃ and
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−λ +2π(χ+α) λ +2π(χ+α)

η

λ +π(χ+2α) −λ +π(χ+2α)

−λ λ

L η(τ)

−λ λ

−λ +2 λ +2

η(τ)
−λ +2 λ +2

η

Branch cut for arg

Fig. 10 Suppose that η is a non-self-crossing path inC starting from 0 and let τ ∈ (0,∞). Fix α ∈ R and a
horizontal line L which lies above η([0, τ ]). We let η̃ be a non-self-crossing path whose range lies below L ,
and which agrees with η up to time τ , terminates in L at time τ̃ = τ + 1, and parameterizes an up-directed
vertical line segment in the time interval [τ + 1

2 , τ̃ ]. Let f be the harmonic function on C\η̃([0, τ̃ ]) which
is −λ′ (resp. λ′) on the left (resp. right) side of η̃([τ + 1

2 , τ̃ ]) and changes by χ times the winding of η̃

as in Fig. 8, except jumps by 2πα (resp. −2πα) if η passes though (−∞, 0) from above (resp. below).
Whenever η wraps around 0 in the counterclockwise (resp. clockwise) direction, the boundary data of f
increases (resp. decreases) by 2π(χ + α). If η winds around a point z �= 0 in the counterclockwise (resp.
clockwise) direction, then the boundary data of f increases (resp. decreases) by 2πχ .We say that aGFF h on
D\η([0, τ ]), D ⊆ C a domain, has α-flow line boundary conditions along η([0, τ ]) (modulo 2π(χ +α))
if the boundary data of h agrees with f on η([0, τ ]), up to a global additive constant in 2π(χ + α)Z. This
definition does not depend on the choice of η̃. More generally, we say that h has α-flow line boundary
conditions on η with angle θ if the boundary data of h + θχ agrees with f on η([0, τ ]), up to a global
additive constant in 2π(χ + α)Z. The boundary conditions are defined in an analogous manner in the case
that η starts from z �= 0

then extend to the rest of η̃ as in Fig. 8 except with discontinuities each time the path
crosses (−∞, 0). Namely, if η̃ crosses (−∞, 0) from above (resp. below), the height
increases (resp. decreases) by 2πα. Note that these discontinuities are added in such a
way that the boundary data of f +α arg(·)+β log | · | changes continuously across the
branch discontinuity. We say that a GFF h on D\η([0, τ ]) has α-flow line boundary
conditions (modulo 2π(χ +α)) along η([0, τ ]) if the boundary data of h agrees with
f along η([0, τ ]), up to a global additive constant in 2π(χ + α)Z. We emphasize
that this definition does not depend on the particular choice of η̃. The reason is that
although two different choices may wind around 0 a different number of times before
hitting L , the difference only changes the boundary data of f along η([0, τ ]) by an
integer multiple of 2π(χ + α).

Remark 1.3 The boundary data for the f that we have defined jumps by 2πα when η

passes through (−∞, 0) due to the branch cut of the argument function. If we treated
arg and hαβ as multi-valued (generalized) functions on the universal cover of C\{0},
then we could define f in a continuous way on the universal cover of C\η̃([0, τ̃ ]).
However, we find that this approach causes some confusion in our later arguments (as
it is easy to lose track of which branch one is working in when one considers various
paths that wind around the origin in different ways). We will therefore consider hαβ to
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be a single-valued generalized function with a discontinuity along (−∞, 0), and we
accept that the boundary data for f has discontinuities.

Theorem 1.4 Suppose that κ ∈ (0, 4), α > −χ with χ as in (1.3), and β ∈ R. Let h
be a GFF on a domain D ⊆ C. If D �= C, we assume that some fixed boundary data
for h on ∂D is given. If D = C, then we let h be a GFF on C defined modulo a global
additive multiple of 2π(χ +α). Let hαβ = h−α arg(· − z)−β log | · −z|. Then there
exists a unique coupling between hαβ and a random path η starting from z so that for
every η-stopping time τ the following is true. The conditional law of hαβ given η|[0,τ ] is
given by that of the sum of a GFF˜h on D\η([0, τ ])with zero boundary conditions and
a harmonic function h on D\η([0, τ ]) with α-flow line boundary conditions4 along
η([0, τ ]), the same boundary conditions as hαβ on ∂D, and a 2πα discontinuity
along (−∞, 0)+ z, as described in Fig. 10. Given η([0, τ ]),˜h and h are conditionally
independent. Moreover, if β = 0, D = C, and hα = hα0, then the corresponding
path η is a whole-plane SLEκ(ρ) process with ρ = 2 − κ + 2πα/λ. Regardless of
the values of α and β, η is a.s. locally self-avoiding in the sense that its lifting to the
universal cover of D\{z} is self-avoiding. Finally, the random path η is almost surely
determined by the distribution hαβ modulo a global additive multiple of 2π(χ + α).
(In particular, even when D �= C, the path η does not change if one adds a global
additive multiple of 2π(χ + α) to hαβ .) In all cases the set η([0, τ ]) is local for h in
the sense of [38].

As explained just after the statement of Theorem 1.1, the harmonic function h is
not determined by η|[0,τ ] if τ occurs before η has hit ∂D for the first time. However,
it is determined if one conditions on both η|[0,τ ] and the σ -algebra F which is given
by ∩ε>0σ(hαβ |B(z,ε)).

In the statement of Theorem 1.4, in the case that D = C we interpret the statement
that the conditional law of hαβ given η|[0,τ ] has the same boundary conditions as hαβ

on ∂D as saying that the behavior of the two fields at∞ is the same. By this, we mean
that the total variation distance of the laws of the two fields (as distributions modulo a
global additive multiple of 2π(χ + α)) restricted to the complement of B(0, R) tends
to 0 as R →∞.

Using Theorem 1.4, for each θ ∈ [0, θ) = [0, 2π(1 + α/χ)) we can generate
the ray ηθ of hαβ starting from z by taking ηθ to be the flow line of hαβ + θχ . The
boundary data for the conditional law of hαβ given ηθ up to some stopping time τ is
given by α-flow line boundary conditions along η([0, τ ])with angle θ (i.e., h+θχ has
α-flow line boundary conditions, as described in Fig. 10). Note that we can determine
the angle θ from these boundary conditions along η([0, τ ]) since the boundary data
along a north-going vertical segment of η takes the form ±λ′ − θχ , up to an additive
constant in 2π(χ + α)Z. This is the fact that we need in order to prove that the path

4 We recall that α-flow line boundary conditions are only defined up to a global additive constant in
2π(χ + α)Z. So, saying that the boundary data along η([0, τ ]) itself is given by α-flow line boundary
conditions only specifies the boundary data along η([0, τ ]) up to a global additive constant in 2π(χ +α)Z.
In the case that D = C, α-flow line boundary conditions specify the boundary data up to a global additive
constant in 2π(χ + α)Z. In the case that D has harmonically non-trivial boundary, α-flow line boundary
conditions along η([0, τ ]) specify the boundary data up to a harmonic function which is 0 on ∂D and a
multiple of 2π(χ + α) on η([0, τ ]).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 11 Numerical simulations of the set of points accessible by traveling along the flow lines of h−α arg(·)
starting from the origin with equally spaced angles ranging from 0 to 2π with varying values of α; κ = 1.
Different colors indicate paths with different angles. For a given value of α > −χ , there is a 2π(1+ α/χ)

range of angles. This is why the entire range of colors is not visible for α < 0 and the paths shown represent
only a fraction of the possible different possible directions for α > 0. a α = − 1

2χ ; π range of angles, b
α = 0; 2π range of angles, c α = χ ; 4π range of angles, d α = 2χ ; 6π range of angles (color figure online)

is determined by the field in Theorem 1.4. If we had taken the field modulo a (global)
constant other than 2π(χ + α), then the boundary values along the path would not
determine its angle since the path winds around its starting point an infinite number
of times (see Remark 1.5 below). The range of possible angles starting from z is
determined by α. If α > 0, then the range of angles is larger than 2π and if α < 0,
then the range of angles is less than 2π ; see Fig. 11. If α < −χ then we can draw a
ray from∞ to z instead of from z to∞. (This follows from Theorem 1.4 itself and a
w → 1/w coordinate change using the rule of Fig. 7.) If α = −χ then a ray started
away from z can wrap around z and merge with itself. In this case, one can construct
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Fig. 12 Numerically generated flow lines, started at a common point, of ei(h/χ+θ) where h is the sum of
the projection of a GFF onto the space of functions piecewise linear on the triangles of a 800×800 grid and
β log | · |; β = −5, κ = 4/3 and χ = 2/

√
κ −√κ/2 = √4/3. Different colors indicate different values

of θ ∈ [0, 2π). Paths tend to wind clockwise around the origin. If we instead took β > 0, then the paths
would wind counterclockwise around the origin

loops around z in a natural way, but not flow lines connecting z and∞. A non-zero
value for β causes the flow lines starting at z to spiral in the counterclockwise (if
β > 0) or clockwise (if β < 0) direction, as illustrated in Figs. 12 and 14.

Remark 1.5 (This remark contains a technical point which should be skipped on a first
reading) In the context of Fig. 10, Theorem 1.4 implies that it is possible to specify a
particular flow line starting from z (something like a “north-going flow line”) provided
that the values of thefield are knownup to aglobalmultiple of 2π(χ+α).What happens
if we try to start a flow line from a different point w �= z? In this case, in order to
specify a “north-going” flow line starting from w, we need to know the values of the
field modulo a global multiple of 2πχ , not modulo 2π(χ + α). If α = 0 and β ∈ R
and we know the field modulo a global multiple of 2πχ , then there is no problem in
defining a north-going line started at w.
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But what happens if α �= 0 and we only know the field modulo a global multiple of
2π(χ +α)? In this case, we do not have a way to single out a specific flow line started
from w (since changing the multiple of 2π(χ + α) changes the angle of the north-
going flow line started atw). On the other hand, suppose we letU be a random variable
(independent of hαβ ) in [0, 2π(χ +α)), chosen uniformly from the set A of multiples
of 2πχ taken modulo 2π(χ + α) (or chosen uniformly on all of [0, 2π(χ + α)) if
this set is dense, which happens if α/χ is irrational). Then we consider the law of a
flow line, started at w, of the field hαβ + U . The conditional law of such a flow line
(given hαβ but not U ) does not change when we add a multiple of 2π(χ + α) to hαβ .
So this random flow line fromw can be defined canonically even if hαβ is only known
modulo an integer multiple of 2π(χ + α).

Similarly, if we only know hαβ modulo 2π(χ+α), then the collection of all possible
flow lines of hαβ +U (whereU ranges over all the values in its support) starting from
w is a.s. well-defined.

It is also possible to extend Theorem 1.4 to the setting that κ ′ > 4.

Theorem 1.6 Suppose that κ ′ > 4, α < −χ , and β ∈ R. Let h be a GFF on a
domain D ⊆ C and let hαβ = h − α arg(· − z) − β log | · −z|. If D = C, we view
hαβ as a distribution defined up to a global multiple of 2π(χ + α). There exists a
unique coupling between hαβ and a random path η′ starting from z so that for every
η′-stopping time τ the following is true. The conditional law of hαβ given η′|[0,τ ] is a
GFF on D\η′([0, τ ]) with α-flow line boundary conditions with angle π

2 (resp. −π
2 )

on the left (resp. right) side of η′([0, τ ]), the same boundary conditions as hαβ on ∂D,
and a 2πα discontinuity along (−∞, 0) + z, as described in Fig. 10. Moreover, if
β = 0, D = C, and hα = hα0 is a whole-plane GFF viewed as a distribution defined
up to a global multiple of 2π(χ +α), then the corresponding path η′ is a whole-plane
SLEκ ′(ρ) process with ρ = 2 − κ ′ − 2πα/λ′. Finally, the random path η′ is almost
surely determined by hαβ provided α ≤ − 3

2χ and we know its values up to a global
multiple of 2π(χ + α) if D = C.

The value α = − 3
2χ is the critical threshold at or above which η′ almost surely fills

its own outer boundary. While we believe that η′ is still almost surely determined by
hαβ for α ∈ (− 3

2χ,−χ), establishing this falls out of our general framework so we
will not treat this case here. (See also Remark 1.21 below.) By making a w �→ 1/w
coordinate change, we can grow a path from∞ rather than from 0. For this to make
sense, we need α > −χ—this makes the coupling compatible with the setup of
Theorem 1.4. In this case, η′ is a whole-plane SLEκ ′(κ ′ − 6+ 2πα/λ′) process from
∞ to 0 provided β = 0. Moreover, the critical threshold at or below which the process
fills its own outer boundary is−χ

2 . That is, the process almost surely fills its own outer
boundary if α ≤ −χ

2 and does not if α > −χ
2 .

1.2.2 Flow line interaction

While proving Theorems 1.1, 1.2, 1.4, we also obtain information regarding the inter-
action between distinct paths with each other as well as with the boundary. In [23,
Theorem 1.5], we described the interaction of boundary emanating flow lines in terms
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−λ +b λ +b

−λ +a λ +a

λ+b λ+a · · ·

ϕη1
η2

· · ·

C
η1(τ1)

Fig. 13 Let h be a GFF on a domain D ⊆ C; we view h as a distribution defined up to a global multiple
of 2πχ if D = C. Suppose that z1, z2 ∈ D (in particular, we could have zi ∈ ∂D) and θ1, θ2 ∈ R and, for
i = 1, 2, we let ηi be the flow line of h starting at zi with angle θi . Fix η2 and let τ1 be a stopping time for
η1 given η2 and assume that we are working on the event that η1 hits η2 at time τ1 on its right side. Let C
be the connected component of C\(η1([0, τ1]) ∪ η2) part of whose boundary is traced by the right side of
η1|[τ1−ε,τ1] for some ε > 0 and let ϕ : C → H be a conformal map which takes η1(τ1) to 0 and η1(τ1− ε)

to 1. Let˜h = h ◦ ϕ−1 − χ arg(ϕ−1)′ and let D be the difference between the values of h|∂H immediately
to the right and left of 0 (the images of η1 and η2 near η1(τ1)). Although in some cases h hence also˜h will
be defined only up to an additive constant, D is nevertheless a well-defined constant. Then D/χ gives the
angle difference between η1 and η2 upon intersecting at η1(τ1) andD gives the height difference. In the
illustration, D = a − b. In general, the height and angle difference (modulo 2πχ ) can be easily read off
using our notation for indicating boundary data of GFFs. It is given (modulo 2πχ ) by running backwards
along both paths until finding a segment with the same orientation for both paths (typically, this will be
north, as in the illustration) and then subtracting the height on the right side of η2 from the height on the
right side of η1. (In practice, we will in fact only indicate boundary data so that the height difference made
be read off exactly—and not just modulo 2πχ .) The height and angle difference when η1 hits η2 on the left
is defined analogously. We can similar define the height and angle difference when a path hits a segment of
the boundary

of their relative angle (this result is restated in Sect. 2.3). When flow lines start from
a point in the interior of a domain, their relative angle at a point where they intersect
depends on howmany times the two paths have wound around their initial point before
reaching the point of intersection. (This is an informal statement since paths started
from interior points a.s. wind around their starting point an infinite number of times.)
Thus before we state our flow line interaction result in this setting, we need to describe
what it means for two paths to intersect each other at a given height or angle; this is
made precise in terms of conformal mapping in Fig. 13.

Theorem 1.7 Assume that we have the same setup as described in the caption of
Fig. 13. On the event that η1 hits η2 on its right side at the stopping time τ1 for η1
given η2 we have that the height difference D between the paths upon intersecting is
a constant in (−πχ, 2λ− πχ). Moreover,

(i) IfD ∈ (−πχ, 0), then η1 crosses η2 upon intersecting but does not subsequently
cross back,

(ii) If D = 0, then η1 merges with η2 at time τ1 and does not subsequently separate
from η2, and

(ii) If D ∈ (0, 2λ− πχ), then η1 bounces off η2 at time τ1 but does not cross η2.
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The conditional law of h given η1|[0,τ1] and η2 is that of a GFF onC\(η1([0, τ1])∪η2)

with flow line boundary conditions with angle θi , for i = 1, 2, on η1([0, τ1]) and η2,
respectively. If, instead, η1 hits η2 on its left side then the same statement holds but
with −D in place of D (in particular, the range of height differences in which paths
can hit is (πχ − 2λ, πχ)). If the ηi for i = 1, 2 are instead flow lines of hαβ then the
same result holds except the conditional field given the paths has α-flow line boundary
conditions and a 2πα jump on (−∞, 0). Finally, the same result applies if we replace
η2 with a segment of the domain boundary except that in the case that either (i) or (ii)
occurs, we have that η2 terminates upon hitting the boundary.

By dividing D by χ , it is possible to rephrase Theorem 1.7 in terms of angle
rather than height differences. The angle θc = 2λ/χ − π = 2λ′/χ is called the
critical angle, and the set of allowed angle gaps described in the first part Theorem 1.7
is then (−π, θc), with the intervals (−π, 0), {0} and (0, θc) corresponding to flow
line pairs that respectively bounce off each other, merge with each other, and cross
each other at their first intersection point. We will discuss the critical angle further
in Sect. 3.6.

We emphasize that Theorem 1.7 describes the interaction of both flow lines starting
from interior points and flow lines starting from the boundary, or even one of each
type. It also describes the types of boundary data that a flow line can hit. We also
emphasize that it is not important in Theorem 1.7 to condition on the entire realization
of η2 before drawing η1. Indeed, a similar result holds if first draw an initial segment
of η2, and then draw η1 until it hits that segment. This also generalizes further to the
setting in which we have many paths. One example of a statement of this form is the
following.

Theorem 1.8 Suppose that h is a GFF on a domain D ⊆ C, where h is defined
up to a global multiple of 2πχ if D = C. Fix points z1, . . . , zn ∈ D and angles
θ1, . . . , θn ∈ R. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, let ηi be the flow line of h with angle θi
starting from zi . Fix N ∈ N. For each 1 ≤ j ≤ N, suppose that ξ j ∈ {1, . . . , N } are
non-random and that τ j is a stopping time for the filtration

F j
t = σ(ηξ j (s) : s ≤ t, ηξ1 |[0,τ1], . . . , ηξ j−1 |[0,τ j−1]).

Then the conditional law of h given F = σ(ηξ1 |[0,τ1], . . . , ηξN |[0,τN ]) is that of a GFF
on DN = D\ ∪N

j=1 ηξ j ([0, τ j ]) with flow line boundary conditions with angle θξ j

on each of ηξ j ([0, τ j ]) for 1 ≤ j ≤ N and the same boundary conditions as h on
∂D. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, let ti = max j :ξ j=i τ j . On the event that ηi (ti ) is disjoint
from ∂DN\ηi ([0, ti )), the continuation of ηi stopped upon hitting ∂DN\ηi ([0, ti )) is
almost surely equal to the flow line of the conditionalGFF h givenF starting at ηi (ti )
with angle θi stopped upon hitting ∂DN\ηi ([0, ti ]).

In the context of the final part of Theorem 1.8, the manner in which ηi interacts
with the other paths or domain boundary after hitting ∂DN\ηi ([0, ti ]) is as described
in Theorem 1.7. Theorem 1.8 (combined with Theorem 1.7) says that it is possible
to draw the flow lines η1, . . . , ηn of h starting from z1, . . . , zn in any order and the
resulting path configuration is almost surely the same. After drawing each of the paths
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as described in the statement, the conditional law of the continuation of any of the
paths can be computed using conformal mapping and (1.2). One version of this that
will be important for us is stated as Theorem 1.11 below.

In [23, Theorem 1.5], we showed that boundary emanating GFF flow lines can
cross each other at most once. The following result extends this to the setting of flow
lines starting from interior points. If we subtract a multiple α of the argument, then
depending on its value, Theorem 1.9 will imply that the GFF flow lines can cross
each other and themselves more than once, but at most a finite, non-random constant
number of times; the constant depends only on α and χ . Moreover, a flow line starting
from the location of the conical singularity cannot cross itself. The maximal number
of crossings does not change if we subtract a multiple of the log.

Theorem 1.9 Suppose that D ⊆ C is a domain, z1, z2 ∈ D, and θ1, θ2 ∈ R. Let h be
a GFF on D, which is defined up to a global multiple of 2πχ if D = C. For i = 1, 2,
let ηi be the flow line of h with angle θi , i.e. the flow line of h + θiχ , starting from zi .
Then η1 and η2 cross at most once (but may bounce off each other after crossing). If
D = C and θ1 = θ2, then η1 and η2 almost surely merge. More generally, suppose
that α > −χ , β ∈ R, h is a GFF on D, and hαβ = h − α arg(·)− β log | · |, viewed
as a distribution defined up to a global multiple of 2π(χ + α) if D = C, and that
η1, η2 are flow lines of hαβ starting from z1, z2 with z1 = 0. There exists a constant
C(α) <∞ such that η1 and η2 cross each other at most C(α) times and η2 can cross
itself at most C(α) times (η1 does not cross itself).

Flow lines emanating from an interior point are also able to intersect themselves
even in the case that we do not subtract a multiple of the argument. In (3.17), (3.18)
of Proposition 3.31 we compute the maximal number of times that such a path can hit
any given point.

Theorem 1.9 implies that if we pick a countable dense subset (zn) of D then the
collection of flow lines starting at these points with the same angle has the property
that a.s. each pair of flow lines eventually merges (if D = C) and no two flow lines
ever cross each other. We can view this collection of flow lines as a type of planar
space filling tree (if D = C) or a forest (if D �= C). See Fig. 4 for simulations which
show parts of the trees associated with flow lines of angle π

2 and−π
2 . By Theorem 1.2,

we know that this forest or tree is almost surely determined by the GFF. Theorem 1.10
states that the reverse is also true: the underlying GFF is a deterministic function of
the realization of its flow lines started at a countable dense set. When κ = 2, this can
be thought of as a continuum analog of the Temperley bijection that takes spanning
trees to dimer configurations which in turn come with height functions (a similar
observation was made in [8]) and this construction generalizes this to other κ values.
We note that the basic idea of using a continuum analog of Wilson’s algorithm [43]
to construct a planar tree of radial SLE curves (to be a scaling limit of the uniform
spanning tree) appeared in Schramm’s original paper on SLE [32].

Theorem 1.10 Suppose that h is a GFF on a domain D ⊆ C, viewed as a distribution
defined up to a global multiple of 2πχ if D = C. Fix θ ∈ [0, 2π). Suppose that (zn)
is any countable dense set and, for each n, let ηn be the flow line of h starting at zn
with angle θ . If D = C, then (ηn) almost surely forms a “planar tree” in the sense
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that a.s. each pair of paths merges eventually, and no two paths ever cross each other.
In both the case that D = C and D �= C, the collection (ηn) almost surely determines
h and h almost surely determines (ηn).

In our next result, we give the conditional law of one flow line given another if they
are started at the same point. In Sect. 5, we will show that this resampling property
essentially characterizes the joint law of the paths (which extends a similar result for
boundary emanating flow lines established in [24]).

Theorem 1.11 Suppose that h is a whole-plane GFF, α > −χ , β ∈ R, and hαβ =
h − α arg(·) − β log | · |, viewed as a distribution defined up to a global multiple of
2π(χ + α). Fix angles θ1, θ2 ∈ [0, 2π(1+ α/χ)) with θ1 < θ2 and, for i ∈ {1, 2}, let
ηi be the flow line of hαβ starting from 0 with angle θi . Then the conditional law of η2
given η1 is that of a chordal SLEκ(ρL ; ρR) process with

ρL = (2π + θ1 − θ2)χ + 2πα

λ
− 2 and ρR = (θ2 − θ1)χ

λ
− 2.

independently in each of the connected components of C\η1 starting from and with
force points located immediately to the left and right of the first point on the boundary
of such a component visited by η1 and targeted at last.

A similar result also holds when one considers more than two paths starting from
the same point; see Proposition 3.28 as well as Fig. 49. A version of Theorem 1.11 also
holds in the case that h is a GFF on a domain D ⊆ C with harmonically non-trivial
boundary. In this case, the conditional law of η2 given η1 is an SLEκ(ρL ; ρR) process
with the same weights ρL , ρR independently in each of the connected components
of D\η1 whose boundary consists entirely of arcs of η1. In the connected compo-
nents whose boundary consists of part of ∂D, the conditional law of η2 is a chordal
SLEκ(ρ) process where the weights ρ depend on the boundary data of h on ∂D (but
are nevertheless straightforward to read off from the boundary data).

A whole-plane SLEκ(ρ) process η for κ > 0 and ρ > −2 is almost surely
unbounded by its construction (its capacity is unbounded), however it is not immediate
from the definition of η that it is transient: that is, limt→∞ η(t) = ∞ almost surely.
This was first proved by Lawler for ordinary whole-plane SLEκ processes, i.e. ρ = 0,
in [14]. Using Theorem 1.7, we are able to extend Lawler’s result to the entire class
of whole-plane SLEκ(ρ) processes.

Theorem 1.12 Suppose that η is a whole-plane SLEκ(ρ) process for κ > 0 and
ρ > −2. Then limt→∞ η(t) = ∞ almost surely. Likewise, if η is a radial SLEκ(ρ)

process for κ > 0 andρ > −2 inD targeted at 0 then, almost surely, limt→∞ η(t) = 0.

1.2.3 Branching and space-filling SLE curves

As mentioned in Sect. 1.1 (and illustrated in Figs. 5, 6, 14, 15, 17) there is a natural
space-filling path that traces the flow line tree in a natural order (so that a generic point
y ∈ D is hit before a generic point z ∈ D when the flow line with angle π

2 from y
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Fig. 14 Simulation of the light cone emanating from the origin of a whole-plane GFF plus β log | · |;
β = −5. The resulting counterflow line η′ from∞ is a variant of whole-plane SLE64 targeted at 0. The
log singularity causes the path to spiral around the origin. Since β < 0, the angle-varying flow lines which
generate the range of η′ spiral around 0 in the clockwise direction, which corresponds to η′ spiraling around
0 in the counterclockwise direction. Changing the sign of β would lead to the paths spiraling in the opposite
direction

merges into the right side of the flow from z with angle π
2 ). The full details of this

construction (including rules for dealing with various boundary conditions, and the
possibility of flow lines that merge into the boundary before hitting each other) appear
in Sect. 4. The result is a space-filling path that traces through a “tree” of flow lines,
each of which is a form of SLEκ .

We will show that there is another way to construct the space-filling path and
interpret it as a variant of SLEκ ′ , where κ ′ = 16/κ > 4. Indeed, this is true even when
κ ′ ∈ (4, 8), in which case ordinary SLEκ ′ is not space-filling.

Before we explain this, let us recall the principle of SLE duality (sometimes called
Duplantier duality)which states that the outer boundary of anSLEκ ′ process is a certain
form of SLEκ . This was first proved in various forms by Zhan [44,46] andDubédat [7].
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(a) (b)

Fig. 15 Simulations of SLEκ ′ processes in [−1, 1]2 from i to−i for the indicated values of κ ′. These were
generated from a discrete approximation of the GFF using the method described in Fig. 5. The path on the
left appears to be reversible while the path on the right appears not to be due to the asymmetry in its initial
and terminal points. This asymmetry is more apparent for larger values of κ ′; see Fig. 17 for simulations
with κ ′ = 128. a SLE8, b SLE16

This duality naturally arises in the context of the GFF/SLE coupling and is explored in
[8,23]. The simplest statement of this type is the following. Suppose that D ⊆ C is a
simply-connected domain with harmonically non-trivial boundary and fix x, y ∈ ∂D
distinct. Let η′ be an SLEκ ′ process coupled with a GFF h on D as a counterflow line
from y to x (as defined just after the statement of [23, Theorem 1.1]). Then the left
(resp. right) side of the outer boundary of η′ is equal to the flow line of h starting at x
with angle π

2 (resp. −π
2 ). In the case that η

′ is boundary filling, the flow lines starting
from x with these angles are taken to be equal to the segments of the domain boundary
which connect y to x in the counterclockwise and clockwise directions.Moregenerally,
the left (resp. right) side of the outer boundary of η′ stopped upon hitting any given
boundary point z is equal to the flow line of h starting from z with angle π

2 (resp.−π
2 ).

In [23], it is shown that it is possible to realize the entire trajectory of η′ stopped upon
hitting z as the closure of the union of a countable collection of angle varying flow lines
starting from z whose angle is restricted to be in [−π

2 , π
2 ] and is allowed to change

direction a finite number of times. This path decomposition is the so-called SLE
light cone.

Our next theorem extends these results to describe the outer boundary and range
of η′ when it is targeted at a given interior point z in terms of flow lines of h starting
from z. A more explicit statement of the theorem hypotheses appears in Sect. 4, where
the result is stated as Theorem 4.1.

Theorem 1.13 Suppose that h is a GFF on a simply-connected domain D ⊆ Cwhich
is homeomorphic to D. Assume that the boundary data is such that it is possible to
draw a counterflow line η′ from a fixed y ∈ ∂D to a fixed point z ∈ D. (See Sect. 4,
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Theorem 4.1, for precise conditions.) If we lift η′ to the universal cover of D\{z}, then
its left (resp. right) boundary is a.s. equivalent (when projected back to D) to the flow
line ηL (resp. ηR) of h starting from z with angle π

2 (resp. −π
2 ). More generally, the

range of η′ stopped upon hitting z is almost surely equal to the closure of the union of
the countable collection of all angle varying flow lines of h starting at z and targeted
at y which change angles at most a finite number of rational times and with rational
angles contained in [−π

2 , π
2 ].

As in the boundary emanating setting, we can describe the conditional law of a
counterflow line given its outer boundary:

Theorem 1.14 Suppose that we are in the setting of Theorem 1.13. If we are given ηL

and ηR, then the conditional law of η′ restricted to the interior connected components
of D\(ηL∪ηR) that it passes through (i.e., those componentswhose boundaries include
the right side of a directed ηL segment, the left side of a directed segment ηR segment,
and no arc of ∂D) is given by independent chordal SLEκ ′(

κ ′
2 − 4; κ ′

2 − 4) processes
(one process in each component, starting at the terminal point of the component’s
directed ηL and ηR boundary segments, ending at the initial point of these directed
segments).

Various statements similar to Theorems 1.13 and 1.14 hold if we start the counter-
flow line η′ from an interior point as in the setting of Theorem 1.6. One statement of
this form which will be important for us is the following.

Theorem 1.15 Suppose that hαβ = h − α arg(·)− β log | · | where α ≥ −χ
2 , β ∈ R,

h is a whole-plane GFF, and hαβ is viewed as a distribution defined up to a global
multiple of 2π(χ + α). Let η′ be the counterflow line of hαβ starting from ∞ and
targeted at 0. Then the left (resp. right) boundary of η′ is given by the flow line ηL

(resp. ηR) starting from 0 with angle π
2 (resp. −π

2 ). The conditional law of η′ given
ηL , ηR is independently that of a chordal SLEκ ′(

κ ′
2 −4; κ ′

2 −4) process in each of the
components of C\(ηL ∪ ηR) which are visited by η′. The range of η′ is almost surely
equal to the closure of the union of the set of points accessible by traveling along angle
varying flow lines starting from 0 which change direction a finite number of times and
with rational angles contained in [−π

2 , π
2 ].

Recall from after the statement of Theorem 1.6 that−χ
2 is the critical value of α at

or below which η′ fills its own outer boundary. At the critical value α = −χ
2 , the left

and right boundaries of η′ are the same.
We will now explain briefly how one constructs the so-called space-filling SLEκ ′

or SLEκ ′(ρ) processes as extensions of ordinary SLEκ ′ and SLEκ ′(ρ) processes. (A
more detailed explanation appears in Sect. 4.) First of all, if κ ′ ≥ 8 and ρ is such
that ordinary SLEκ ′(ρ) is space-filling (i.e., ρ ∈ (−2, κ ′

2 − 4]), then the space-filling
SLEκ ′(ρ) is the same as ordinary SLEκ ′(ρ). More interestingly, we will also define
space-filling SLEκ ′(ρ)when ρ and κ ′ are in the range for which an ordinary SLEκ ′(ρ)

path η′ is not space-filling and the complement D\η′ a.s. consists of a countable set
of components Ci , each of which is swallowed by η′ at a finite time ti .
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The space-filling extension of η′ hits the points in the range of η′ in the same order
that η′ does; however, it is “extended” by splicing into η′, at each time ti , a certain
Ci -filling loop that starts and ends at η′(ti ).

In other words, the difference between the ordinary and the space-filling path is that
while the former “swallows” entire regions Ci at once, the latter fills up Ci gradually
(immediately after it is swallowed) with a continuous loop, starting and ending at
η′(ti ). We parameterize the extended path so that the time represents the area it has
traversed thus far (and the path traverses a unit of area in a unit of time). Then η′ can
be obtained from the extended path by restricting the extended path to the set of times
when its tip lies on the outer boundary of the region traversed thus far. In some sense,
the difference between the two paths is that η′ is parameterized by capacity viewed
from the target point (which means that entire regions Ci are absorbed in zero time
and never subsequently revisited) and the space-filling extension is parameterized by
area (which means that these regions are filled in gradually).

It remains to explain how the continuous Ci -filling loops are constructed. More
details about this will appear in Sect. 4, but we can give some explanation here.
Consider a countable dense set (zn) of points in D. For each n we can define a
counterflow line η′n , starting at the same position as η′ but targeted at zn . For m �= n,
the paths η′m and η′n agree (up to monotone reparameterization) until the first time they
separate zm from zn (i.e., the first time at which zm and zn lie in different components
of the complement of the path traversed thus far). The space-filling curve will turn out
to be an extension of each η′n curve in the sense that η′n is obtained by restricting the
space-filling curve to the set of times at which the tip is harmonically exposed to zn .

To construct the curve, suppose that D ⊆ C is a simply-connected domain with
harmonically non-trivial boundary and fix x, y ∈ ∂D distinct. Assume that the bound-
ary data for a GFF h on D has been chosen so that its counterflow line η′ from y to x
is an SLEκ ′(ρ1; ρ2) process with ρ1, ρ2 ∈ (−2, κ ′

2 − 2); this is the range of ρ values
in which η′ almost surely hits both sides of ∂D. Explicitly, in the case that D = H,
y = 0, and x = ∞, this corresponds to taking h to be a GFF whose boundary data
is given by λ′(1 + ρ1) (resp. −λ′(1 + ρ2)) on R− (resp. R+). Suppose that (zn) is
any countable, dense set of points in D. For each n, let ηL

n (resp. ηR
n ) be the flow line

of h starting from zn with angle π
2 (resp. −π

2 ). As explained in Theorem 1.13, these
paths can be interpreted as the left and right boundaries of η′n . For some boundary data
choices, it is possible for these paths to hit the same boundary point many times; they
wind around (adding a multiple of 2πχ to their heights) between subsequent hits. As
explained in Sect. 4, wewill assume that ηL

n and ηR
n are stopped at the first time they hit

the appropriate left or right arcs of ∂D\{x, y} at the “correct” angles (i.e., with heights
described by the multiple of 2πχ that corresponds to the outer boundary of η′ itself).

For each n, ηL
n ∪ ηR

n divides D into two parts:

(i) those points in complementary componentswhose boundary consists of a segment
of either the right side of ηL

n or the left side of ηR
n (and possibly also an arc of

∂D) and
(ii) those points in complementary componentswhose boundary consists of a segment

of either the left side of ηL
n or the right side of ηR

n (and possibly also an arc of
∂D).
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This in turn induces a total ordering on the (zn) where we say that zm comes before
zn for m �= n if zm is on the side described by (i). A space-filling SLEκ ′(ρ1; ρ2) is an
almost surely non-self-crossing space-filling curve from y to x that visits the points
(zn) according to this order and, when parameterized by log conformal radius (resp.
capacity), as seen from any point z ∈ D (resp. z ∈ ∂D) is almost surely equal to the
counterflow line of h starting from y and targeted at z.

Theorem 1.16 Suppose that h is a GFF on a Jordan domain D ⊆ C and x, y ∈ ∂D
are distinct. Fix κ ′ > 4. If the boundary data for h is as described in the preceding
paragraph, then space-filling SLEκ ′(ρ1; ρ2) from y to x exists and is well-defined: its
law does not depend on the choice of countable dense set (zn). Moreover, h almost
surely determines the path and the path almost surely determines h.

The final statement of Theorem 1.16 is really a corollary of Theorem 1.10 because
η′ determines the tree of flow lines with angle π

2 and with angle −π
2 starting from

the points (zn) and vice-versa. The ordering of the points (zn) in the definition of
space-filling SLEκ ′ can be equivalently constructed as follows (see Fig. 16). From
points zm and zn for m �= n, we send the flow lines of h with the same angle π

2 ,
say ηL

m, ηL
n . If ηL

m hits ηL
n on its right side, then zm comes before zn and vice-versa

otherwise. The ordering can similarly be constructed with the angle π
2 replaced by

−π
2 and the roles of left and right swapped. The time change used to get an ordinary

SLEκ ′ process targeted at a given point, parameterized either by log conformal radius
or capacity depending on whether the target point is in the interior or boundary, from
a space-filling SLEκ ′ , parameterized by area, is a monotone function which changes
values at a set of times which almost surely has Lebesgue measure zero. When κ = 2
so that κ ′ = 8, the final statement of Theorem 1.16 can be thought of as describing
the limit of the coupling of the uniform spanning tree with its corresponding Peano
curve [15] (Figs. 15–17).

z
ηL

z

λ′− 1
2πχ

��������
−λ′− 1

2πχ
����������

w

λ′− 1
2πχ

��������
−λ′− 1

2πχ
����������

ηL
w

Fig. 16 Suppose that h is a GFF on either a Jordan domain D or D = C; if D = C then h is viewed as a
distribution defined up to a global multiple of 2πχ . Fix z, w ∈ D distinct and let ηLz , ηLw be the flow lines
of h starting from z, w, respectively, with angle π

2 . We order z and w by declaring that w comes before z if

ηLw merges into ηLz on its right side, as shown. Equivalently, if we let ηRz , ηRw be the flow lines of h starting
from z, w, respectively, with angle−π

2 , we declare that w comes before z if ηRw merges into the left side of

ηRz . This is the ordering on points used to generate space-filling SLEκ ′
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 17 The simulations show the indicated SLE process in [−1, 1]2 from i to−i . The top two show the left
and right boundaries in red and yellow of the process as it traverses [−1, 1]2 and the bottom two indicate the
time parameterization of the path, as in Figs. 5 and 6. The time-reversal of an SLEκ process for κ > 8 is not
an SLEκ process [29]. This can be seen in the simulation on the left side because the process is obviously
asymmetric in its start and terminal points. The process on the right side appears to have time-reversal
symmetry and we prove this to be the case in Theorem 1.18. a SLE128, b SLE128(30; 30), c SLE128, d
SLE128(30; 30) (color figure online)

The conformal loop ensembles CLEκ for κ ∈ (8/3, 8) are the loop version of SLE
[35,41]. As a consequence of Theorem 1.16, we obtain the local finiteness of the
CLEκ ′ processes for κ ′ ∈ (4, 8). (The corresponding result for κ ∈ (8/3, 4] is proved
in [41] using the relationship between CLEs and loop-soups.)

Theorem 1.17 Fix κ ′ ∈ (4, 8) and let D be a (bounded) Jordan domain. Let � be a
CLEκ ′ process in D. Then � is almost surely locally finite. That is, for every ε > 0,
the number of loops of � which have diameter at least ε is finite almost surely.
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1

−1

−2

ρi

4 κ

κ/2−4
κ/4−2

31 20

(8, 0)

has time-reversal symmetry iff
Ordinary SLEκ(ρ1; ρ2)

both points (κ, ρi) lie in this
gray region or on blue lines

fills left (right) boundary iff
ρ1 (ρ2) is not more than κ/2−4

Ordinary SLEκ(ρ1; ρ2)

Fig. 18 Ordinary chordal SLEκ (ρ1; ρ2) is well-defined for all κ ≥ 0 and ρ1, ρ2 > −2. It has time-reversal
symmetry if and only if both ρ1 and ρ2 belong to the region shaded in gray or lie along the blue lines. That
is, either κ ≤ 4 and ρi > −2 or κ ∈ (4, 8] and ρi ≥ κ

2 − 4 or κ > 8 and ρi = κ
4 − 2. The threshold

κ
2 − 4 is where the path becomes boundary filling: if ρ1 ≤ κ

2 − 4 (resp. ρ2 ≤ κ
2 − 4) then the path fills

the left (resp. right) arc of the boundary which connects the initial and terminal points of the process. If
ρ1 = ρ2 = κ

4 − 2 then the law of the outer boundary of the path stopped upon hitting any fixed boundary
point w is invariant under the anti-conformal map of the domain which fixes w and swaps the initial and
terminal points of the path. These reversibility results were shown for κ ≤ 8 in [23–25] (see also [7,45,47])
and will be established for κ > 8 here. The time-reversal of an ordinary SLEκ for κ > 8 is not an SLEκ

process, it is an SLEκ ( κ
2 − 4; κ

2 − 4) process (color figure online)

As we will explain in more detail in Sect. 4, Theorem 1.17 follows from the almost
sure continuity of space-filling SLEκ ′(κ ′−6) because this process traces the boundary
of all of the loops in a CLEκ ′ process.

1.2.4 Time-reversals of ordinary/space-filling SLEκ(ρ1; ρ2)

We say that a random path η in a simply-connected Jordan domain D from x to y for
x, y ∈ ∂D distinct has time-reversal symmetry if its image under any anti-conformal
map D → D which swaps x and y and run in the reverse direction has the same law as
η itself, up to reparameterization. In this article, we complete the characterization of
the chordal SLEκ(ρ1; ρ2) processes that have time-reversal symmetry, aswe explain in
the caption of Fig. 18. As explained earlier, throughout we generally use the symbol
κ for values less than 4 and κ ′ = 16/κ for values greater than 4. We violate this
convention in a few places (such as Fig. 18) when we want to make a statement that
applies to all κ ≥ 0. The portion of Fig. 18 that is new to this article is the following:

Theorem 1.18 When κ ′ > 8, ordinary SLEκ ′(ρ1; ρ2) has time-reversal symmetry if
and only if ρ1 = ρ2 = κ ′

4 − 2.

The ρ values from Theorem 1.18 are significant because for any fixed boundary
point w, the law of the outer boundary of an SLEκ ′(ρ1; ρ2) stopped upon hitting w is
invariant under the anti-conformal map which swaps the initial and terminal points of
the path and fixes w if and only if ρ1 = ρ2 = κ ′

2 − 4. This is a necessary condition
for time-reversal symmetry and Theorem 1.18 implies that it is also sufficient. The
time-reversal of an ordinary SLEκ ′ process for κ ′ > 8 is not itself an SLEκ ′ process,
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κ /4−2

defined iff both (κ , ρi) lie

has time-reversal symmetry

fills left (right) boundary iff
ρ1 (ρ2) is not more than κ

2 − 4

iff ρ1 = ρ2 = κ
4 − 2

ρ1 (ρ2) is less than κ
2 − 2

Ordinary SLEκ (ρ1; ρ2)
hits left (right) boundary iff

Ordinary SLEκ (ρ1; ρ2)

Space-filling SLEκ (ρ1; ρ2)

Space-filling SLEκ (ρ1; ρ2) is

in gray region

Fig. 19 Fully space-filling SLEκ ′ (ρ1; ρ2) can only be defined when κ ′ > 4 and ρ1, ρ2 ∈ (−2, κ ′
2 − 2)

(gray region). The upper boundary ( κ ′
2 − 2 line) is necessary because ordinary SLEκ ′ (ρ1; ρ2) only hits the

left (resp. right) boundary when ρ1 (resp. ρ2) is strictly less than
κ ′
2 −2. Space-filling SLEκ ′ (ρ1; ρ2) can be

formed from an ordinary SLEκ ′ (ρ1; ρ2) path η by splicing in a space-filling curve that fills each component

of H\η after that component is swallowed by η; when ρi ≥ κ ′
2 − 2 some points are never swallowed by η

in finite time, so this extension does not reach these points before reaching∞. When ρ1 = ρ2 = κ ′
4 − 2,

the path has the same law as its time-reversal (up to parameterization). Recall Fig. 18 for the significance

of these ρ values. In general, the time-reversal is a space-filling SLEκ ′ (ρ̃2; ρ̃1) where ρ̃i = κ ′
2 − 4− ρi is

the reflection of ρi about
κ ′
4 − 2. The κ ′

2 − 4 line is the boundary filling threshold: ordinary SLEκ ′ (ρ1; ρ2)
fills the entire boundary if and only if ρi ≤ κ ′

2 − 4 for i ∈ {1, 2}. When this is the case, space-filling
SLEκ ′ (ρ1; ρ2) has the property that the first hitting times of boundary points occur in order; i.e., the path
in H starting from 0 never hits a point x ∈ R before filling the interval between 0 and x . The ρi = 0 line is

the reflection of the κ ′
2 − 4 line about the κ ′

4 − 2 line: when ρi ≥ 0 for i ∈ {1, 2} the last hitting times of
boundary points occur in order; i.e., the path never revisits a boundary point after visiting a later boundary
point on the same axis

though the time-reversal is a certain SLEκ ′(ρ1; ρ2) process. In particular, the result
stated just below implies that it is an SLEκ ′(

κ ′
2 − 4; κ ′

2 − 4) process. The value κ ′
2 − 4

is significant because it is the critical threshold at or below which an SLEκ ′ process
is boundary filling. It was shown in [25] that if κ ′ ∈ (4, 8) and at least one of the
ρi is strictly below κ ′

2 − 4, then the time-reversal of ordinary SLEκ ′(ρ1; ρ2) is not
an SLEκ ′(ρ̃1; ρ̃2) process for any values of ρ̃1, ρ̃2. The story is quite different if one
considers space-filling SLEκ ′(ρ1; ρ2), as illustrated in Fig. 19, and formally stated
as Theorem 1.19 below. (The other thresholds mentioned in the figure caption are
standard Bessel process observations; see e.g. [25] formore discussion.) Theorem 1.18
is a special case of Theorem 1.19.

Theorem 1.19 The time reversal of a space-filling SLEκ ′(ρ1; ρ2) for ρ1, ρ2 ∈
(−2, κ ′

2 − 2) is a space-filling SLEκ ′(ρ̃2; ρ̃1) where ρ̃i = κ ′
2 − 4− ρi is the reflection

of ρi about
κ ′
4 − 2.

1.2.5 Whole-plane time-reversal symmetry

The final result we state concerns the time-reversal symmetry of whole-plane SLEκ(ρ)

processes for κ ∈ (0, 8].
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Theorem 1.20 Suppose that η is a whole-plane SLEκ(ρ) process from 0 to ∞ for
κ ∈ (0, 4) and ρ > −2. Then the time-reversal of η is a whole-plane SLEκ(ρ) process
from∞ to 0. If η is a whole-plane SLEκ ′(ρ) process for κ ′ ∈ (4, 8] and ρ ≥ κ ′

2 − 4,
then the time-reversal of η is a whole-plane SLEκ ′(ρ) process from∞ to 0.

Our proof of Theorem 1.20 also implies the time-reversal symmetry of a flow line
η of hαβ as in Theorem 1.4 with D = C for any choice of β ∈ R. These processes
are variants of whole-plane SLEκ(ρ) for κ ∈ (0, 4) and ρ > −2 in which one adds a
constant drift to the driving function, which leads to spiraling, as illustrated in Fig. 12.
The proof also implies the reversibility of similar variants of whole-plane SLEκ ′(ρ)

for ρ ≥ κ ′
2 −4 as in Theorem 1.6 and illustrated in Fig. 14. See Remark 5.10 in Sect. 5.

Remark 1.21 When κ ′ > 8, the time-reversal of a whole-plane SLEκ ′(ρ) process η′
for ρ ≥ κ ′

2 −4 is not an SLEκ ′(ρ̃) process for any value of ρ̃ (what follows will explain
why this is the case). We can nevertheless describe its time-reversal in terms of whole-
plane GFF flow lines and chordal SLEκ ′(ρ1; ρ2) processes. Indeed, by Theorem 1.13,
the left and right boundaries of η′ are given by a pair of GFF flow lines ηL , ηR with
angles π

2 and−π
2 , respectively. By Theorem 1.20, we know that ηL has time-reversal

symmetry. Moreover, by Theorem 1.11, we know that the law of ηR given ηL is a
chordal SLEκ(ρ1; ρ2) process independently in the connected components of C\ηL .
Consequently, we know that the time-reversal of ηR given the time-reversal of ηL is
independently an SLEκ(ρ2; ρ1) process in each of the connected components ofC\ηL

by the main result of [24]. Conditionally on ηL , ηR , Theorem 1.13 gives us that the
law of η′ is that of a chordal SLEκ ′(

κ ′
2 − 4; κ ′

2 − 4) in each of the components of
C\(ηL ∪ ηR) part of whose boundary is traced by the right side of ηL and the left side
of ηR . By Theorem 1.19, we thus know that the time-reversal of η′ given the time-
reversals of ηL and ηR is independently that of an ordinary chordal SLEκ ′ process in
each of the components of C\(ηL ∪ ηR). This last statement proves our claim that the
time-reversal is not a whole-plane SLEκ ′(ρ̃) process for any value of ρ̃ because the
conditional law of the time-reversal of η′ given its outer boundary is not that of an
SLEκ ′(

κ ′
2 − 4; κ ′

2 − 4).

Remark 1.22 Wewill not treat the case that η′ is a whole-plane SLEκ ′(ρ) with κ ′ > 4
and ρ < κ ′

2 − 4, because it does not fit into the framework of this paper as naturally. It
is not hard to show that in this case the lifting of η′ to the universal cover ofC\{0} has
left and right boundaries that (when projected back to C) actually coincide with each
other, so that ηL = ηR . However (in contrast to the ρ ≥ κ ′

2 − 4 case described above)
the ηL = ηR path is not an ordinary flow line in C\{0} from∞ to 0. Rather, it is an
angle-varying flow line, alternating between two different angles. (Using the notation
of (2.4), the points on ηL = ηR are the points hit at times when Ot = Wt . Those
hit when Wt collides with Ot from the right lie on flow lines of one angle. Those hit
when Wt is collides with Ot from the left lie on flow lines of a different angle.) This
angle-varying flow line is not a local set, and the conditional law of η′ given ηL = ηR

is somewhat complicated.
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2 Preliminaries

This section has three parts. First, in Sect. 2.1, wewill give an overview of the different
variants of SLE and SLEκ(ρ) (chordal, radial, and whole-plane) that will be important
throughout this article. We will in particular show how the continuity of whole-plane
and radial SLEκ(ρ) processes for all κ > 0 and ρ > −2 can be extracted from the
results of [23]. Next, in Sect. 2.2, wewill give a brief overview of thewhole-planeGFF.
Finally, in Sect. 2.3, we will review the aspects of the theory of boundary emanating
GFF flow lines developed in [23] which will be relevant for this article.

2.1 SLEκ (ρ) processes

SLEκ is a one-parameter family of conformally invariant random growth processes
introduced by Schramm [32] (which were proved to be generated by random curves
by Rohde and Schramm [30]). In this subsection, we will give a brief overview of
three types of SLE: chordal, radial, and whole-plane. More detailed introductions to
SLE can be found in many excellent surveys of the subject, e.g., [13,42].

2.1.1 Chordal SLEκ(ρ)

Chordal SLEκ(ρ) in H targeted at∞ is the growth process (Kt ) associated with the
random family of conformal maps (gt ) obtained by solving the Loewner ODE

∂t gt (z) = 2

gt (z)−Wt
, g0(z) = z (2.1)

where W is taken to be the solution to the SDE

dWt = √κdBt +
∑

i

Re

(

ρi

Wt − V i
t

)

dt

dV i
t =

2

V i
t −Wt

dt, V i
0 = zi .

(2.2)

The compact set Kt is given by the closure of the complement of the domain of gt inH
and gt is the unique conformal transformationH\Kt → H satisfying gt (z) = z+o(1)
as z → ∞. The points zi ∈ H are the force points of W and the ρi ∈ R are the
weights. When zi ∈ R (resp. zi ∈ H), zi is said to be a boundary (resp. interior)
force point. It is often convenient to organize the zi into groups zi,L , zi,R, zi,I where
the superscripts L , R, I indicate whether the point is to the left or right of 0 in R or
in H, respectively, and we take the zi,L (resp. zi,R) to be given in decreasing (resp.
increasing) order. We also group the weights ρi,L , ρi,R, ρi,I and time evolution of
the force points V i,L , V i,R, V i,I under the Loewner flow accordingly. The existence
and uniqueness of solutions to (2.2) with only boundary force points is discussed
in [23, Section 2]. It is shown that there is a unique solution to (2.2) until the first
time t that Wt = V j,q

t where
∑ j

i=1 ρi,q ≤ −2 for either q = L or q = R. We
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call this time the continuation threshold. In particular, if
∑ j

i=1 ρi,q > −2 for all
1 ≤ j ≤ |ρq | for q ∈ {L , R} (where we use the notation |ρq | for the number of
elements in the vector ρq ), then (2.2) has a unique solution for all times t . This even
holds when one or both of z1,L = 0− or z1,R = 0+ hold. The almost sure continuity
of the SLEκ(ρ) trace with only boundary force points is proved in [23, Theorem 1.3].
It thus follows from the Girsanov theorem [12] that (2.2) has a unique solution and
the growth process associated with the Loewner evolution in (2.1) is almost surely
generated by a continuous path, even in the presence of interior force points, up until
either the continuation threshold or when an interior force point is swallowed.

2.1.2 Radial SLEμ
κ (ρ)

A radial SLEκ in D targeted at 0 is the random growth process (Kt ) in D starting
from a point on ∂D growing towards 0 which is described by the random family of
conformal maps (gt ) which solve the radial Loewner equation:

∂t gt (z) = gt (z)
Wt + gt (z)

Wt − gt (z)
, g0(z) = z. (2.3)

Here, Wt = ei
√

κBt where Bt is a standard Brownian motion; W is referred to as the
driving function for the radial Loewner evolution. The set Kt is the complement of the
domain of gt in D and gt is the unique conformal transformation D\Kt → D fixing 0
with g′t (0) > 0. Time is parameterized by the logarithmic conformal radius as viewed
from 0 so that log g′t (0) = t for all t ≥ 0. As in the chordal setting, radial SLEμ

κ (ρ)

is a generalization of radial SLE in which one keeps track of one extra marked point.
To describe it, following [40] we let

�(w, z) = −z z + w

z − w
and ˜�(z, w) = �(z, w)+�(1/z, w)

2

and

Gμ(Wt , dBt , dt) =
(

iκμ− κ

2

)

Wtdt + i
√

κWtdBt .

We say that a pair of processes (W, O), each of which takes values in S1, solves the
radial SLEμ

κ (ρ) equation for ρ,μ ∈ R with a single boundary force point of weight
ρ provided that

dWt = Gμ(Wt , dBt , dt)+ ρ

2
˜�(Ot ,Wt )dt

dOt = �(Wt , Ot )dt.
(2.4)

A radial SLEμ
κ (ρ) is the growth process corresponding to the solution (gt ) of (2.3)

when W is taken to be as in (2.4). We will refer to a radial SLE0
κ(ρ) process simply

a radial SLEκ(ρ) process. In this section, we are going to collect several facts about
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radial SLEμ
κ (ρ) processes which will be useful for us in Sect. 3.1 when we prove the

existence of the flow lines of the GFF emanating from an interior point.
Throughout, it will often be useful to consider the SDE

dθt =
(

ρ + 2

2
cot(θt/2)+ κμ

)

dt +√κdBt , θt ∈ [0, 2π ] (2.5)

where B is a standard Brownian motion. This SDE can be derived by taking a solution
(W, O) to (2.4) and then setting θt = argWt − arg Ot (see [35, Equation (4.1)] for
the case ρ = κ − 6 and μ = 0). One can easily see that (2.5) has a unique solution
which takes values in [0, 2π ] if ρ > −2. Indeed, we first suppose that μ = 0. A
straightforward expansion implies that 1/x−cot(x) is bounded for x in a neighborhood
of zero (and in fact tends to zero as x → 0). When θt is close to zero, this fact and the
Girsanov theorem [12] imply that its evolution is absolutely continuous with respect
to
√

κ times a Bessel process of dimension d(ρ, κ) = 1+ 2(ρ+2)
κ

> 1 and, similarly,
when θt is close to 2π , the evolution of 2π − θt is absolutely continuous with respect
to
√

κ times a Bessel process, also of dimension d(ρ, κ). The existence for μ �= 0
follows by noting that, by the Girsanov theorem [12], its law is equal to that of θ with
μ = 0 reweighted by exp(μ

√
κBt−μ2κt/2)where B is the Brownian motion driving

θ .
The existence and uniqueness of solutions to (2.4) can be derived from the existence

and uniqueness of solutions to (2.5). Another approach to this for μ = 0 is to use [40,
Theorem 3] to relate (2.4) to a chordal SLEκ(ρ) driving process with a single interior
force point and then to invoke the results of [23, Section 2] and the Girsanov theorem
[12]. Pathwise uniqueness can easily be seen by considering two solutions θ1, θ2

coupled together to be driven by the same Brownian motion and then analyzing the
process θ = θ1 − θ2. In particular, if θ1 < θ2, then θ moves (deterministically)
upwards and if θ1 > θ2 then θ moves (deterministically) downwards. So, it must be
the case that θ1 and θ2 eventually meet and do not subsequently separate. We remark
that one can consider radial SLEμ

κ (ρ) processes with many boundary force points ρ

as in [40], though we will not consider the more general case in this article. We now
turn to prove the existence of a unique stationary solution to (2.4).

Proposition 2.1 Suppose that ρ > −2 and μ ∈ R. There exists a unique stationary
solution (˜Wt , ˜Ot ) for t ∈ R to (2.4). If (Wt , Ot ) is any solution to (2.4) and �t is the
shift operator�t f (s) = f (s+ t), then the law of (�T W,�T O) converges to (˜W , ˜O)

weakly with respect to the topology of local uniform convergence on continuous func-
tions R→ S1 × S1 as T →∞.

Proof Suppose that (Wi , Oi ) for i = 1, 2 are two solutions to (2.4) starting from
Wi

0, O
i
0 and let θ

i
t = argWi

t −arg Oi
t . Fix ε > 0.We will show that there exists T > 0

and a coupling of the laws of (Wi , Oi ) for i = 1, 2 so that the probability that

sup
t≥T

(∣

∣

∣W 1
t −W 2

t

∣

∣

∣+
∣

∣

∣O1
t − O2

t

∣

∣

∣

)

≥ ε
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is at most ε. The result will follow upon showing that this is the case. In order to prove
this, it suffices to show that there is a coupling of the laws of (Wi , Oi ) for i = 1, 2
and T ≥ 0 so that the probability of the event that

{θ1T �= θ2T } ∪
{∣

∣

∣O1
T − O2

T

∣

∣

∣ ≥ ε
}

is at most ε. Indeed, on the complement of this event we can couple θ1, θ2 so that
θ1t = θ2t for all t ≥ T by the uniqueness of solutions to (2.5) established just above
and we have that |W 1

t −W 2
t | = |O1

t − O2
t | = |O1

T − O2
T | < ε for all t ≥ T .

To show that this is true, we take (Wi , Oi ) for i = 1, 2 to be independent and
fix M > 0 large. Then in each time interval of the form (2kM + 1, (2k + 1)M + 1]
for k ∈ N there is a positive chance that θ1 stays in [π, π + ε

4 ] and θ2 stays in
[π + ε

2 , π + ε] for the entire interval uniformly in the realization of the (Wi , Oi ) in
the previous intervals. If M is chosen sufficiently large relative to ε and this event
occurs, then it follows from the evolution equation for O1

t , O
2
t that O1

t and O2
t will

meet in such an interval and, at this time, θ1t and θ2t will differ by at most ε. Conditional
on this happening, it is then a positive probability event that θ1t and θ2t will coalesce in
a time which goes to zero in law as ε → 0 and, by this time, the distance between O1

t
and O2

t will be bounded by a quantity that tends to zero in law as ε → 0. It therefore
follows that if τ is the first time t that θ1t = θ2t and |O1

t − O2
t | ≤ ε, then P[τ ≥ t]

decays exponentially fast in t at a rate which depends only on ε. From this, the result
follows. ��

The following conformalMarkov property is immediate from the definition of radial
SLEμ

κ (ρ):

Proposition 2.2 Suppose that Kt is a radial SLEμ
κ (ρ) process, let (gt ) be the corre-

sponding family of conformal maps, and let (W, O) be the driving process. Let τ be
any almost surely finite stopping time for Kt . Then gτ (Kt\Kτ ) is a radial SLEμ

κ (ρ)

process whose driving function (˜W , ˜O) has initial condition (˜W0, ˜O0) = (Wτ , Oτ ).

We will next show that radial SLEμ
κ (ρ) processes are almost surely generated by

continuous curves by using [23, Theorem 1.3], which gives the continuity of chordal
SLEκ(ρ) processes.

Proposition 2.3 Suppose that Kt is a radial SLEμ
κ (ρ) process with ρ > −2 and

μ ∈ R. For each T ∈ (0,∞), we have that K |[0,T ] is almost surely generated by a
continuous curve.

Proof It suffices to prove the result for μ = 0 since, as we remarked just after (2.5),
the law of the process forμ �= 0 up to any fixed and finite time is absolutely continuous
with respect to the case when μ = 0. Let (W, O) be the driving function of a radial
SLEκ(ρ) process with ρ > −2 and let θt = argWt − arg Ot . We assume without loss
of generality that θ0 = 0. Let τ = inf{t ≥ 0 : θt = 2π}. By the conformal Markov
property of radial SLEκ(ρ) (Proposition 2.2) and the symmetry of the setup, it suffices
to prove that K |[0,τ ] is generated by a continuous curve.
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For each ε > 0, we let τε = inf{t ≥ 0 : θt ≥ 2π − ε}. Observe from the form
of (2.5) that τε <∞ almost surely (when θt ∈ [0, 2π − ε], its evolution is absolutely
continuous with respect to that of a positive multiple of a Bessel process of dimension
larger than 1). It follows from [40, Theorem 3] that the law of a radial SLEκ(ρ)

process in D is equal to that of a chordal SLEκ(ρ, κ − 6 − ρ) process on D where
the weight κ − 6 − ρ corresponds to an interior force point located at 0, stopped at
time τ . Assume that Kt is parameterized by logarithmic conformal radius as viewed
from 0. The Girsanov theorem implies that the law of K |[0,τε∧r ], any fixed ε, r > 0,
is mutually absolutely continuous with respect to that of a chordal SLEκ(ρ) process
(without an interior force point). We know from [23, Theorem 1.3] that such processes
are almost surely continuous, which gives us the continuity up to time τε ∧ r . This
completes the proof in the case that ρ ≥ κ

2 − 2 since θt does not hit {0, 2π} at positive
times because τε → ∞ as ε → 0. For the rest of the proof, we shall assume that
ρ ∈ (−2, κ

2 − 2). By sending r →∞ and using that τε < ∞, we get the continuity
up to time τε .

To get the continuity in the time interval [τε, τ ], we fix δ > 0 and assume that ε > 0
is so small so the event E that θt |[τε ,τ ] hits 2π before hitting 0 satisfies P[E] ≥ 1− δ.
By applying the conformal transformation gτε , the symmetry of the setup (using that

(θt : t ≥ 0)
d= (2π − θt : t ≥ 0), recall (2.5)) and the argument we have described

just above implies that gτε (K |[τε,τ ]) is generated by a continuous path on E . Sending
δ → 0 implies the desired result. ��

Wewill prove in Sects. 3.5 and 4 that if η is a radial SLEμ
κ (ρ) process with ρ > −2

and μ ∈ R then limt→∞ η(t) = 0 almost surely. This is the so-called “endpoint”
continuity of radial SLEμ

κ (ρ) (first established by Lawler for ordinary radial SLEκ in
[14]). We finish by recording the following fact, which follows from the discussion
after (2.5).

Lemma 2.4 Suppose that η is a radial SLEμ
κ (ρ) process with ρ ≥ κ

2 − 2 and μ ∈ R.
Then η almost surely does not intersect ∂D and is a simple path.

Proof Let θt = argWt − arg Ot where (W, O) is the driving pair for η. By the
discussion after (2.5), we know that the evolution of θt (resp. 2π − θt ) is absolutely
continuous with respect to that of

√
κ times a Bessel process of dimension d(ρ, κ) ≥ 2

when it is near the singularity at 0 (resp. 2π ). Consequently, θt almost surely does not
hit 0 or 2π except possibly at time 0. From this, the result follows. ��

2.1.3 Whole-plane SLEμ
κ (ρ)

Whole-plane SLE is a variant of SLE which describes a random growth process Kt

where, for each t ∈ R, Kt ⊆ C is compact with Ct = C\Kt simply connected
(viewed as a subset of the Riemann sphere). For each t , we let gt : Ct → C\D be the
unique conformal transformation with gt (∞) = ∞ and g′t (∞) > 0. Then gt solves
the whole-plane Loewner equation

∂t gt = gt (z)
Wt + gt (z)

Wt − gt (z)
. (2.6)
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Here, Wt = ei
√

κBt where Bt is a two-sided standard Brownian motion. Equivalently,
W is given by the time-stationary solution to (2.4) with ρ = μ = 0. Note that (2.6)
is the same as (2.3). In fact, for any s ∈ R, the growth process 1/gs(Kt\Ks) for
s ≥ t from ∂D to 0 is a radial SLEκ process in D. Thus, whole-plane SLE can
be thought of as a bi-infinite time version of radial SLE. Whole-plane SLEμ

κ (ρ) is
the growth process associated with (2.6) where Wt is taken to be the time-stationary
solution of (2.3) described in Proposition 2.1. As before, wewill refer to awhole-plane
SLE0

κ(ρ) process as simply a whole-plane SLEκ(ρ) process.
We are now going to prove the continuity of whole-plane SLEμ

κ (ρ) processes.
The idea is to deduce the result from the continuity of radial SLEμ

κ (ρ) proved in
Proposition 2.3 and the relationship between radial and whole-plane SLE described
just above. This gives us that for any fixed T ∈ R, a whole-plane SLE restricted to
[T,∞) is generated by the conformal image of a continuous curve. The technical
issue that one has to worry about is whether pathological behavior in the way that the
process gets started causes this conformal map to be discontinuous at the boundary.

Proposition 2.5 Suppose that Kt is a whole-plane SLEμ
κ (ρ) process with ρ > −2

and μ ∈ R. Then Kt is almost surely generated by a continuous curve η.

The main ingredient in the proof of Proposition 2.5 is the following lemma (see
Fig. 20).

Lemma 2.6 Suppose that η is a radial SLEμ
κ (ρ) process with ρ ∈ (−2, κ

2 − 2) and
μ ∈ R. For each t ∈ [0,∞), let Dt = D\Kt . Let

τ = inf{t ≥ 0 : ∂Dt ∩ ∂D = ∅}.

Then P[τ <∞] = 1.

Proof We first suppose that ρ ∈ (−2 ∨ ( κ
2 − 4), κ

2 − 2) so that η almost surely
does not fill the boundary. By Proposition 2.2, the conformal Markov property for
radial SLEμ

κ (ρ), it suffices to show that for each δ ∈ (0, 1), with positive probability,
the first loop that η makes about 0 does not intersect ∂D and contains δD. By the
absolute continuity of radial SLEμ

κ (ρ) and radial SLEκ(ρ) processes up to any fixed
time t ∈ [0,∞), as explained in Sect. 2.1.2, it in turn suffices to show that this holds
for ordinary radial SLEκ(ρ) processes. The proof of this is explained the caption of
Fig. 20. The proof for ρ ∈ (−2, κ

2 − 4] is similar. The difference is that, in this range
of ρ values, the path is almost surely boundary filling. In particular, it is not possible
for the first loop that η makes around the origin to be disjoint from the boundary.
Nevertheless, a small modification of the argument described in Fig. 20 implies that
the inner boundary of the second loop made by η around 0 has a positive chance of
being disjoint from ∂D and contain δD. ��
Proof of Proposition 2.5 We first suppose that ρ ≥ κ

2 − 2. Fix T ∈ R. By the discus-
sion in the beginning of this subsection, we know that we can express K |[T,∞) as the
conformal image of a radial SLEμ

κ (ρ) process. By Proposition 2.3, we know that the
latter is generated by a continuous curve which, since ρ ≥ κ

2 − 2, is almost surely
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η

η(τ )
gτ

W0=O0=1

W−1
τ Oτ

e2πiρ0

η

Fig. 20 Fix κ > 0. Suppose that η is a radial SLEκ (ρ) in D starting from 1 with a single boundary force
point of weight ρ ∈ (−2∨ ( κ

2 − 4), κ
2 − 2), located at 1+ (immediately in the counterclockwise direction

from 1 on ∂D). For every δ ∈ (0, 1), the first loop η makes around 0 does not intersect ∂D and contains δD
with positive probability. To see this, we first note that the event E that η wraps around the small disk with
dashed boundary while staying inside of the dashed region and then hits the red line, say at time τ , occurs
with positive probability (see left side above). This can be seen since a radial SLEκ (ρ) process is equal in
distribution to a chordal SLEκ (ρ, κ − 6− ρ) process up until the first time it swallows 0 [40, Theorem 3]
and the latter is absolutely continuous with respect to a chordal SLEκ (ρ) process up until just before
swallowing 0 (see the proof of Proposition 2.3). The claim follows since E a positive probability event for
the latter (see [13, Section 4.7]; this can also be proved using the GFF). Moreover, we note that conditional
on E , η|[τ,∞) surrounds 0 before hitting ∂D with positive probability. Indeed, the conformal invariance
of Brownian motion implies that θτ is equal to 2π times the probability that a Brownian motion starting
at 0 exits D\η([0, τ ]) in the right side of η([0, τ ]) and the Beurling estimate [13] implies that there exists
ρ0 > 0 such that the latter is at least ρ0 on E . Consequently, it suffices to show that η̃ = W−1

τ gτ (η|[τ,∞))

wraps around 0 and hits to the left of W−1
τ Oτ while staying inside of the dashed region indicated on the

right side, with uniformly positive probability. That this holds follows, as before, by using [40, Theorem 3]
and absolute continuity to compare to the case when η̃ is a chordal SLEκ (ρ) process and note that the latter
stays inside of the dashed region and exits in the red segment with positive probability (color figure online)

non-boundary intersecting by Lemma 2.4. This implies that K |[T,∞) is generated by
the conformal image of a continuous non-boundary-intersecting curve. This implies
that for any S > T , the restriction of this image to [S,∞) is a continuous path. The
result follows since S can be taken arbitrarily small.

We now suppose that ρ ∈ (−2, κ
2 − 2) and again fix T ∈ R. As before, we know

that we can express K |[T,∞) as the image under the conformal map 1/g−1T of a radial
SLEμ

κ (ρ) process η : [T,∞) → D. More precisely, K |[T,∞) is the complement of
the unbounded connected component of C\((1/g−1T )(η([T, t])) ∪ KT ). Let τ be the
first time t ≥ T that ∂Kt ∩ ∂KT = ∅. Lemma 2.6 implies that P[τ < ∞] = 1.
By the almost sure continuity of the radial SLEμ

κ (ρ) processes, it follows that Kτ is
locally connected which implies that 1/g−1τ extends continuously to the boundary,
which implies that 1/g−1τ applied to η|[τ,∞) is almost surely a continuous curve. The
result follows since the distribution of τ − T does not depend on T since the driving
function of a whole-plane SLEμ

κ (ρ) process is time-stationary and we can take T to
be as small as we like. ��
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We finish this section by recording the following simple fact, that the trace of a
whole-plane SLEκ(ρ) process is almost surely unbounded.

Lemma 2.7 Suppose that η is a whole-plane SLEκ(ρ) process with ρ > −2. Then
lim supt→∞ |η(t)| = ∞ almost surely.

Proof This follows since whole-plane SLEκ(ρ) is parameterized by capacity, exists
for all time, and [13, Proposition 3.27]. ��

In Sects. 3 and 4, we will establish the transience of whole-plane SLEκ(ρ) pro-
cesses: that limt→∞ η(t) = ∞ almost surely.

2.2 Gaussian free fields

In this section, we will give an overview of the basic properties and construction of
the whole-plane GFF. For a domain D ⊆ C, we let Hs(D) denote the space of C∞
functions with compact support contained in D. We will simply write Hs for Hs(C).
We let Hs,0(D) consist of those φ ∈ Hs(D) with

∫

φ(z)dz = 0 and write Hs,0 for
Hs,0(C).

Any distribution (a.k.a. generalized function) h describes a linear map φ �→ (h, φ)

from Hs(C) to R. The whole-plane GFF can be understood as a random distribution
h defined modulo a global additive constant in R. One way to make this precise is
to define an equivalence relation: two generalized functions h1 and h2 are equivalent
modulo global additive constant if h1 − h2 = a for some a ∈ R (i.e., (h1, φ) −
(h2, φ) = a

∫

φ(z)dz for all test functions φ ∈ Hs). The whole-plane GFF modulo
global additive constant is then a random equivalence class, which can be described
by specifying a representative of the equivalence class. Another way to say that h is
defined only modulo a global additive constant is to say that the quantities (h, φ) are
defined only for test functions φ ∈ Hs,0. It is not hard to see that this point of view is
equivalent: the restriction of the map φ �→ (h, φ) to Hs,0 determines the equivalence
class, and vice-versa.

If one fixes a constant r > 0, it is also possible to understand the whole-plane
GFF as a random distribution defined modulo a global additive constant in rZ. This
can also be understood as a random equivalence class of distributions (with h1 and
h2 equivalent when h1 − h2 = a ∈ rZ). Another way to say that h is defined only
modulo a global additive constant in rZ is to say that

1. (h, φ) is well-defined for φ ∈ Hs,0 but
2. for test functionsφ ∈ Hs\Hs,0, the value (h, φ) is defined onlymodulo an additive

multiple of r
∫

φ(z)dz.

We can specify h modulo rZ by describing the map φ �→ (h, φ) on Hs,0 and also
specifying the value (h, φ0)modulo r for some fixed test function φ0 with

∫

φ0(z)dz =
1. (A general test function is a linear combination of φ0 and an element of Hs,0.)

In this subsection, we will explain how one can construct the whole-plane GFF
(either modulo R or modulo rZ) as an infinite volume limit of zero-boundary GFFs
defined on an increasing sequence of bounded domains. Finally, we will review the
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theory of local sets in the context of the whole-plane GFF. We will assume that the
reader is familiar with the ordinary GFF and the theory of local sets in this context [23,
34,38]. Since the whole-plane theory is parallel (statements and proofs are essentially
the same), our treatment will be brief.

2.2.1 Whole-plane GFF

We begin by giving the definition of the whole-plane GFF defined modulo additive
constant; see also [36] for a similar (though somewhat more detailed) exposition. We
let H denote the Hilbert space closure of Hs modulo a global additive constant in R,
equipped with the Dirichlet inner product

( f, g)∇ = 1

2π

∫

∇ f (z) · ∇g(z)dz.

(The normalization (2π)−1 in the definition of theDirichlet inner product is convenient
because then, for example, the dominant term in the covariance function for the GFF
is given by − log |x − y| rather than a multiple of − log |x − y|.) Let ( fn) be an
orthonormal basis of H and let (αn) be a sequence of i.i.d. N (0, 1) random variables.
The whole-plane GFF (modulo an additive constant in R) is an equivalence class of
distributions, a representative of which is given by the series expansion

h =
∑

n

αn fn .

That is, for each φ ∈ Hs,0, we can write

(h, φ) := lim
n→∞

(
∑

αn fn, φ
)

, (2.7)

where (·, ·) is the L2 inner product. As in the case of the GFF on a compact domain,
the convergence almost surely holds for all such φ, and the law of h turns out not to
depend on the choice of ( fn) [34]. It is also possible to view h as the standard Gaussian
on H , i.e. a collection of random variables (h, f )∇ indexed by f ∈ H which respect
linear combinations and have covariance

Cov((h, f )∇ , (h, g)∇) = ( f, g)∇ for f, g ∈ H.

Formally integrating by parts, we have that (h, f )∇ = −2π(h,� f ) (where (h,� f )
is, formally, the L2 inner product of h and � f ). Thus, for any fixed function (or
generalized function) φ with the property that �−1φ ∈ H , the limit defining (h, φ)

in (2.7) a.s. exists. (Although the limit almost surely exists for any fixed φ with this
property, it is a.s. not the case that the limit exists for all functions with this property.
However, the limit does exist a.s. for all φ ∈ Hs,0 simultaneously.) We think of h as
being defined only up to an additive constant in R because

(h + c, φ) = (h, φ)+ (c, φ) = (h, φ) for all φ ∈ Hs,0 and c ∈ R.
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We can fix the additive constant, for example, by setting (h, φ0) = 0 for some fixed
φ0 ∈ Hs with

∫

φ0(z)dz = 1.
Suppose that φ0, φ1 ∈ Hs are distinct with

∫

φ j (z)dz = 1 for j = 0, 1. Then we
can use either φ0 or φ1 to fix the additive constant for h by setting either (h, φ0) = 0
or (h, φ1) = 0. Regardless of which choice we make, as φ0 − φ1 has mean zero, we
have that (h, φ0 − φ1) has the Gaussian distribution with mean zero. Moreover, the
variance of (h, φ0−φ1) does not depend on the choice of φ0, φ1 for fixing the additive
constant. Extending the definition of h to all compactly supported test functions (not
just those of mean zero) by requiring (h, φ0) = 0 is not exactly the same as extending
the definition by requiring (h, φ1) = 0. Each of these two extension procedures can
be understood as a different mapping from a space of equivalence classes (the space
of distributions modulo additive constant) to the space of distributions (where this
mapping sends an equivalence class to a representative element of itself). However,
note that for any fixed choice of h, these two extension procedures yield distributions
h1 and h2 that differ from one another by an additive “constant,” namely the quantity
(h, φ1 − φ2). This quantity is of course random (in the sense that it depends on h)
but it is a constant in the sense that it does not depend on the spatial variable; that is,
(h1 − h2, φ) = (a, φ), where the quantity a does not depend on φ.

In other words, while it is perfectly correct to say that h is a random element of the
space of “distributions modulo additive constant,” this does not mean that if you come
up with any two different ways of fixing that additive constant (thereby producing two
random distributions), the difference between the two distributions you produce will
be deterministic.

Fix r > 0 and φ0 ∈ Hs with
∫

φ0(z)dz = 1. The whole-plane GFF modulo r
is a random equivalence class of distributions (where two distributions are equivalent
when their difference is a constant in rZ). An instance can be generated by

1. sampling a whole-plane GFF h modulo a global additive constant in R, as
described above, and then

2. choosing independently a uniform random variableU ∈ [0, r) and fixing a global
additive constant (modulo r ) for h by requiring that (h, φ0) ∈ (U + rZ).

One reason that this object will be important for us is that if h is a smooth function,
then replacing h with h+ a for a ∈ 2πχZ does not change the north-going flow lines
of the vector field eih/χ . On the other hand, adding a constant in (0, 2πχ) rotates all
of the arrows by some non-trivial amount (so that the north-going flow lines become
flow lines of angle a/χ ). Thus, while it is not possible to determine the “values” of
the whole-plane GFF in an absolute sense, we can construct the whole-plane GFF
modulo an additive constant in 2πχZ, and this is enough to determine its flow lines.
These constructions will be further motivated in the next subsection in which we
will show that they arise as various limits of the ordinary GFF subject to different
normalizations. Before proceeding to this, we will state the analog of the Markov
property for the whole-plane GFF defined either modulo an additive constant in R or
modulo an additive constant in rZ.

Proposition 2.8 Suppose that h is awhole-planeGFF viewed as a distribution defined
up to a global additive constant in R and that W ⊆ C is open and bounded. The
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conditional law of h|W given h|C\W is that of a zero-boundary GFF on W plus the
harmonic extension of its boundary values from ∂W to W (which is only defined up
to a global additive constant in R). If h is defined up to a global additive constant in
rZ, then the statement holds except the harmonic function is defined modulo a global
additive constant in rZ.

We note that it is somewhat informal to refer to the “harmonic extension” of the
boundary values of h from ∂W to W because h is a distribution and not a function,
so does not have “boundary values” on ∂W in a traditional sense. This “harmonic
extension” is made sense of rigorously by orthogonal projection, as explained just
below. The proof of Proposition 2.8 is analogous to the proof of [23, Proposition 3.1],
however we include it here for completeness.

Proof of Proposition 2.8 Let H(W ) be the closure of those functions in Hs(W ) with
respect to (·, ·)∇ , considered modulo additive constant. Let H⊥(W ) consist of those
functions in H which are harmonic inW (we note that whether a function is harmonic
in W only depends on the values of W modulo a global additive constant). Then it is
not difficult to see that H(W ) ⊕ H⊥(W ) gives an orthogonal decomposition of H .
Let ( f Wn ) (resp. ( f W

c

n )) be a (·, ·)∇ orthonormal basis of H(W ) (resp. H⊥(W )) and

let (αW
n ), (αW⊥

n ) be i.i.d. N (0, 1) sequences. Then we can write

h =
∑

n

αW
n f Wn +

∑

n

αWc

n f W
c

n .

The first summand has the law of a zero-boundary GFF on W , modulo additive con-
stant, and the second summand is harmonic in W . We note that we can view the
first summand as a zero-boundary GFF on W (i.e., with the additive constant fixed)
because there is a unique distribution which represents the first summand which has
the property that any test function whose support is disjoint fromW integrates to zero
against it.

The second statement in the proposition is proved similarly. ��
The following is immediate from the definitions:

Proposition 2.9 Suppose that h is a whole-plane GFF defined up to a global additive
constant in R and fix g ∈ H. Then the laws of h + g and h are mutually absolutely
continuous. The Radon-Nikodym derivative of the law of the former with respect to
that of the latter is given by

1

Z e(h,g)∇ (2.8)

whereZ is a normalization constant. The same statement holds if h is instead a whole-
plane GFF defined up to a global additive constant in rZ for r > 0. (Note: we can
normalize so that (h, φ0) ∈ [0, r) for some fixed φ0 ∈ Hs whose support is disjoint
from that of g.)
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Proof Recall that if Z ∼ N (0, 1) then weighting the law of Z by a normalizing
constant times eμx yields the law of a N (μ, 1).Wewill deduce the result from this fact.
We write h =∑n αn fn where the (αn) are i.i.d. N (0, 1) and ( fn) is an orthonormal
basis for H . Fix g ∈ H . Then we can write g = ∑n βn fn . Consequently, we have
that

exp((h, g)∇) = exp

(

∑

n

αnβn

)

,

which implies the result. ��

2.2.2 The whole-plane GFF as a limit

We are now going to show that infinite volume limits of the ordinary GFF converge
to the whole-plane GFF modulo a global additive constant either in R or in rZ for
r > 0 fixed, subject to appropriate normalization. Suppose that h is a zero-boundary
GFF on a proper domain D ⊆ Cwith harmonically non-trivial boundary. Then we can
consider h modulo additive constant inR by restricting h to functions in Hs,0(D). Fix
φ0 ∈ Hs(D) with

∫

φ0(z)dz = 1. We can also consider the law of h modulo additive
constant in rZ for r > 0 fixed by replacing h with h − c where c ∈ rZ is chosen so
that (h, φ0)− c ∈ [0, r).

Let μ (resp. μr ) denote the law of the whole-plane GFF modulo additive constant
in R (resp. rZ for r > 0 fixed; the choice of φ0 will be clear from the context).

Proposition 2.10 Suppose that Dn is any sequence of domains with harmonically
non-trivial boundary containing 0 such that dist(0, ∂Dn) →∞ as n →∞ and, for
each n, let hn be an instance of the GFF on Dn with boundary conditions which are
uniformly bounded in n. Fix R > 0. We have the following:

(i) As n →∞, the lawsof the distributions givenby restricting themapsφ �→ (hn, φ)

to φ ∈ Hs,0
(

B(0, R)
)

(interpreted as distributions on B(0, R) modulo additive
constant) converge in total variation to the lawof the distribution (modulo additive
constant) obtained by restricting the whole-plane GFF to the same set of test
functions.

(ii) Fix φ0 ∈ Hs with
∫

φ0(z)dz = 1 which is constant and positive on B(0, R). As
n →∞, the laws of the distributions given by restricting themapsφ �→ (hn, φ) to
φ ∈ Hs

(

B(0, R)
)

(interpreted as distributions modulo a global additive constant
in rZ) converge in total variation to the law of the analogous distribution (modulo
rZ) obtained from the whole-plane GFF (as defined modulo rZ).

Proof Suppose that h is a whole-plane GFF definedmodulo additive constant inR. By
Proposition 2.8, the law of h minus the harmonic extension hn to Dn of its boundary
values on ∂Dn (this difference does not depend on the arbitrary additive constant) is
that of a zero-boundary GFF on Dn .

If dist(0, ∂Dn) is large, hn is likely to be nearly constant on B(0, R). Indeed, this
can be seen as follows. Let p(z, y) be the density with respect to Lebesgue measure
of harmonic measure in B(0, 2R) as seen from z ∈ B(0, 2R). We also let dy denote
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Lebesgue measure on ∂B(0, 2R). Using in the second inequality that there exists a
constant C > 0 such that p(z, y) ≤ C/R for all z ∈ B(0, R) and y ∈ ∂B(0, 2R), we
have that

sup
z∈B(0,R)

|hn(z)− hn(0)| ≤ sup
z∈B(0,R)

∫

∂B(0,2R)

p(z, y)|hn(y)− hn(0)|dy

≤ C

R

∫

∂B(0,2R)

|hn(y)− hn(0)|dy.

The claim follows because it is not difficult to see that for each ε > 0 and R > 0
there exists n0 such that n ≥ n0 implies that Var(hn(y) − hn(0)) ≤ ε2 for so that
E|hn(y)− hn(0)| ≤ ε. We arrive at the first statement by combining this with (2.8).

Now suppose that we are in the setting of part (ii). Note that (hn, φ0) is a Gaus-
sian random variable whose variance tends to∞ with n. Hence, (hn, φ0) modulo rZ
becomes uniform in [0, r) in the limit. The second statement thus follows because, for
each n ∈ N fixed, (hn, φ0) is independent of the family of random variables (hn, g)∇
where g ranges over Hs(B(0, R)). ��
Proposition 2.11 Suppose that D ⊆ C is a domain with harmonically non-trivial
boundary and h is a GFF on D with given boundary conditions. Fix W ⊆ D bounded
and open with dist(W, ∂D) > 0. The law of h considered modulo a global additive
constant restricted to W is mutually absolutely continuous with respect to the law of
the whole-plane GFF modulo a global additive constant restricted to W. Likewise,
the law of h considered modulo additive constant in rZ restricted to W is mutually
absolutely continuous with respect to the whole-plane GFF modulo additive constant
in rZ restricted to W.

Proof The first statement just follows from the Markov properties of the ordinary and
whole-planeGFFs and the fact that adding a smooth function affects the law of the field
away from the boundary in an absolutely continuous manner (Proposition 2.9). For
a fixed choice of normalizing function φ0, the laws of the whole-plane GFF modulo
an additive constant in rZ and the ordinary GFF modulo an additive constant in rZ
each integrated against φ0 are mutually absolutely continuous since the former is
uniform on [0, r) and the latter has the law of a Gaussian with positive variance taken
modulo r . The second statement thus follows from the first by taking φ0 ∈ Hs with
∫

φ0(z)dz = 1 and which is constant and positive on W and using that, with such
a choice of φ0, (h, φ0)∇ is independent of the family of random variables (h, g)∇
where g ranges over Hs(W ). ��

2.2.3 Local sets

The notion of a local set, first introduced in [38] for ordinaryGFFs, serves to generalize
the Markov property to the setting in which we condition the GFF on its values on a
random (rather than deterministic) closed set. If D is a planar domain and h is a GFF
on D with some boundary conditions, then we say that a random closed set A coupled
with h is a local set if there exists a law on pairs (A, h1), where h1 is a distribution
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with the property that h1|C\A is a.s. a harmonic function, such that a sample with the
law (A, h) can be produced by

1. choosing the pair (A, h1),
2. then sampling an instance h2 of the zero boundary GFF on C\A and setting

h = h1 + h2.

There are several equivalent definitions of local sets given in [38, Lemma 3.9].
There is a completely analogous theory of local sets for the whole-plane GFFwhich

we summarize here. Suppose that h is a whole-plane GFF defined modulo a global
additive constant either in R or in rZ for r > 0 fixed, and suppose that A ⊆ C is a
random closed subset which is coupled with h such that C\A has harmonically non-
trivial boundary. Then we say that A is a local set of h if there exists a law on pairs
(A, h1), where h1 is a distribution with the property that h1|C\A is a.s. a harmonic
function, such that a sample with the law (A, h) can be produced by

1. choosing the pair (A, h1),
2. then sampling an instance h2 of the zero boundary GFF on C\A and setting

h = h1 + h2,
3. then considering the equivalence class of distributions modulo additive constant

(in R or rZ) represented by h.

The definition is equivalent if we consider h1 as being defined only up to additive
constant in R or rZ.

Using this definition, Theorem 1.1 implies that the flow line η of a whole-plane GFF
drawn to any positive stopping time is a local set for the field modulo 2πχZ. We will
write CA for the h1 described above (which is a harmonic function in the complement
of A). In this case, the set A (the flow line) a.s. has Lebesgue measure zero, so CA

can be interpreted as a random harmonic function a.s. defined a.e. in plane (and since
this CA is a.s. locally a function in L1, see the proof of [36, Theorem 1.1], defined
modulo additive constant, writing (CA, φ) = ∫ CA(z)φ(z)dz allows us to interpret CA

as a distribution modulo additive constant). Here we consider CA to be defined only
up to an additive constant in R (resp. rZ) if h is a whole-plane GFF modulo additive
constant in R (resp. rZ). This function should be interpreted as the conditional mean
of h given A and h|A.

There is another way to think about what it means to be a local set. Given a coupling
of h and A, we can letπh denote the conditional lawof A given h. A local set determines
the measurable map h �→ πh , which is a regular version of the conditional probability
of A given h [38]. (The map h �→ πh is uniquely defined up to re-definition on a set of
measure zero.) Let B be a deterministic open subset of C, and let π B

h be the measure
for which π B

h (A) = πh(A ∩ {A : A ⊆ B}). (In other words, π B
h is obtained by

restricting πh to the event A ⊆ B.) Using this notation, the following is a restatement
of part of [38, Lemma 3.9]:

Proposition 2.12 Suppose h is a GFF on a domain D with harmonically non-trivial
boundary and A is a random closed subset of D coupled with h. Then A is local for
h if and only if for each open set B the map h �→ π B

h is (up to a set of measure zero)
a measurable function of the restriction of h to B.
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A similar statement holds in the whole-plane setting:

Proposition 2.13 Suppose h is a whole-plane GFF defined modulo additive constant
(in R or rZ) coupled with a random closed subset A of C. Then A is local for h if
and only if the map h �→ π B

h is a measurable function of the restriction of h to B (a
function that is invariant under the addition of a global additive constant in R or rZ).

Suppose that A1, A2 are local sets coupled with a GFF h. Then we will write
A1˜∪A2 for the random, closed set which is coupled with h by first sampling A1, A2
conditionally independently given h and then taking their union. We refer to A1˜∪A2
as the conditionally independent union of A1 and A2. The following is a restatement
of [38, Lemma 3.10] for the whole-plane GFF.

Proposition 2.14 Suppose that A1 and A2 are local sets coupled with a whole-plane
GFF h, defined either modulo additive constant in R or in rZ for r > 0 fixed. Then
the conditionally independent union A1˜∪A2 of A1 and A2 given h is a local set for h.

Proof In [38, Lemma 3.10], this statement was proved in the case that h is a GFF on
a domain D with boundary, and the same proof works identically here. ��

We note that in the case that A1 and A2 in Proposition 2.14 are σ(h)-measurable,
the conditionally independent union of A1 and A2 is almost surely equal to the usual
union. By Theorem 1.2, we know that GFF flow lines are a.s. determined by the field.
Therefore, we will have a posteriori that the conditionally independent union of flow
lines is a.s. equal to the usual union, hence finite unions of flow lines are local. The
following is a restatement of [38, Lemma 3.11]; see also [23, Proposition 3.8].

Proposition 2.15 Let A1 and A2 be connected local sets of a whole-plane GFF h,
defined either modulo additive constant in R or in rZ for r > 0 fixed. Then CA1˜∪A2

−
CA2 is almost surely a harmonic function in C\(A1˜∪A2) that tends to zero along all
sequences of points in C\(A1˜∪A2) that tend to a limit in a connected component of
A2\A1 which consists of more than a single point. The same is also true along all
sequences of points that tend to a limit in a connected component of A1 ∩ A2 which
both consists of more than a single point and is at positive distance from either A1\A2
or A2\A1.

Proof In [38, Lemma 3.11], this statement was proved in the case that h is a GFF on
a domain D with boundary, and the same proof works here. ��

We emphasize that CA1˜∪A2
− CA2 does not depend on the additive constant and

hence is defined as a function onC\(A1˜∪A2). We will prove our results regarding the
existence, uniqueness, and interaction of GFF flow lines first in the context of whole-
plane GFFs since the proofs are cleaner in this setting. The following proposition
provides the mechanism for converting these results into statements for the ordinary
GFF.

Proposition 2.16 Suppose that A is a local set for a whole-plane GFF h defined up to
a global additive constant inR or in rZ for r > 0 fixed. Fix W ⊆ C open and bounded
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and assume that A ⊆ W almost surely. Let D be a domain in C with harmonically
non-trivial boundary such that W ⊆ D with dist(W, ∂D) > 0 and let hD be a GFF
on D. There exists a law on random closed sets AD which is mutually absolutely
continuous with respect to the law of A such that AD is a local set for hD. Let CCAD
be the function which is harmonic in C\A which has the same boundary behavior as
CAD on AD. Then, moreover, the law of CCAD

, up to the additive constant (taken in R
or in rZ, as above), and that of CA are mutually absolutely continuous. Finally, if A
is almost surely determined by h then AD is almost surely determined by hD.

Proof This follows from Proposition 2.11. ��

2.3 Boundary emanating flow lines

We will now give a brief overview of the theory of boundary emanating GFF flow
lines developed in [23]. We will explain just enough so that this article may be read
and understood independently of [23], though we refer the reader to [23] for proofs.
We assume throughout that κ ∈ (0, 4) so that κ ′ := 16/κ ∈ (4,∞). We will often
make use of the following definitions and identities:

λ := π√
κ

, λ′ := π√
16/κ

= π
√

κ

4
= κ

4
λ < λ, χ := 2√

κ
−
√

κ

2
(2.9)

2πχ = 4(λ− λ′), λ′ = λ− π

2
χ (2.10)

2πχ = (4− κ)λ = (κ ′ − 4)λ′. (2.11)

The boundary data one associates with the GFF on H so that its flow line η from
0 to ∞ is an SLEκ(ρL ; ρR) process with force points located at x = (x L ; x R) for
x L = (xk,L < · · · < x1,L ≤ 0−) and x R = (0+ ≤ x1,R < · · · < x�,R) and with
weights (ρL ; ρR) for ρL = (ρ1,L , . . . , ρk,L) and ρR = (ρ1,R, . . . , ρ�,R) is

− λ

⎛

⎝1+
j
∑

i=1
ρi,L

⎞

⎠ for x ∈ [x j+1,L , x j,L ) and (2.12)

λ

⎛

⎝1+
j
∑

i=1
ρi,R

⎞

⎠ for x ∈ [x j,R, x j+1,R) (2.13)

This is depicted in Fig. 21 in the special case that |ρL | = |ρR | = 1. For any η-stopping
time τ , the law of h conditional on η|[0,τ ] is a GFF inH\η([0, τ ]). The boundary data
of the conditional field agrees with that of h on ∂H. On the right side of η([0, τ ]), it is
λ′ + χ · winding, where the terminology “winding” is explained in Fig. 8, and to the
left it is −λ′ + χ · winding. This is also depicted in Fig. 21.

A complete description of the manner in which GFF flow lines interact with each
other is given in [23, Theorem 1.5]. In particular, we suppose that h is a GFF onHwith
piecewise constant boundary data with a finite number of changes and x1, x2 ∈ R,
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x1,L x1,R

−λ (1 + ρ1,R)−λ(1 + ρ1,L)

fτ (x1,R)fτ (x1,L)

fτ

η([0, τ ])

00 fτ (0−) fτ (0+)

−λ (1 + ρ1,R)−λ(1 + ρ1,L) −λ λ λ λλ λ

λ−λ

Fig. 21 Suppose that h is a GFF on H with the boundary data depicted above. Then the flow line η of h
starting from 0 is an SLEκ (ρL ; ρR) curve inHwhere |ρL | = |ρR | = 1. For any η-stopping time τ , the law
of h given η|[0,τ ] is equal in distribution to a GFF on H\η([0, τ ]) with the boundary data depicted above
(the notation a

˜

is explained in Fig. 8). It is also possible to couple η′ ∼ SLEκ ′ (ρL ; ρR) for κ ′ > 4 with
h and the boundary data takes on the same form (with −λ′ := π√

κ
′ in place of λ := π√

κ
). The difference

is in the interpretation. The (almost surely self-intersecting) path η′ is not a flow line of h, but for each
η′-stopping time τ ′ the left and right boundaries of η′([0, τ ′]) are SLEκ flow lines, where κ = 16/κ ′,
angled in opposite directions. The union of the left boundaries—over a collection of τ ′ values—is a tree of
merging flow lines, while the union of the right boundaries is a corresponding dual tree whose branches do
not cross those of the tree

with x2 ≤ x1. Fix angles θ1, θ2 ∈ R and let η
xi
θi

be the flow line of h with angle θi

starting at xi , i.e. a flow line of the field h + θiχ , for i = 1, 2. If θ1 < θ2, then η
x1
θ1

almost surely stays to the right of η
x2
θ2
. If, moreover, θ1 ≤ θ2− 2λ

χ
+π then η

x1
θ1

almost

surely does not hit η
x2
θ2

and if θ1 ∈ (θ2 − 2λ
χ
+ π, θ2) then η

x1
θ1

bounces off η
x2
θ2

upon

intersecting. If θ1 = θ2, then η
x1
θ1

merges with η
x2
θ2

upon intersecting and the flow lines
never separate thereafter. If θ1 ∈ (θ2, θ2 + π), then η

x1
θ1

crosses from the right to the
left of η

x2
θ2

upon intersecting. After crossing, the flow lines may bounce off each other
but ηx1

θ1
can never cross back from the left to the right of η

x2
θ2
. Finally, if θ1 ≥ θ2 + π ,

then η
x1
θ1

cannot hit the right side of ηx2
θ2

except in ∂H. Each of these possible behaviors
is depicted in either Fig. 22 or Fig. 23.

It is also possible to determine which segments of the boundary that a GFF flow
line can hit and this is explained in the caption of Fig. 24. Using the transformation
rule (1.2), we can extract from Fig. 24 the values of the boundary data for the boundary
segments that η can hit with other orientations.We can also rephrase this in terms of the
weights ρ: a chordal SLEκ(ρ) process almost surely does not hit a boundary interval

(xi,R, xi+1,R) (resp. (xi+1,L , xi )) if
∑i

s=1 ρs,R ≥ κ
2 − 2 (resp.

∑i
s=1 ρs,L ≥ κ

2 − 2).
See [23, Lemma 5.2 and Remark 5.3]. These facts hold for all κ > 0.

3 Interior flow lines

In this section, we will construct and develop the general theory of the flow lines of the
GFF emanating from interior points. We begin in Sect. 3.1 by proving Theorem 1.1,
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· · · · · ·· · · x1x2

−λ −θ2χ λ −θ2χ
−λ −θ1χ λ −θ1χ

ηx1
θ1

ηx2
θ2

(a)

· · · · · ·· · · x1x2

−λ −θ2χ λ −θ2χ
−λ −θ1χ λ −θ1χ

ηx1
θ1ηx2

θ2

(b)

· · · · · ·· · · x1x2

−λ −θ2χ λ −θ2χ
−λ −θ1χ λ −θ1χ

ηx1
θ1

ηx2
θ2

(c)

Fig. 22 An illustration of the different types of flow line interaction, as proved in [23, Theorem 1.5]
(continued in Fig. 23). In each illustration, we suppose that h is a GFF on H with piecewise constant
boundary data with a finite number of changes and that η

xi
θi

is the flow line of h starting at xi with angle

θi , i.e. a flow line of h + θiχ , for i = 1, 2, with x2 ≤ x1. If θ1 ≤ θ2 − 2λ
χ + π , then η

x1
θ1

stays to the right

of and does not intersect ηx2θ2
. If θ1 ∈ (θ2 − 2λ

χ + π, θ2), then η
x1
θ1

stays to the right of but may bounce off

η
x2
θ2
. If θ1 = θ2, then η

x1
θ1

merges with η
x2
θ2

upon intersecting and the flow lines never separate thereafter. a

θ1 ≤ θ2 − 2λ
χ + π , b θ1 ∈ (θ2 − 2λ

χ + π, θ2), c θ1 = θ2 (color figure online)

· · · · · ·· · · x1x2

−λ −θ2χ λ −θ2χ
−λ −θ1χ λ −θ1χ

ηx1
θ1

ηx2
θ2

(a)

· · · · · ·· · · x1x2

−λ −θ2χ λ −θ2χ
−λ −θ1χ λ −θ1χ

ηx1
θ1

ηx2
θ2

(b)

Fig. 23 (Continuation of Fig. 22) If θ1 ∈ (θ2, θ2 + π), then η
x1
θ1

crosses from the right to the left of η
x2
θ2

upon intersecting. After crossing, the flow lines can bounce off each other as illustrated but ηx1θ1
can never

cross from the left back to the right. Finally, if θ1 ≥ θ2+π , then η
x1
θ1

cannot hit the right side of η
x2
θ2

except
in [x2, x1]. a θ1 ∈ (θ2, θ2 + π), b θ1 ≥ θ2 + π (color figure online)

the existence of a unique coupling between a whole-plane SLEκ(2 − κ) process for
κ ∈ (0, 4) and a whole-plane GFF h so that η may be thought of as the flow line of
h starting from 0 and then use absolute continuity to extend this result to the case
that h is a GFF on a proper subdomain D of C. Next, in Sect. 3.2, we will give a
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−λ

a

−λ < a < λ

−λ λ

−λ λ −λ λ

0

a ≥ λ a λ

λ

Fig. 24 Suppose that h is a GFF on the strip S with the boundary data depicted above and let η be the flow
line of h starting at 0. The interaction of η with the upper boundary ∂US of ∂S depends on a, the boundary
data of h on ∂US. Curves shown represent almost sure behaviors corresponding to the three different
regimes of a (indicated by the closed boxes). The path hits ∂US almost surely if and only if a ∈ (−λ, λ).
When a ≥ λ, it tends to−∞ (left end of the strip) and when a ≤ −λ it tends to+∞ (right end of the strip)
without hitting ∂US. If η can hit the continuation threshold upon hitting some point on ∂LS, then η only
has the possibility of hitting ∂US if a ∈ (−λ, λ) (but does not necessarily do so); if a /∈ (−λ, λ) then η

almost surely does not hit ∂US. By conformally mapping and applying (1.2), we can similarly determine
the ranges of boundary values that a flow line can hit for segments of the boundary with other orientations

description of the manner in which flow lines interact with each other and the domain
boundary, thus proving Theorems 1.7 and 1.9 for ordinary GFF flow lines. In Sect. 3.3,
we will explain how the proof of Theorem 1.1 can be extended in order to establish
the existence component of Theorem 1.4, i.e. the existence of flow lines for the GFF
plus a multiple of one or both of log | · | and arg(·). We will also complete the proof
of Theorems 1.7 and 1.9 in their full generality. Next, in Sect. 3.4, we will prove that
the flow lines are almost surely determined by the GFF, thus proving Theorem 1.2 as
well as completing the proof of Theorem 1.4. This, in turn, will allow us to establish
Theorems 1.8, 1.10, and 1.11. In Sect. 3.5 we will use the results of Sects. 3.2 and
3.3 to prove the transience (resp. endpoint continuity) of whole-plane (resp. radial)
SLEμ

κ (ρ) processes for κ ∈ (0, 4), ρ > −2, and μ ∈ R. We finish in Sect. 3.6 with a
discussion of the so-called critical angle as well as the self-intersections of GFF flow
lines. Throughout, we will make frequent use of the identities (2.9)–(2.11).

3.1 Generating the coupling

In this section, we will establish the existence of a unique coupling between a whole-
plane GFF h, defined modulo a global additive integer multiple of 2πχ , and a whole-
plane SLEκ(2−κ) process η for κ ∈ (0, 4) emanating from 0 which satisfies a certain
Markov property. Using absolute continuity (Proposition 2.16), we will then deduce
Theorem 1.1. The strategy of the proof is to consider, for each ε > 0, the plane minus
a small disk Cε ≡ C\(εD) and then take hε to be a GFF on Cε with certain boundary
conditions. By the theory developed in [23], we know that there exists a flow line
ηε of hε emanating from iε satisfying a certain Markov property. Proposition 3.1,
stated and proved just below, will allow us to identify the law of this flow line as
that of a radial SLEκ(2 − κ) process. The results of Sect. 2.2 imply that hε viewed
as a distribution defined up to a global multiple of 2πχ converges to a whole-plane
GFF defined up to a global multiple of 2πχ as ε → 0. To complete the proof of the
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−λ− π
2χ λ+ π

παπα

2χ

−λ λ

W0

O0

D

η

−λ− π
2χ λ+ π

2χ

Wτ =gτ (η(τ))

Oτ =gτ (O0) D

gτη(τ)

Branch cut for arg

−λ +2 λ +2

Branch cut for arg

Fig. 25 Fix α ∈ R, κ ∈ (0, 4),W0, O0 ∈ ∂D, and suppose that h is a GFF onD such that h+α arg has the
illustrated boundary values on ∂D. (The reason that D appears not to be perfectly round is to keep with our
convention of labeling the boundary data only along vertical and horizontal segments.) Let η be the flow
line of h+α arg starting fromW0. Then η has the law of a radial SLEκ (ρ) process with ρ = κ−6+2πα/λ.
The conditional law of h+α arg given η|[0,τ ], τ a stopping time for η, is that of a GFF on D\η([0, τ ]) plus
α arg so that the sum has the illustrated boundary data. In particular, the boundary data is the same as that
of h + α arg on ∂D and is given by −α-flow line boundary conditions on η([0, τ ]) (recall Fig. 10). If one
applies the change of coordinates gτ as indicated and then moves the branch cut for arg(·) so that it passes
through Oτ , then the boundary data for the field h ◦ g−1τ + α arg(g−1τ (0)) − χ arg(g−1τ )′ is as illustrated
on the right, up to an additive constant in 2π(χ − α)Z

existence for the whole-plane coupling, we just need to show that ηε converges to
a whole-plane SLEκ(2 − κ) process as ε → 0 and that the pair (h, η) satisfies the
desired Markov property. For proper subdomains D in C, the existence follows from
the absolute continuity properties of theGFF (Proposition 2.16).Webegin by recording
the following proposition, which explains how to construct a coupling between radial
SLEκ(ρ) with a single boundary force point with the GFF.

Proposition 3.1 Fix α ∈ R and W0, O0 ∈ ∂D. Suppose that h is a GFF on D whose
boundary conditions are chosen so that h + α arg(·) has the boundary data depicted
in the left side of Fig. 25 if κ ∈ (0, 4) and in the left side of Fig. 26 if κ ′ > 4. We
take the branch cut for arg to be on the half-infinite line from 0 through O0. That is, if
W0 = −i and κ ∈ (0, 4) (resp. κ ′ > 4) then the boundary data for the field h+α arg(·)
is equal to −λ (resp. λ′) plus χ times the winding of ∂D on the clockwise segment of
∂D from W0 = −i to O0 and λ (resp. −λ′) plus χ times the winding of ∂D on the
counterclockwise segment of ∂D from W0 = −i to O0. The boundary data is the same
for other values of W0 ∈ ∂D except it is shifted by the constant χ

(

arg(W0) − 3π
2

)

where here arg takes values in [0, 2π).
There exists a unique coupling between h+α arg(·) and a radial SLEκ(ρ) process

η in D starting at W0, targeted at 0, and with a single boundary force point of weight
ρ = κ − 6+ 2πα/λ (resp. ρ = κ ′ − 6− 2πα/λ′) if κ ∈ (0, 4) (resp. κ ′ > 4) located
at O0 satisfying the following Markov property. For every η-stopping time τ , the
conditional law of h+α arg(·) given η|[0,τ ] is that of˜h+α arg(·) where˜h is a GFF on
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λ − π
2χ −λ + π

2χ

−λλ

O0

D

λ − π
2χ −λ + π

2χ

Wτ =gτ (η (τ))

Oτ =gτ (O0) D

gτ

Branch cut for argBranch cut for arg

λ −λ

η

η (τ)

W0

−λ +2λ +2

−λ+2λ+2 παπα

πα

Fig. 26 Fix α ∈ R, κ ′ ∈ (4,∞), W0, O0 ∈ ∂D, and suppose that h is a GFF on D such that h + α arg has
the illustrated boundary values on ∂D. We take the branch cut for arg to be on the half-infinite line from 0
through O0. Let η′ be the counterflow line of h + α arg starting from W0. Then η′ has the law of a radial
SLEκ ′ (ρ) process with ρ = κ ′ − 6− 2πα/λ′. The conditional law of h+α arg given η′|[0,τ ], τ a stopping
time for η′, is that of a GFF on D\η′([0, τ ]) plus α arg so that the sum has the illustrated boundary data. In
particular, the boundary data is the same as that of h + α arg on ∂D and is given by−α-flow line boundary
conditions with angle π

2 (resp.−π
2 ) on the left (resp. right) side of η

′([0, τ ′]) (recall Fig. 10). If one applies
the change of coordinates gτ as indicated and then moves the branch cut for arg(·) so that it passes through
Oτ , then the boundary data for the field h ◦ g−1τ + α arg(g−1τ (0)) − χ arg(g−1τ )′ is as illustrated on the
right, up to an additive constant in 2π(χ − α)Z

D\η([0, τ ]) such that˜h+α arg(·) has the same boundary conditions as h+α arg(·) on
∂D. If κ ∈ (0, 4), then˜h+α arg(·) has−α-flow line boundary conditions on η([0, τ ]).
If κ ′ > 4, then˜h+α arg(·) has−α-flow line boundary conditions with angle π

2 (resp.
−π

2 ) on the left (resp. right) side of η([0, τ ]).
In this coupling, η([0, τ ]) is a local set for h.

In the −α-flow line boundary conditions in the statement of Proposition 3.1, the
location of the branch cut in the argument function is the half-infinite line starting
from 0 through O0. This is in slight contrast to the flow line boundary conditions we
introduced inFig. 10 inwhich the branch cut started from the initial point of the relevant
path. The reason that we take −α rather than α-flow line boundary conditions along
the path in Proposition 3.1 in contrast to Theorem 1.4 is because in Proposition 3.1 we
added α arg(·) to the GFF rather than subtracting it. This sign difference arises because
one transforms from the whole-plane setting to the radial setting by the inversion
z �→ 1/z.

As in the case of [23, Theorem 1.1], we note that Proposition 3.1 can be extracted
from [8]. See, in particular, [8, Theorem 5.3 and Theorem 6.4]. In order to have a
proof which is independent of [8], in what follows we will indicate the modifications
that need to be made to the proof of [23, Theorem 1.1] in order to establish the result.

Proof Following the argument of the proof of [23, Theorem 1.1], in order to prove
the existence of the coupling it suffices to show that the analog of [23, Lemma 3.11]
holds in the present setting. By [40, Theorem 3], it suffices to prove that the analog
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of [23, Theorem 1.1] holds in the setting of chordal SLEκ(ρ) with both boundary
and interior force points. Indeed, this follows because [40, Theorem 3] implies that a
radial SLEκ(ρ) process has the same law as a chordal SLEκ(ρ) process with two force
points: a boundary force point of weight ρ with the same location as the force point of
the radial process and an interior force point of weight κ − 6− ρ located at the target
point of the radial process. (We remark that it is possible to give a proof working purely
in the radial setting, though the computations are simpler in the chordal setting with
interior force points. See [26, Section 5] for a proof of the so-called reverse SLE/GFF
coupling in the radial setting, which contains similar computations.)

Recall from (2.2) that the driving function for a chordal SLEκ(ρ) process with force

points starting from z1, . . . , zk ∈ H with weights ρ = (ρ1, . . . , ρk) is given by the
solution to the SDE

dWt = √κdBt +
k
∑

j=1
Re

(

ρ j

Wt − V j
t

)

dt and dV j
t =

2

V j
t −Wt

dt, V j
0 = z j ,

where B is a standard Brownian motion. We let (gt ) be the chordal Loewner flow
driven by W and let ft = gt − Wt be the associated centered chordal Loewner flow.
Let ρ be the sum of the weights of the force points contained in R+. For each t ≥ 0,
we let

h∗t (z) =
π i√

κ
(ρ + 1)−

k
∑

j=1

ρ j

2
√

κ

(

log( ft (z)− ft (z j ))+ log( ft (z)− ft (z j ))
)

− 2√
κ
log ft (z)− χ log f ′t (z)

and we let

ht (z) = Im(h∗t (z))

= π(ρ + 1)√
κ

−
k
∑

j=1

ρ j

2
√

κ

(

arg( ft (z)− ft (z j ))+ arg( ft (z)− ft (z j ))
)

− 2√
κ
arg ft (z)− χ arg f ′t (z).

We note that if all of the z j are in R so that all of the V j
t are in R (i.e., we only

have boundary force points) then h∗t and ht respectively agree with the corresponding
definitions given in [23, Equation (2.12)] and in the statement of [23, Theorem 1.1].

If some of the z j are in H, then h∗t is a multi-valued function. In order to make it
single-valued (to justify our applications of Itô’s formula), we introduce branch cuts
which start from each such z j ∈ H given by a straight line to∞. We are now going
to show that for each stopping time τ for (W, V j ) which almost surely occurs before
the continuation threshold is hit or one of the branch cuts is hit (in particular, before
one of the interior force points is mapped to R) we have that
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̂h ◦ fτ + hτ
d=̂h + h0. (3.1)

This is the analog of [23, Theorem 1.1] in the setting of SLEκ(ρ) with interior force
points. We will prove the result using Itô calculus.

Suppose that t < τ (so that none of the branch cuts have been hit). Applying Itô’s
formula, we have that

d ft (z) =
⎛

⎝

2

ft (z)
−

k
∑

j=1
Re

(

ρ j

Wt − V j
t

)

⎞

⎠ dt −√κdBt

d log ft (z) =
⎛

⎝

4− κ

2 f 2t (z)
−

k
∑

j=1

1

ft (z)
Re

(

ρ j

Wt − V j
t

)

⎞

⎠ dt −
√

κ

ft (z)
dBt ,

d f ′t (z) = −
2 f ′t (z)
f 2t (z)

dt, and

d log f ′t (z) =
−2
f 2t (z)

dt.

Inserting these expressions into the explicit form of h∗t and ht , we thus see that

dh∗t (z) =
2

ft (z)
dBt and dht (z) = Im

(

2

ft (z)

)

dBt . (3.2)

We recall that the Green’s function for � on H with Dirichlet boundary conditions is
given by

G(z, w) = − log |z − w| + log |z − w|

and that G gives the covariance function for the GFF on H with Dirichlet boundary
conditions. We let Gt (z, w) = G( ft (z), ft (w)) = G(gt (z), gt (w)). Then an elemen-
tary calculation implies that (see, e.g., [36, Section 4.1])

dGt (z, w) = −Im
(

2

ft (z)

)

Im

(

2

ft (w)

)

dt. (3.3)

Combining (3.2) and (3.3), we thus see that

d〈ht (z), ht (w)〉t = −dGt (z, w). (3.4)

We recall from the proof of [23, Lemma 3.11] that (3.4) is the necessary equality
to construct the coupling of SLE with the GFF as its flow or counterflow line. The
remainder of the existence of the coupling of SLE with the GFF thus follows from the
same argument used to prove [23, Theorem 1.1].
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At this point, we proved the existence of the coupling of chordal SLEκ(ρ) with the
GFF with interior force points up until the first time that one of the branch cuts is hit
or the continuation threshold is hit. We note that, given the path up to a stopping time
which occurs before this happens, the boundary conditions for the conditional law of
the field along the path are −λ′ (resp. λ′) on the left (resp. right) side of the path plus
χ times the winding. That is, they are the same as in the usual chordal coupling [23,
Theorem 1.1]. Note that if we move one of the branch cuts so that it passes through
the path, then there will be a discontinuity in the boundary data arising because of the
discontinuity of the argument function along the branch cut.

We will now explain how to extend the coupling up until the first time that one of
the interior force points is separated from∞ or the continuation threshold is hit. To
this end, we let τ be the first time that one of the branch cuts is hit or the continuation
threshold is hit. Then we know that (3.1) holds up to time τ .

We iterate this construction as follows. We inductively define stopping times (τ j )

by taking τ0 = τ . For each j ≥ 1, we take the branch cuts for the log singularities in
ht for t = τ j−1 to be given by vertical lines starting from each of the interior force
points and through to∞. We then take τ j to be the first time t after τ j−1 that one of
the branch cuts or the continuation threshold has been hit. Iteratively applying (3.1)
with these new branch cuts, we thus see that (3.1) holds for t ≤ T := sup j τ j . We
claim that T is equal to the minimum of the first time that one of the force points is
cut off from∞ (equivalently, is mapped into R) and when the continuation threshold
is first hit. To see this, we suppose that T is strictly less than this time. (In particular,
T < ∞.) It then follows that Im(V j

t ) for each j corresponding to an interior force
point is bounded from below up to time t ≤ T . By the pigeon hole principle, there
exists an index j0 such that the number of times that the branch cut associated with z j0
is hit by time T is infinite. Elementary considerations for conformal mapping imply
that there exists c ∈ (0, 1) such that Im(V j0

τ j ) ≤ cIm(V j0
τ j−1) for each j ≥ 1 such that

the path hits the branch cut associated with z j0 at time τ j . This implies that Im(V j0
t )

decreases to 0 as t ↑ T , which is a contradiction.
Wehave nowproved the existence of the coupling of chordal SLEκ(ρ)with theGFF,

at least up until the first time that the process separates one of the interior force points
from∞ or the continuation threshold is hit. Note that the path may pass through the
branch cuts many times before this happens. Due to the discontinuity of the argument
function along each branch cut, the boundary data for the conditional law of the field
given the path whenever it passes through such a branch cut jumps either up or down
an amount which is equal to the corresponding jump discontinuity in the argument.

We will now explain how this implies the existence of the coupling of radial
SLEκ(ρ) with the GFF as in the statement of the proposition, at least up until the
first time that the process separates its target point from a given marked boundary
point. By [40, Theorem 3], we know that a radial SLEκ(ρ) on H with target point i
and force point located at x ∈ ∂H has the same law as a chordal SLEκ(ρ, κ − 6− ρ)

process with a boundary force point of weight ρ located at x and an interior force point
of weight κ − 6 − ρ located at i . Suppose that x ≥ 0. Then by the above argument,
the latter is coupled with the field h given by a GFF on H with boundary conditions
−λ on R−, λ on [0, x], and λ(1+ ρ) on (x,∞), plus the function
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α (arg(z − i)+ arg(z + i)) where α = −κ − 6− ρ

2
√

κ
.

(Note that this function vanishes onR and that α and ρ are related as in the proposition
statement.) The boundary conditions are analogous in the case that x ≤ 0. Let ϕ be
the conformal map H → D with ϕ(i) = 0 and ϕ(0) = −i . Consider the field
̂h ◦ ϕ−1 − χ arg(ϕ−1)′ on D. Note that it has boundary conditions given by −λ plus
χ times the winding of the boundary on ϕ((−∞, 0)), λ plus χ times the winding of
the boundary on ϕ((0, x)), and λ(1 + ρ) plus χ times the winding of the boundary
on ϕ((x,∞)). More generally, if we take ϕ so that ϕ(i) = 0 and ϕ(0) = W0 ∈ ∂D,
then the boundary data of the field is the same as in the case that ϕ(0) = −i except it
is shifted by the constant χ

(

arg(W0)− 3π
2

)

, where here the argument takes values in
[0, 2π). As

2πα = λ(2+ ρ)+ 2πχ,

we find that moving the branch cut so that it passes through ϕ(x) yields the boundary
data as indicated in the statement of the proposition. (Note that the sign difference in
the case that κ ′ > 4 is because counterflow lines are coupled with −h.)

This proves the existence of the coupling of radial SLEκ(ρ) with the GFF as stated
in the proposition, at least up until the first time that the process separates its target
point from a given marked boundary point. At this time, one can then “continue”
the coupling by picking a new marked boundary point inside of the complementary
component containing the target point and then repeating the above with this point as
the target point. Repeating this completes the proof of existence.

The uniqueness of the coupling follows from the same argument used to prove [23,
Theorem 2.4]. Namely, ifW, V 1, . . . , V k is a collection of continuous processes such
that ht (z) as defined just above evolves as a continuous local martingale then it follows
that they form a solution to (2.2). ��

We now have the ingredients to complete the proof of Theorem 1.1.

Proof of Theorem 1.1, whole-plane case We will first prove the existence of the cou-
pling in the case that D = C. For each ε > 0, let hε be a GFF on Cε = C\(εD)

whose boundary data is as depicted in the left side of Fig. 27. By [23, Theorem 1.1
and Proposition 3.4], it follows that we can uniquely generate the flow line ηε of hε

starting at iε. In other words, ηε is an almost surely continuous path coupled with hε

such that for every ηε-stopping time τ , the conditional law of hε given ηε |[0,τ ] is
that of a GFF on Cε\ηε([0, τ ]) whose boundary conditions agree with those of hε

on ∂Cε and are given by flow line boundary conditions on ηε([0, τ ]). Moreover, as
explained in the caption of Fig. 27, we can read off the law of the path ηε : it is given
by that of a radial SLEκ(2− κ) process starting at iε and targeted at∞. Let Tε be the
capacity of εD and assume that ηε is defined on the time interval [Tε,∞); note that
Tε →−∞ as ε → 0. For each t > Tε , we let gε

t be the unique conformal map which
takes the unbounded connected component Ct,ε of C\(εD∪ ηε([Tε, t])) to C\D with
gε
t (∞) = ∞ and (gε

t )
′(∞) > 0. We assume that ηε : [Tε,∞) → C is parameterized

by capacity, i.e− log(gε
t )
′(∞) = t for every t ≥ Tε . LetW ε

t = gε
t (ηε(t)) ∈ ∂D be the
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−λ λ

−λ− π
2χ λ+ π

2χ

0 = ψ (∞)

ψ (z)= −1

−λ λ

0

−

−i

i

D

D

−λ λ

η
ψ (η )

Branch cut for arg

Fig. 27 Suppose that hε is a GFF on Cε = C\(εD) with the boundary data depicted on the left side.
Let ηε be the flow line of hε starting at iε and let ψε : Cε → D be the conformal map ψε(z) = ε/z.
Then ˜hε = hε ◦ ψ−1ε − χ arg(ψ−1ε )′ is the sum of a GFF on D with the boundary data depicted on the
right side plus 2χ arg(·) minus the harmonic extension of its boundary values. In particular, ˜hε has the
boundary data as indicated on the right. The branch cut for arg on the right is on the half-infinite vertical
line from 0 through i . In particular, it follows from Proposition 3.1 (see also Fig. 25) that ψε(ηε) is a radial
SLEκ (ρ) process in D starting from −i and targeted at 0 with a single boundary force point of weight
ρ = κ − 6+ (2π)(2χ)/λ = 2− κ located at i

image of the tip of ηε in ∂D. This is thewhole-plane Loewner driving function of ηε . As
explained in the caption of Fig. 27, we know thatW ε

t |[Tε ,∞) solves the radial SLEκ(ρ)

SDE (2.4) with ρ = 2−κ; let Oε
t denote the time evolution of the corresponding force

point. Proposition 2.1 states that this SDE has a unique stationary solution (Wt , Ot )

for t ∈ R and that (W ε, Oε) converges weakly to (W, O) as ε → 0 with respect to
the topology of local uniform convergence. This implies that the family of conformal
maps (gε

t ) converge weakly to (gt ), the whole-plane Loewner evolution driven byWt ,
also with respect to the topology of local uniform convergence [13, Section 4.7]. The
corresponding GFFs hε viewed as distributions defined up to a global multiple of 2πχ

converge to a whole-plane GFF h which is also defined up to a global multiple of 2πχ

as ε → 0 by Proposition 2.10.
For each ε > 0 and each stopping time τ for ηε , we can write

hε |Cτ,ε

d=˜h ◦ gε
τ + Fε

τ ◦ gε
τ − χ arg(gε

τ )
′ (3.5)

where ˜h is a zero boundary GFF independent of ηε |[Tε ,τ ] on C\D and Fε
τ is the

function which is harmonic on C\D whose boundary values are λ′ + χ · winding on
the counterclockwise segment of ∂D from Oε

τ to W ε
τ and −λ′ + χ · winding on the

clockwise segment; see Fig. 28 for an illustration. Fix an open setU ⊆ C and assume
that τ is a stopping time for ηε which almost surely occurs before the first time t that ηε

hits U . Then (3.5) implies that
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−λ λ

−λ λ

gt

0

−
Ot

Wt

D

D

−λ λ

η

Fig. 28 Suppose that hε is a GFF on Cε = C\(εD) with the boundary data depicted on the left side. Let
ηε be the flow line of hε starting at iε. Assume that ηε : [Tε ,∞) → C is parameterized so that t is the
capacity of (εD)∪η([Tε , t]). In particular, Tε is the capacity of εD. For each t , let gε

t be the conformal map
which takes the unbounded connected component Ct,ε of C\(εD∪ ηε([Tε , t])) to C\D with gε

t (∞) = ∞
and (gε

t )
′(∞) > 0. Then the conditional law of hε given ηε |[Tε ,t] in Ct,ε is equal to the law of the sum

˜h ◦ gε
t + Fε

t ◦ gε
t − χ arg(gε

t )
′ where˜h is a zero boundary GFF on C\D independent of η|[Tε ,t] and Fε

t
is the harmonic function on C\D with the boundary data as indicated on the right side where (W ε

t , Oε
t ) is

the whole-plane Loewner driving pair of ηε

hε |U d= (˜h ◦ gε
τ + Fε

τ ◦ gε
τ − χ arg(gε

τ )
′)|U . (3.6)

where the right hand side is viewed as distribution on U with values modulo 2πχ .
The convergence of (W ε, Oε) to (W, O) implies that the functions Fε

t converge
locally uniformly to Ft , the harmonic function on C\D defined analogously to Fε

t but
with (W ε

t , Oε
t ) replaced by (Wt , Ot ). Taking a limit as ε → 0 of both sides of (3.6),

we see that if τ is any stopping time which almost surely occurs before η hits U then
the law of

(

˜h ◦ gτ + Fτ ◦ gτ − χ arg g′τ
)|U ,

viewed as a distribution on U with values modulo 2πχ , is equal to that of a whole-
plane GFF restricted toU . The existence of the coupling then follows by applying the
argument used to deduce [23, Theorem 1.1] from [23, Lemma 3.11].

Wewill now prove the uniqueness of the coupling. Suppose that (h, η) is a coupling
of a whole-plane GFF with values modulo 2πχ and a path η such that for each η-
stopping time τ we have that the conditional law of h given η|(−∞,τ ] is that of a
GFF on H\η((−∞, τ ]) with flow line boundary conditions on η((−∞, τ ]). We will
prove the uniqueness by showing that η necessarily has the law of a whole-plane
SLEκ(2 − κ) process from 0 to ∞. This then determines the joint law of the pair
(h, η) because the Markov property determines the conditional law of h given η. Fix
t ∈ R and let ϕ be the unique conformal map which takes the unbounded component
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of C\η((−∞, t]) to D with∞ sent to 0 and with positive derivative at∞. Then we
know that ˜h = h ◦ ϕ−1 − χ arg((ϕ−1)′) can be written as the sum of a GFF on D
minus 2χ arg(·)with boundary conditions on ∂D as in the statement of Proposition 3.1.
Moreover, with η̃ = ϕ(η|[t,∞)), theMarkov property for the pair (h, η) implies that the
pair (˜h, η̃) satisfies the analogous Markov property (i.e., as described in the statement
of Proposition 3.1). The uniqueness component of Proposition 3.1 then implies that
η̃ has the law of a radial SLEκ(2 − κ) process in D hence η|[t,∞) has the law of a
radial SLEκ(2− κ) process in the unbounded component of C\η((−∞, t]). Sending
t →−∞ implies that η has the law of a whole-plane SLEκ(2− κ) process from 0 to
∞. ��
Proof of Theorem 1.1, existence for general domains We will now extend the exis-
tence of the coupling to general domains D; we will defer the proof of uniqueness of
the coupling until we prove Theorem 1.2 later on. The key observation is that the law
of h (modulo a global multiple of 2πχ ) in a small neighborhood of zero changes in an
absolutely continuous way when we replaceCwith D. Hence, we can couple the path
with the field as if the domain were C, at least up until the first time the path exits this
small neighborhood (see also the discussion just after [23, Lemma 3.6] regarding the
Markov property for GFF flow lines when performing this type of change of measure
in the context of boundary emanating flow lines). The actual value of the field on the
boundary of η|[0,τ ] (as opposed to just the value modulo a global multiple of 2πχ )
is then a Gaussian random variable restricted to a discrete set of possible values. See
Proposition 2.16. Once the path has been drawn to a stopping time τ > −∞ (where
the path is parameterized by capacity), the usual coupling rules [23, Theorem 1.1 and
Theorem 1.2] allow us to extend it uniquely. ��

So far we have shown that there is a unique coupling (h, η) between a path η and a
whole-plane GFF h with values modulo 2πχ such that the conditional law of h given η

up to any η-stopping time τ is that of GFF in C\η([0, τ ]) with flow line boundary
conditions on η([0, τ ]) and η([0, τ ]) is local for h. We proved the existence of the
coupling in the case of general domains D by starting with the construction in the
whole-plane case and then using absolute continuity. One could worry that there are
other possible laws. This will be ruled out as a byproduct of our proof of Theorem 1.2
below. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, we shall assume throughout in what follows
that a flow line on a bounded domain has the law as constructed just above (i.e., induced
from the whole-plane coupling).

Suppose that h is a GFF onCwith values modulo 2πχ , z1, z2 ∈ C are distinct, and
thatη1, η2 are flow lines of h starting from z1, z2, respectively, taken to be conditionally
independent givenh. Suppose that τ1 is a stopping time forη1. Thenweknow thatη2 is a
flow line for the GFF onC\η1((−∞, τ1]) given by h given η1|(−∞,τ1]. Indeed, this fol-
lows because we know that for each η2-stopping τ2 that the conditional law of h given
both η1|(−∞,τ1] and η2|(−∞,τ2] is that of a GFF onC\(η1((−∞, τ1])∪η2((−∞, τ2]))
with flow line boundary conditions on η1((−∞, τ1]) and η2((−∞, τ2]). We claim
that the coupling of η2 with the GFF h on C\η1((−∞, τ1]) given η1|(−∞,τ1] is the
same as the one constructed in the proof of the existence component of Theorem 1.1
given just above. (This will be important in some of our conditioning arguments in
the proof of Theorem 1.7, before we complete the proof of the uniqueness component
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of Theorem 1.1 for bounded domains given below.) Suppose that U ⊆ C is an open
set which contains z2 but not z1. The locality of η2 implies that the conditional law of
η2 up until exiting U given h is a function of the restriction of h to U . Moreover, our
construction in the proof of the existence component of Theorem 1.1 given just above
yields that the conditional law of the flow line given h up until exiting a subdomainU
with boundary disjoint from ∂D is given by the same function of the values of the
restriction of h to U . This, in turn, implies the claim.

Remark 3.2 The proof of Theorem1.1 implies that in the special case that D is a proper
domain inCwithharmonically non-trivial boundary, the lawofη stoppedbefore hitting
∂D is absolutely continuouswith respect to that of awhole-plane SLEκ(2−κ) process.
If D = C, then η is in fact a whole-plane SLEκ(2−κ). In particular, η intersects itself
if and only if κ ∈ (8/3, 4) by Lemma 2.4.

Remark 3.3 In the case thatD = C, ifwe replace thewhole-planeGFFh in the proof of
Theorem 1.1 given just above with hα = h−α arg(·), viewed as a distribution defined
modulo a global multiple of 2π(χ + α), the same argument yields the existence of
a coupling (hα, η) where η is a whole-plane SLEκ(ρ) for κ ∈ (0, 4) starting from 0
with

ρ = ρ(α) = 2− κ + 2πα

λ

satisfying the analogous Markov property (the conditional law of the field given a
segment of the path is a GFF off the path with α-flow line boundary conditions; recall
Fig. 10). In order for this to make sense, we need to assume that α > −χ so that
ρ > −2. The same proof also yields the existence of a coupling (hα, η′) where η′ is
a whole-plane SLEκ ′(ρ) for κ ′ > 4 starting from 0 with

ρ = ρ(α) = 2− κ ′ − 2πα

λ′

satisfying the analogous Markov property provided ρ > −2.
By applying the inversion z �→ 1/z, it is also possible to construct a coupling

(hα, η′) where η′ is a whole-plane SLEκ ′(ρ) process starting from∞ with

ρ = ρ(α) = κ ′ − 6+ 2πα

λ′
.

This completes the proof of the existence component of Theorem 1.4 for β = 0. In
Sect. 3.3, we will explain how to extend the existence statement to β �= 0.

3.2 Interaction

In this subsection, we will study the manner in which flow lines interact with each
other and the domain boundary in order to prove Theorems 1.7 and 1.9 for ordinary
GFF flow lines. The strategy to establish the first result is to reduce it to the setting of
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boundary emanating flow lines, as described in Sect. 2.3 (see Figs. 22, 23 as well as
[23, Theorem 1.5]). This will require three steps.

1. In Sect. 3.2.1, wewill show that the so-called tails of flow lines—path segments in
between self-intersection times—behave in the same manner as in the boundary
emanating regime. This is made precise in Proposition 3.5; see Figs. 30 and 31
for an illustration of the setup and proof of this result.

2. In Sect. 3.2.2, we show that every flow line starting from an interior point can
be decomposed into a union of overlapping tails (Proposition 3.6) and that it is
possible to represent any segment of a tail with a further tail (Lemma 3.12).

3. In Sect. 3.2.3, we will explain how this completes the proof of our description of
the manner in which flow lines interact. At a high level, the result follows in the
case of flow lines starting from interior points because in this case the interaction
of any two flow lines reduces to the interaction of flow line tails. The proof for the
case in which a flow line starting from an interior point interacts with a flow line
starting from the boundary follows from the same argument because, as it will
not be hard to see from what follows, it is also possible to decompose a flow line
starting from the boundary into a union of overlapping tails of flow lines starting
from interior points. This result is stated precisely as Proposition 3.7.

Remark 3.4 At this point in the article we have not proved Theorem 1.2, that flow
lines of the GFF emanating from interior points are almost surely determined by the
field, yet throughout this section we will work with more than one path coupled with
the GFF. We shall tacitly assume that the paths are conditionally independent given
the field. That is, when we refer to the flow line of a given angle and starting point, and
the flow line of another angle and starting point, we at this point assume only that the
laws of these paths are conditionally independent given the field (since we have not
yet shown that the flow line is a deterministic function of the field). We also emphasize
that, by the uniqueness theory for boundary emanating flow lines [23, Theorem 1.2]
and absolute continuity [23, Proposition 3.4], once we have drawn an infinitesimal
segment of each path, the remainder of each of the paths is almost surely determined
by the field. The only possible source of randomness is in how the path gets started.

3.2.1 Tail interaction

Suppose that D ⊆ C is a domain and let h be a GFF on D with given boundary
conditions; if D = C then we take h to be a whole-plane GFF defined up to a global
multiple of 2πχ . Fix z ∈ D, θ ∈ R, and let η = ηzθ be the flow line of h starting at
z with angle θ . This means that η is the flow line of h + θχ starting at z. Let τ be a
stopping time for η at which η almost surely does not intersect its past, i.e. η(τ) is not
contained in η((−∞, τ )). We let σ = sup{s ≤ τ : η(s) ∈ η((−∞, s))} be the largest
time before τ at which η intersects its past and ζ = inf{s ≥ τ : η(s) ∈ η((−∞, s))}.
By Proposition 2.5, we know that η is almost surely continuous, hence σ �= τ �= ζ .
We call the path segment η|[σ,ζ ] the tail of η associated with the stopping time τ and
will denote it by ητ (see Fig. 29). The next proposition, which is illustrated in Fig. 30,
describes themanner in which the tails of flow lines interact with each other up until∞
is disconnected from the initial point of one of the tails.
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η(σ)

η(τ)

η(ζ)

Fig. 29 Suppose that η is a flow line of a GFF and that τ is a finite stopping time for η such that η(τ) /∈
η((−∞, τ )) almost surely. The tail of η associated with τ , denoted by ητ , is η|[σ,ζ ] where σ = sup{s ≤
τ : η(s) ∈ η((−∞, s))} and ζ = inf{s ≥ τ : η(s) ∈ η((−∞, s))}. The red segment above is a tail of the
illustrated path. In this subsection, we will describe the interaction of tails of flow lines using the boundary
emanating theory from [23, Theorem 1.5] (see also Figs. 22, 23) by using absolute continuity. We will then
complete the proof of Theorem 1.7 by showing in Proposition 3.6 that every flow line can be decomposed
into a union of overlapping tails

−λ −θ2χ λ −θ2χ

−λ −θ1χ λ −θ1χ

λ−θ2χ λ+(2πk−θ1)χ ······

ϕη1
η2

η1(ξ1)

η2(ζ2) +2πkχ+2πkχ

η2(τ2)
η1(τ1)

η2(σ2) η1(σ1)

Fig. 30 (Continuation of Fig. 29) Let h be a GFF on C defined up to a global multiple of 2πχ . Fix z1, z2
distinct and θ1, θ2 ∈ R. For i = 1, 2, let ηi be the flow line of h starting at zi of angle θi and let τi be a
stopping time for ηi such that ηi (τi ) /∈ ηi ((−∞, τi )) almost surely. Let σi , ζi be the start and end times,
respectively, for the tail η

τi
i for i = 1, 2. Let ξ1 be the first time that η1 hits η2((−∞, ζ2]). Assume that we

are working on the event that ξ1 ∈ (τ1, ζ1), η1(ξ1) ∈ η2((τ2, ζ2)), and that η
τ1
1 hits η

τ2
2 on its right side

at time ξ1. The boundary data for the conditional law of h on η1((−∞, ξ1]) and η2((−∞, ζ2]) is given by
flow line boundary conditions with angle θi , as in Fig. 9 where k ∈ Z, up to an additive constant in 2πχZ.
Let D = (2πk + θ2 − θ1)χ be the height difference of the tails upon intersecting, as described in Fig. 13.
Proposition 3.5 states that D ∈ (−πχ, 2λ− πχ). Moreover, if D ∈ (−πχ, 0), then η

τ1
1 crosses η

τ2
2 upon

intersecting but does not cross back. If D = 0, then η
τ1
1 merges with η

τ2
2 upon intersecting and does not

separate thereafter. Finally, ifD ∈ (0, 2λ−πχ), then η
τ1
1 bounces off but does not cross η

τ2
2 . This describes

the interaction of η
τ1
1 and η

τ2
2 up until any pair of times τ̃1 and τ̃2 such that η1((−∞, τ̃1])∪ η2((−∞, τ̃2])

does not separate either η1(σ1) or η2(σ2) from ∞. The idea is to use absolute continuity to reduce this
to the interaction result for boundary emanating flow lines. The case when η

τ1
1 hits η

τ2
2 on its left side is

analogous. The same argument also shows that the conditional mean of h given the tails does not exhibit
pathological behavior at the intersection points of η

τ1
1 and η

τ2
2
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Proposition 3.5 Let h be a GFF onC defined up to a global multiple of 2πχ . Suppose
that z1, z2 ∈ C and θ1, θ2 ∈ R. For i = 1, 2, we let ηi be the flow line of h starting at
zi with angle θi and let τi be a stopping time for ηi such that ηi (τi ) /∈ ηi ((−∞, τi ))

almost surely. Let σi , ζi be the starting and ending times for the tail η
τi
i for i = 1, 2

as described above. Let ξ1 = inf{t ∈ R : η1(t) ∈ η2((−∞, ζ2])} and let E1 be the
event that ξ1 ∈ (τ1, ζ1), η1(ξ1) ∈ η2((τ2, ζ2)), and that η

τ1
1 hits η

τ2
2 on its right side

at time ξ1. Let D be the height difference of the tails upon intersecting, as defined in
Fig. 13. Then D ∈ (−πχ, 2λ− πχ).

Let τi ≤ τ̃i ≤ ζi be a stopping time for ηi for i = 1, 2 and let E2 be the event that
ηi (σi ) for i = 1, 2 is not disconnected from∞ by η1((−∞, τ̃1])∪ η2((−∞, τ̃2]). Let
η̃i = ηi |(−∞,̃τi ] for i = 1, 2. On E = E1 ∩ E2, we have that:

(i) IfD ∈ (−πχ, 0), then η̃1 crosses η̃2 upon intersecting and does not subsequently
cross back,

(ii) If D = 0, then η̃1 merges with and does not subsequently separate from η̃2 upon
intersecting, and

(iii) If D ∈ (0, 2λ− πχ), then η̃1 bounces off but does not cross η̃2.

Finally, the conditional law of h given η̃i |(−∞,̃τi ] for i = 1, 2 on E is that of a GFF on
C\(̃η1((−∞, τ̃1])∪η̃2((−∞, τ̃2]))whose boundary data on η̃i ((−∞, τ̃i ]) for i = 1, 2
is given by flow line boundary conditions with angle θi . If η

τ1
1 hits η

τ2
2 on its left rather

than right side, the same result holds but with−D in place ofD (so the range of values
for D where η

τ1
1 can hit ητ2

2 is (πχ − 2λ, πχ)).

Proof Theproof is contained in the captions of Figs. 30 and31, except for the following
two points. First, the reason that we know that A = η1((−∞, ξ1]) ∪ η2((−∞, ζ2])
is a local set for h is that, if we draw each of the paths up until any fixed stopping
time, then their union is local by Proposition 2.14 (recall that we took the paths to be
conditionally independent given h). Their continuations are local for and, moreover,
almost surely determined by the conditional field given these initial segments (recall
Remark 3.4). Hence the claim follows from [23, Lemma 6.2]. Second, the reason that
the boundary data for h given A andh|A is givenbyflow line boundary conditions is that
we were working on the event that η1((−∞, ξ1))∩η2((−∞, ζ2]) = ∅. Consequently,
we can get the boundary data for h given A and h|A by using Proposition 2.15 to
compare to the conditional law of h given η1 and h given η2 separately. The reason
that the boundary data for the conditional law of h given η̃1 and η̃2 has flow line
boundary conditions (without singularities at intersection points) is that we can apply
the boundary emanating theory from [23]. ��

The reason that the statement of Proposition 3.5 is more complicated than the
statement which describes the interaction of boundary emanating flow lines [23, The-
orem 1.5] is that we needed a way to encode the height difference between η1 and η2
upon intersecting since the paths have the possibility of winding around their initial
points many times after the stopping times τ1 and τ2.

3.2.2 Decomposing flow lines into tails

Now that we have described the interaction of tails of flow lines, we turn to show
that it is possible to decompose a flow line into a union of overlapping tails. This
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−λ −θ2χλ −θ2χ

−λ −θ1χ λ −θ1χ

−λ−D λ−D −· · · ······

−λ −D λ −D −λ λ

λ λ

ϕ

D

η1
η2 ϕ(η1)

ϕ(η2)

η2(τ2)
η1(τ1)

η2(σ2) η1(σ1)

+2πkχ+2πkχ

Fig. 31 (Continuation of Fig. 30) To prove Proposition 3.5, we let D0 ⊆ C be a bounded domain with
boundary which can be written as a finite union of linear segments which connect points with rational
coordinates. We assume that we are working on the event that ηi (σi ) ∈ D0 for i = 1, 2 such that the
intersection D of D0 and the unbounded complementary connected components of η1((−∞, τ1]) and
η2((−∞, τ2]) is simply connected with ηi (σi ) ∈ ∂D for i = 1, 2. In the illustration, D0 is the region
bounded by the dotted lines and D is the region which is bounded by the dotted lines and not disconnected
from ∞ by ηi |(−∞,τi ] for i = 1, 2. Let ϕ : D → H be a conformal map which takes η1(τ1) to 1 and

η2(τ2) to −1. Assume that the additive constant for h in 2πχZ has been chosen so that ˜h = h ◦ ϕ−1 −
χ arg(ϕ−1)′ + θ1χ is a GFF on H whose boundary data is −λ (resp. λ) immediately to the left (resp.
right) of 1. Then ϕ(η1) (resp. ϕ(η2)) is the zero (resp. D/χ ) angle flow line of˜h starting at 1 (resp. −1).
Consequently, it follows from [23, Theorem 1.5] (see also Figs. 22, 23) and [23, Proposition 3.4] that ϕ(η1)

and ϕ(η2) respect monotonicity ifD > 0 but may bounce off each other ifD ∈ (0, 2λ−πχ), merge upon
intersecting ifD = 0, and cross exactly once upon intersecting ifD ∈ (−πχ, 0). Moreover, ϕ(η1) can hit
ϕ(η2) only if D ∈ (−πχ, 2λ − πχ). These facts hold up until stopping times τ̃i satisfying τi ≤ τ̃i ≤ ζi
for i = 1, 2 on the event that ηi (σi ) is not disconnected from∞ by η1((−∞, τ̃1]) ∩ η2((−∞, τ̃2]) and
ηi ([τi , τ̃i ]) ⊆ D for i = 1, 2. We note that the boundary data of the field h ◦ ϕ−1 − χ arg(ϕ−1)′ is not
piecewise constant, in particular on ϕ(∂D0). However, by using absolute continuity, the interaction of the
paths up until hitting ϕ(∂D) can still be deduced from the piecewise constant case. This describes the
interaction of ϕ(η1) and ϕ(η2) up to any pair of stopping times before the paths hit ∂H (which corresponds
to describing the interaction of ητ1

1 and η
τ2
2 up until exiting D). Applying this result for all such domains D0

as described above completes the proof of Proposition 3.5

combined with Proposition 3.5 will lead to the proof of Theorem 1.7. Suppose that η
is a non-crossing path starting at z. Then we say that η has made a clean loop at time ζ

around w if the following is true. With σ = sup{t < ζ : η(t) = η(ζ )}, we have that
η|[σ,ζ ] is a simple loop which surrounds w and does not intersect η((−∞, σ )). Note
that Lemma 2.6 implies that GFF flow lines for κ ∈ (8/3, 4), which we recall are
given by whole-plane SLEκ(ρ) processes for ρ = 2 − κ ∈ (−2, κ

2 − 2) for D = C
(and if D �= C, their law is absolutely continuous with respect to that of whole-plane
SLEκ(ρ) up until hitting ∂D), almost surely contain arbitrarily small clean loops.

Proposition 3.6 (Tail Decomposition: Interior Regime) Assume that κ ∈ (8/3, 4).
Suppose that h is a whole-plane GFF defined up to a global multiple of 2πχ . Fix
z ∈ C, θ ∈ R, and let η be the flow line of h starting from z with angle θ . Let ζ

be any stopping time for η such that η has made a clean loop around z at time ζ ,
as described just above. Then we can decompose η|[ζ,∞) into a union of overlapping
tails (η

τi
wi : i ∈ N) of flow lines (ηwi ) where ηwi starts from wi and has angle θ with

the following properties:
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ητ1
w1

ητ2
w2

ητ3
w3

η|[σ,ζ]

Fig. 32 Suppose that κ ∈ (8/3, 4)—this is the range of κ values in which GFF flow lines started from
interior points are self-intersecting—and that η is a flow line of a whole-plane GFF defined up to a global
multiple of 2πχ starting at z ∈ C. Let ζ be any stopping time for η such that there exists σ < ζ so that
η|[σ,ζ ] forms a clean loop around z, i.e. the loop does not intersect the past of the path except where the
terminal point hits the initial point. We prove in Proposition 3.6 that it is possible to represent η|[ζ,∞) as a

union of overlapping tails (η
τi
wi : i ∈ N). These are depicted in the illustration above by different colors.

As shown, the decomposition has the property that the tails η
τi
wi give the outer boundary of η at successive

times at which η wraps around its starting point and intersects itself. Moreover, for each i , the initial point
wi has rational coordinates and is contained in a bounded complementary component of η

τi−1
wi−1 . Finally,

conditional on η|(−∞,ζi ], η
τi
wi is independent of h restricted to the unbounded complementary component

of η((−∞, ζi ]). This allows us to reduce the interaction of flow lines to the interaction of tails, which we
already described in Proposition 3.5 (color figure online)

(i) For every i ∈ N, the starting point wi of the flow line ηwi of h with angle θ has
rational coordinates and is contained in a bounded complementary component
of ητi−1

wi−1 (we take η
τ0
w0 ≡ η|(−∞,ζ ]),

(ii) There exists stopping times ζ0 ≡ ζ < ζ1 < ζ2 < · · · for η such that, for each
i ∈ N, the outer boundary of η([ζi−1, ζi ]) is almost surely equal to the outer
boundary of ητi

wi , and
(iii) For each i ∈ N, conditional on η|(−∞,ζi ], η

τi
wi is independent of h restricted to

the unbounded complementary connected component of η((−∞, ζi ]).

See Fig. 32 for an illustration of the statement of Proposition 3.6, the flow lines
(ηwi ) are taken to be conditionally independent of η given h. The starting points wi of
the flow lines ηwi are rational, as stated in the proposition statement, but are random
and depend on h, η, and the collection of flow lines ηw starting at w ∈ Cwith rational
coordinates (as in the statement, all flow lines are taken to be conditionally independent
given h). We note that the tail of a flow line can either be a simple curve or a simple
loop (i.e., homeomorphic to S1) depending on when the first intersection time of the
path with itself occurs. It is implicit in the second condition of Proposition 3.6 that the
tails (η

τi
wi : i ∈ N) are of the latter type.
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The reason that we assume κ ∈ (8/3, 4) in the statement of Proposition 3.6 is that
if κ ∈ (0, 8/3] then η is non-self-intersecting hence its entire trace is itself a tail.
Fix T ∈ R and let ζ be the first time after T that ζ makes a clean loop around z.
It is a consequence of Lemma 2.6 that ζ < ∞ almost surely and it follows from
Proposition 2.1, which gives the stationarity of the driving function of η, that the
distribution of ζ − T does not depend on T . Consequently, for every ε > 0 and S ∈ R
we can choose our stopping time ζ in Proposition 3.6 such that P[ζ > S] ≤ ε. The
techniques we use to prove Proposition 3.6 will also allow us to show that boundary
emanating flow lines similarly admit a decomposition into a union of overlapping
tails. This will also us to describe the manner in which boundary emanating flow lines
interact with flow lines starting from interior points using Proposition 3.5.

Proposition 3.7 (Tail Decomposition: Boundary Regime) Suppose that h is a GFF
on a domain D ⊆ C with harmonically non-trivial boundary and let η be a flow line
of h starting from x ∈ ∂D with angle θ ∈ R. Then we can decompose η into a union
of overlapping tails (η

τi
wi : i ∈ N) with the following properties:

(i) For every i ∈ N, the starting point wi of ηwi has rational coordinates and
(ii) The range of η is contained in ∪iητi

wi almost surely.

If, in addition, η is self-intersecting then properties (ii) and (iii) as described in Propo-
sition 3.6 hold with ζ0 = 0.

In order to establish Propositions 3.6 and 3.7, we need to collect first the following
three lemmas. The third, illustrated in Fig. 34, implies that if we start a flow line close
to the tail of another flow line with the same angle, then with positive probability the
former merges into the latter at their first intersection time and, moreover, this occurs
without the path leaving a ball of fixed radius.

Lemma 3.8 Suppose that h is a whole-plane GFF defined up to a global multiple
of 2πχ . Let η be the flow line of h starting from 0 and τ any almost surely finite
stopping time for η such that η(τ) /∈ η((−∞, τ )) almost surely. Given η|(−∞,τ ], let
γ : [0, 1] → C be any simple path starting from η(τ) such that γ ((0, 1]) is contained
in the unbounded connected component of C\η((−∞, τ ]). Fix ε > 0 and let A(ε) be
the ε-neighborhood of γ ([0, 1]). Finally, let

σ1 = inf{t ≥ τ : η(t) /∈ A(ε)} and σ2 = inf{t ≥ τ : |η(t)− γ (1)| ≤ ε}.

Then P[σ2 < σ1 | η|[0,τ ]] > 0.

Proof Given η|(−∞,τ ], we let U ⊆ C be a simply connected domain which contains
γ ((−∞, 1]), is contained in A( ε

2 ), and such that there exists δ > 0with η((τ−δ, τ ]) ⊆
∂U and η((−∞, τ − δ]) ∩ ∂U = ∅.

We can constructU explicitly as follows. Let ϕ be the unique conformal map from
the unbounded component of C\η([0, τ ]) to C\D with ϕ(z) − z → 0 as z → ∞.
As η|[0,τ ] is almost surely continuous, it follows that ϕ extends to be a homeomor-
phism from the boundary of its domain (viewed as prime ends) to C\D. Therefore
ϕ(γ ) is a continuous path in C\D and ϕ(A(ε)) is a relatively open neighborhood of
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ϕ(γ ). Moreover, as τ is almost surely a non-intersection time for η, we have that
ϕ(η(τ)) ∈ ∂D has positive distance from the image under ϕ of an intersection point
of η. Therefore we can find ˜U ⊆ C\D which is relatively open which is contained in
ϕ(A(ε)), contains ϕ(γ ), and which contains a neighborhood in ∂D of ϕ(η(τ)) which
is disjoint from images of self-intersection points of η. By choosing ˜U appropriately,
we may further assume that ∂˜U ∩ ∂D = ϕ(η((τ − δ, τ ])) for some δ > 0 small. We
can also take ˜U to be the intersection withC\D of a domain with polygonal boundary
with vertices with rational coordinates. We then take U = ϕ−1(˜U ) and note that U
satisfies the desired properties.

Fix x0 ∈ ∂U with |x0−γ (1)| ≤ ε
2 . Let

˜h be aGFF onU whose boundary data along
η((−∞, τ ]) agrees with that of h (up to an additive constant in 2πχZ) and whose
boundary data on ∂U\η((−∞, τ ]) is such that the flow line η̃ of ˜h starting from
η(τ) is an ordinary chordal SLEκ process in U targeted at x0. Let σ̃2 = inf{t ≥ 0 :
|̃η(t)−γ (1)| ≤ ε} and note that σ̃2 <∞ almost surely since η̃ terminates at x0. Since
˜X = dist(̃η((−∞, σ̃2]), ∂U\η((−∞, τ ])) > 0 almost surely, it follows that we can
pick ζ > 0 sufficiently small so thatP[˜X ≥ ζ | η|[0,τ ]] ≥ 1

2 . The result follows since by
[23, Proposition 3.4] the law of˜h restricted to {x ∈ U : dist(x, ∂U\η((−∞, τ ])) ≥ ζ }
is absolutely continuous with respect to the law of h given η|(−∞,τ ] restricted to the
same set, up to an additive constant in 2πχZ, and that η̃([0, σ̃2]) ⊆ A(ε) almost
surely. ��
Lemma 3.9 Suppose that h is a GFF on a proper subdomain D ⊆ Cwhose boundary
consists of a finite, disjoint union of continuous paths, each with flow line boundary
conditions of a given angle (which can change from path to path), z ∈ D, and η is
the flow line of h starting from z. Fix any almost surely positive and finite stopping
time τ for η such that η((−∞, τ ]) ∩ ∂D = ∅ and η(τ) /∈ η((−∞, τ )) almost surely.
Given η|(−∞,τ ], let γ : [0, 1] → D be any simple path in D starting from η(τ) such
that γ ((0, 1]) is contained in the unbounded connected component ofC\η((−∞, τ ]),
γ ([0, 1)) ∩ ∂D = ∅, and γ (1) ∈ ∂D. Moreover, assume that if we extended the
boundary data of the conditional law of h given η|(−∞,τ ] along γ as if it were a
flow line then the height difference of γ and ∂D upon intersecting at time 1 is in the
admissible range for hitting. Fix ε > 0, let A(ε) be the ε-neighborhood of γ ([0, 1])
in D, and let

τ1 = inf{t ≥ τ : η(t) /∈ A(ε)} and τ2 = inf{t ≥ τ : η(t) ∈ ∂D}.
Then P[τ2 < τ1 | η|[0,τ ]] > 0.

We recall that the admissible range of height differences for hitting is (−πχ, 2λ−
πχ) if γ is hitting on the right side and is (πχ − 2λ, πχ) on the left side. See Fig. 33
for an illustration of the proof.

Proof of Lemma 3.9 Let I be the connected component of ∂D which contains x0 =
γ (1). Let γ L (resp. γ R) be a simple path in A(ε)\(η((−∞, τ ]) ∪ γ ) which connects
a point on the left (resp. right) side of η((−∞, τ )) ∩ A(ε) to a point on the same
side of I hit by γ at time 1, say x L (resp. x R), and does not intersect γ . Assume
that γ L ∩ γ R = ∅. Let U be the region of D\η((−∞, τ ]) which is surrounded
by γ L and γ R . Let ˜h be a GFF on U whose boundary data agrees with that of h
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λ−λ

η

η(τ)

γ

I

γL

γR

xR

xL

x0=γ(1)

Fig. 33 An illustration of the proof of Lemma 3.9. We suppose that h is a GFF on a proper domain
D ⊆ C whose boundary consists of a finite, disjoint union of continuous paths each of which has flow
line boundary conditions where each path has a given angle (which may vary from path to path). We let
τ be a stopping time for η such that η(τ) /∈ η((−∞, τ )) and η((−∞, τ ]) ∩ ∂D = ∅ almost surely. We
assume that γ : [0, 1] → D\η((−∞, τ ]) is a simple curve connecting η(τ) to a boundary segment, say
I , such that if we continued the boundary data of h given η|(−∞,τ ] along γ as if it were a flow line then
the height difference of γ and I upon intersecting is in the range for hitting (see Proposition 3.5). We let
γ L (resp. γ R ) be a simple path contained in the ε neighborhood of γ ([0, 1]) which does not intersect γ ,
starts from the left (resp. right) side of η((−∞, τ )), and terminates at a point xL (resp. x R ) in I . Assume,
moreover, that γ L ∩ γ R = ∅. We take U to be the region of D\η((−∞, τ ]) surrounded by γ L and γ R

and let ˜h be a GFF on U whose boundary data agrees with h on I and η((−∞, τ ]) and is given by flow
line boundary conditions on γ L and γ R . We choose the angles on γ L , γ R so that the flow line η̃ of ˜h
starting from η(τ) almost surely hits I and does not hit γ L and γ R . The result follows since the law of
η̃ is absolutely continuous with respect to the conditional law of η given η|(−∞,τ ] (since the law of ˜h is
absolutely continuous with respect to the law of h given η|(−∞,τ ] restricted to a subdomain of U which

stays away from γ L and γ R )

on η((−∞, τ ]) and on I and is otherwise given by flow line boundary conditions.
We choose the angles of the boundary data on γ L , γ R so that the flow line η̃ of ˜h
starting from η(τ) is an SLEκ(ρL ; ρR) process targeted at x0 and the force points
are located at x L and x R . Moreover, ρL , ρR ∈ ( κ

2 − 4, κ
2 − 2) since we assumed

that if we continued the boundary data for h given η|(−∞,τ ] along γ as if it were
a flow line then it is in the admissible range for hitting (and by our construction,
the same is true for both γ L and γ R). Let τ̃2 = inf{t ≥ 0 : η̃(t) ∈ ∂D}. Since
˜X = dist(̃η([0, τ̃2]), ∂U\(η((−∞, τ ])∪ I )) > 0 almost surely, it follows that we can
pick ζ > 0 sufficiently small so that P[˜X ≥ ζ | η|[0,τ ]] ≥ 1

2 . The result follows since
the law of˜h restricted to {x ∈ U : dist(x, ∂U\(η((−∞, τ ])) ∪ I ) ≥ ζ } is absolutely
continuous with respect to the law of h given η|(−∞,τ ] restricted to the same set and
η̃((−∞, τ̃2]) ⊆ A(ε) almost surely. ��

Our first application of Lemma3.9 is the following,which is an important ingredient
in the proof of Proposition 3.6.

Lemma 3.10 Suppose that h is aGFFonHwith constant boundary dataλ as depicted
in Fig. 34. Let η be the flow line of h starting at i and let τ = inf{t ∈ R : η(t) ∈
∂H}. Let E1 be the event that η hits ∂H with a height difference of 0 and let E2 =
{η((−∞, τ ]) ⊆ B(0, 2)}. There exists ρ0 > 0 such that

P[E1 ∩ E2] ≥ ρ0. (3.7)

The same likewise holds when λ is replaced with −λ.
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i B(i, 1
2)

η(ξ)

λ
λ

−λ λ

η(τ)

Fig. 34 Suppose that h is a GFF on H with constant boundary data λ as depicted above and let η be the
flow line of h starting at i . We prove in Lemma 3.10 that the following is true. Let τ be the first time that
η hits ∂H. With positive probability, the height difference of η and ∂H upon hitting at time τ is zero and
η((−∞, τ ]) ⊆ B(0, 2). If ∂H were a flow line (rather than the boundary), then this can be rephrased as
saying that the first time that η hits ∂H is with positive probability the same as the first time that η “merges
into” ∂H and, moreover, this happens without η leaving B(0, 2). We call this a “clean merge” because the
interaction of η and ∂H upon hitting only involves a tail of η. An analogous statement holds if λ is replaced
with −λ

Proof See Fig. 34 for an illustration of the setup. We let ξ be the first time that η hits
∂B(i, 1

2 ). We let γ be a simple path in (H∩ B(0, 2))\B(i, 1
2 ) starting from η(ξ)which

winds around i precisely k ∈ Z times until hitting ∂H. We choose k so that if we
continued the boundary data of η along γ , the height difference of γ upon intersecting
∂H is zero. The lemma then follows from Lemma 3.9. ��

By repeated applications of Lemma 3.10, we are now going to prove that the
restriction of the tail ητ of a flow line η associated with the stopping time τ and
ending at ζ to the time interval [τ, ζ ] almost surely is represented as the tail of a flow
line whose initial point is close to η(τ) and which merges into ητ without leaving a
small ball centered at η(τ). See Fig. 35 for an illustration of the setup of this result.

Lemma 3.11 Suppose that h is a GFF on C defined up to a global multiple of 2πχ ,
let η be the flow line of h starting from 0, and let τ be a stopping time for η such
that η(τ) /∈ η((−∞, τ )) almost surely. Let σ (resp. ζ ) be the start (resp. end) time
of the tail ητ . Fix ε > 0 and, given η|(−∞,ζ ], a point z0 ∈ η((σ, ζ )) which is not a
self-intersection point of η|(−∞,ζ ]. Given η|(−∞,ζ ], let (wk) be a sequence of points
C\η((−∞, ζ ]) with rational coordinates and which converges to z0. For each k, let
ηk = ηwk be the flow line of h starting from wk . Finally, let N = N (ε) be the first
index k ∈ N such that ηk cleanly merges, in the sense of Fig. 34, into η before leaving
B(z0, ε). Then P[N <∞] = 1.

Proof Let σ, ζ be the start and end times of the tail ητ . By passing to a subsequence,
wemay assume without loss of generality that all of the elements of the sequence (wk)

are contained in the same complementary connected component U of η((−∞, ζ ]).
Let ϕk : U → H be the conformal transformation which takes z0 to 0 and wk to i .
Let˜hk = h ◦ ϕ−1k − χ arg(ϕ−1k )′ where we have chosen the additive constant for h in
2πχZ so that the boundary data for˜hk in a neighborhood of 0 is equal to either λ or
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η
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η2

η3

η1

B(z0 )

Fig. 35 Suppose that η is a flow line of a whole-plane GFF defined up to a global multiple of 2πχ starting
at z and that τ is a stopping time for η such that η(τ) /∈ η((−∞, τ )) almost surely. Let σ (resp. ζ ) be the
start (resp. end) time for the tail ητ . Fix ε > 0. We prove in Lemma 3.11 that if (wk ) is any sequence in
C\η((−∞, ζ ]) converging to a point z0 ∈ η((σ, ζ )) which is not a self-intersection point of η|(−∞,ζ ], for
each k ∈ N, we let ηk = ηwk be the flow line starting at wk and let N = N (ε) be the smallest integer k ≥ 1
such that ηk merges cleanly (recall Fig. 34) into ητ without leaving B(z0, ε) then N <∞ almost surely. In
the illustration, N = 3 since η1 hits ητ for the first time at the wrong height and η2 leaves B(z0, ε) before
hitting ητ . By applying this result to a time which occurs before τ , we see that η|[τ,ζ ] is almost surely
represented as a tail. We will use this fact in the proof of Theorem 1.7 in order to relax the restriction of
Proposition 3.5 that the tails do not disconnect either of their initial points from∞

−λ if ∂U near z0 is traced by the right or left, respectively, side of η. In particular, the
additive constant does not depend on k and whether the boundary data of˜hk near zero
is λ or −λ also does not depend on k; we shall assume without loss of generality that
we are in the former situation.

For each k, we let τk be the first time that ηk exits U . We also let

Ak = η((−∞, ζ ]) ∪
k
⋃

j=1
η j ((−∞, τ j ]).

We claim that Ak is a local set for h. We will prove this using the first characterization
of local sets from [23, Lemma 3.6]. FixW ⊆ C open. Then the event that Ak ∩W �= ∅
is determined by the collection of all flow lines of h starting from points with rational
coordinates stopped upon hitting W . Since the conditional law of the projection of h
onto those functions which are supported inW given this collection and the projection
of h onto those functions which are harmonic in W is a measurable function of the
latter, we conclude that Ak is in fact local. Let Ak be the σ -algebra generated by
the values of h in an infinitesimal neighborhood of Ak and let Fk be the σ -algebra
generated by Ak , η|(−∞,ζ ], and η j |(−∞,τ j ] for 1 ≤ j ≤ k.

We claim that the conditional law of h given Fk is that of a GFF on C\Ak . We will
explain this in the case that k = 1. The proof of this for general values of k follows
from the same argument. For each t > 0, we let F1,t be the σ -algebra generated by
η((−∞, ζ ]), η1((−∞, t]), and the values of h in an infinitesimal neighborhood of
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η((−∞, ζ ]) ∪ η1((−∞, t]). For each w ∈ C with rational coordinates, we also let
Gw,t be the σ -algebra generated by η((−∞, ζ ]), ηw((−∞, t]), and the values of h in
an infinitesimal neighborhood of η((−∞, ζ ])∪ηw((−∞, t]). For any event A ∈ σ(h)

we have that

P[A |F1,t ] =
∑

w∈Q2

P[A |F1,t ]1{w=w1} =
∑

w∈Q2

P[A |Gw,t ]1{w=w1}.

[23, Proposition 3.7] implies that the conditional law of h given Gw,t is that of a GFF
on C\(η((−∞, ζ ]) ∪ ηw((−∞, t])). Therefore the conditional law of h given F1,t is
that of a GFF on C\(η((−∞, ζ ]) ∪ η1((−∞, t])). Note that τ1 is a stopping time for
the filtration (F1,t ). Consequently, the martingale convergence theorem implies that
the conditional law of h given F1 is a GFF on C\A1, as desired.

We also observe that if N is an almost surely finite stopping time for (Fk), then the
conditional law of h given FN is that of a GFF in C\AN .

We will now construct a further subsequence (w jk ) where, for each k, w jk is mea-
surable with respect to F jk−1 and jk is a stopping time for (Fk). We take j1 = 1
and inductively define jk+1 for k ≥ 1 as follows. First, we note that the probability
that η j |(−∞,τ j ] hits ∂U at a particular, fixed point near z0 is zero for any j ∈ N [23,
Lemma 7.16]. Consequently, it follows from the Beurling estimate [13, Theorem 3.69]
that for every δ > 0, there exists jk+1 ≥ jk + 1 such that the probability that a Brow-
nian motion starting from w jk+1 hits ∂U before hitting ∪ki=1η ji ((−∞, τ ji ]) is at least
1 − δ given F jk almost surely. By taking δ > 0 sufficiently small, the conformal
invariance of Brownian motion then implies that we can arrange so that

1. ϕ jk+1(η ji ((−∞, τ ji ])) ∩ B(i, 100) = ∅ for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k,
2. ϕ jk+1(B

c(z0, ε)) ∩ B(i, 100) = ∅, and
3. The total variation distance between the law of˜h jk+1 |B(i,100) given F jk and that

of a GFF on H with constant boundary data λ restricted to B(i, 100) is almost
surely at most ρ0/2 where ρ0 is the constant from Lemma 3.10 (recall (3.7)).

Consequently, it follows from Lemma 3.10 that the probability that η̃ jk+1 makes a
clean merge into ∂H given F jk without leaving B(0, 2) is almost surely at least ρ0/2.
Combining this with Proposition 3.5 implies the assertion of the lemma. ��

Recall that Proposition 3.5 only describes the interaction of tails of flow lines up
until the base of one of the tails is disconnected from∞. Lemma 3.11 allows us to
strengthen this statement to give a complete description of the manner in which tails
of flow lines interact. We will not give a precise statement of this here since it will be
part of our proof of Theorem 1.7 which wewill give shortly. Informally, this is the case
because Lemma 3.11 implies that if the tails of flow lines η1, η2 are interacting after
one of their base points has been disconnected from∞, we can represent each of the
flow line tails in a neighborhood of where they are interacting by tails of another pair of
flow lines whose base points have not yet been disconnected from∞. Proposition 3.5
then applies to this second set of tails which, in turn, tells us how the first set of tails
are interacting with each other.

Suppose that η is a GFF flow line and that ζ is an almost surely finite stopping time
for η such that η(ζ ) ∈ η((−∞, ζ )). We say that the outer boundary of η((−∞, ζ ))
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Fig. 36 In the left panel, η is a GFF flow line and ζ is a stopping time so that η(ζ ) ∈ η((−∞, ζ )) almost
surely and that with σ the largest time before ζ with η(σ ) = η(ζ ), we have that η|[σ,ζ ] is given by the
tail of a flow line ηw starting at w. Moreover, the starting point w of ηw has rational coordinates and is
contained in one of the bounded complementary connected components of η((−∞, ζ ]). When this holds,
we say that the outer boundary of η((−∞, ζ ]) is represented by a tail. Let ζ ′ be the first time t after ζ that
η(t) ∈ η([ζ, t)). We prove in Lemma 3.12 that if the outer boundary of η((−∞, ζ ]) is represented by a tail,
then the outer boundary of η((−∞, ζ ′]) is almost surely also represented by a tail (right panel)

can be represented as the tail of a flow line if the following is true. Let σ be the
largest time before ζ that η(σ ) = η(ζ ) (note σ �= ζ ). Then there exists w ∈ C with
rational coordinates which is contained in a bounded complementary component of
η((−∞, ζ ]) such that η|[σ,ζ ] is contained in a tail of the flow line ηw starting at w.
See Fig. 36 for an illustration. The main ingredient in our proof of the existence of
a decomposition of a flow line into overlapping tails is the following lemma, which
says that if the outer boundary of η((−∞, ζ ]) is represented as a tail, then the outer
boundary of η((−∞, ζ ′]) is almost surely represented by a tail where ζ ′ is the first
time after ζ that η wraps around its starting point and intersects itself. One example of
such a stopping time ζ is the first time after a fixed time T ∈ R that η makes a clean
loop about z. We will establish this through repeated applications of Lemma 3.11.

Lemma 3.12 Let h be a whole-plane GFF defined up to a global multiple of 2πχ and
let η be the flow line of h starting at z ∈ C. Let ζ be any almost surely finite stopping
time for η such that the outer boundary of η((−∞, ζ ]) can be represented as a tail of
a flow line, as described just above. Let ζ ′ be the first time t ≥ ζ that η(t) ∈ η([ζ, t)).
Then the outer boundary of η((−∞, ζ ′]) is almost surely represented as a tail of a
flow line.

Proof Let w, σ be as described just before the statement of the lemma and let ηw

be the flow line of h starting at w whose tail covers the outer boundary of η|(−∞,ζ ]
(see Fig. 36). Let U be a bounded connected component of C\η((−∞, ζ ]) whose
boundary contains η(ζ − ε) and is traced by η|[ζ−2ε,ζ ] for some ε > 0 small with
ζ − 2ε > σ (see Fig. 37 for an illustration). Let (wk) be a sequence inU with rational
coordinates which converges to η(ζ − ε) and, for each k, let ηk = ηwk be the flow line
of h starting fromwk . Let N be first integer k ≥ 1 such that ηk cleanly merges into ηw.
Then Lemma 3.11 implies that N <∞ almost surely. It follows from Proposition 3.5
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z

η

ηw

ηN
U

η(ζ)

Fig. 37 (Continuation of Fig. 36) The idea to prove Lemma 3.12 is to start flow lines of h in a bounded
complementary connected component U of η((−∞, ζ ]) whose boundary contains η(ζ − ε) and such that
η|[ζ−2ε,ζ ] traces part of ∂U for some very small ε > 0. We choose the starting points (wk ) of these flow
lines to have rational coordinates and get progressively closer to the outer boundary of η((−∞, ζ ]) near
η(ζ − ε). By using Lemma 3.11, we see that P[N < ∞] = 1 where N is the first index k such that ηwk
merges into the tail of ηw (hence also η) which generates the outer boundary of η((−∞, ζ ]). Let ηN = ηwN
be the flow line which is the first to have a “clean merge” with ηw (hence also η), in the sense that the
merging time is the same as the first hitting time of ηN and ηw near η(ζ − ε). Proposition 3.5 implies that
ηw and ηN (hence also ηN and η) merge with each other and stay together at least until they hit η(ζ )

z

η

ηw

ηN

ηw(τw)

· · ·

ϕ

−λ 2 −λ · · ·

ϕ(ηN)

−λ λ

D
ηN(ζN)=η(ζ)

πχ

Fig. 38 (Continuation of Fig. 37) We then need to show that η and ηN continue to agree with each other
after hitting η(ζ ); call this time ζN for the latter. The reason that this holds is that another application
of Proposition 3.5 implies that ηN may be able to bounce off but cannot cross the tail of ηw . Indeed,
this is accomplished by applying the proposition to ηw stopped at a time τw which is slightly before the
time it completes generating the outer boundary of η((−∞, ζ ]) and does not merge with ηN . Since ηN
cannot cross the tail η

τw
w stopped at time τw , it consequently follows that ηN |[ζN ,∞) is contained in the

unbounded complementary connected component of η((−∞, ζ ]). The result follows since the conditional
field of h given η|(−∞,ζ ] coupled with η|[ζ,∞) satisfies the same Markov property as when coupled with
ηN |[ζN ,∞) (see the right panel for this after applying a conformal mapping). Thus by absolute continuity
[23, Proposition 3.4], the boundary emanating uniqueness theory of flow lines given in [23, Theorem 1.2]
implies that the paths have to agree, at least until wrapping around z and then intersecting themselves

that ηN merges into and does not separate from ηw, at least up until both paths reach
η(ζ ) (this is when the starting point of at least one of the two tails is separated from
∞). Consequently, ηN also merges with η and the two paths agree with each other, at
least up until they both hit η(ζ ).

Let ζN be the first time that ηN hits η(ζ ) and let ζ ′N be the first time after ζN that ηN

wraps around z and hits itself. We are now going to argue that ηN |[ζN ,ζ ′N ] agrees with
η|[ζ,ζ ′] up to reparameterization (see Fig. 38 for an illustration of the argument). To
see this, we will first argue that ηN |[ζN ,ζ ′N ] is almost surely contained in the unbounded
connected component of η((−∞, ζ ]). Let σw, ζw be the start and end times of the tail
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of ηw which represents the outer boundary of η((−∞, ζ ]). Since ηN cleanly merges
into ηw, we know that the height difference of h at ηN (ζN ) and ηw(σw), as made
precise in Fig. 13, is either−2πχ (if η|[σ,ζ ] is a clockwise loop, as in Fig. 38, heights
go down by 2πχ ) or 2πχ (if η|[σ,ζ ] is a counterclockwise loop, heights go up by 2πχ ).
Consequently, it follows by applying Proposition 3.5 to ηN and ηw stopped at a time
before ηw merges into ηN ((−∞, ζN ]) that ηN |[ζN ,ζ ′N ] does not cross ηw([σw, ζw])
(see Remark 3.13 below). This proves our claim. The proof that ηN |[ζN ,ζ ′N ] is equal
to η|[ζ,ζ ′] follows since boundary emanating flow lines are almost surely determined
by the field [23, Theorem 1.2] and absolute continuity [23, Proposition 3.4]. This is
explained in more detail in the caption of Fig. 38. ��
Remark 3.13 Although the starting point of ηN is random and depends on the realiza-
tion of η (or ηw) in the proof of Lemma 3.12 above, we can still apply Proposition 3.5.
The reason is that the starting points of ηN and ηw were assumed to be rational and
Proposition 3.5 describes almost surely the interaction of all tails of flow lines started
at rational points simultaneously. Consequently, we do not have to worry about the
dependencies in the definitions of the flow lines in order to determine the manner in
which their tails interact upon hitting.

Proof of Proposition 3.6 The result follows by repeatedly applying the previous
lemma to get that each time η wraps around z and hits itself, it can be represented by
a tail. ��
Proof of Proposition 3.7 It is easy to see from the proof of Proposition 3.5 that it
generalizes to describe the interaction of a tail of a flow line of h starting from an
interior point of D and a tail of η (which we recall starts from ∂D). (Depending on
the boundary data of h, it may be η can intersect itself. This, for example, is the case
in the setting of Fig. 27.) Let τ be the first time that η intersects itself. Consequently,
it is easy to see from Lemma 3.9 as well as the argument used to prove Lemma 3.11
that η|(−∞,τ ] can be decomposed into a union of overlapping tails starting at points
with rational coordinates. That the same holds for η|[τ,∞) follows from the argument
used to prove Proposition 3.6. ��

3.2.3 Flow line interaction

Proposition 3.6 allows us to extend the observations from Proposition 3.5 from tails
to entire flow lines, since wherever two flow lines intersect (or one flow line intersects
its past), locally it can be described by two flow line tails starting from points with
rational coordinates intersecting.

Proof of Theorem 1.7 for ordinary GFF flow lines In the case that κ ∈ (0, 8/3], we
know from Sect. 2.1.3 and Lemma 2.4 that SLEκ flow lines of the GFF are non-self
intersecting hence are themselves tails. Consequently, in this case the result follows
from Proposition 3.5 as well as absolute continuity if D is a proper subdomain in C
(Proposition 2.16). This leaves us to handle the case that κ ∈ (8/3, 4) which is in turn
explained in the caption of Fig. 39.We emphasize that it is important that all of the tails
considered in the proof have initial points with rational coordinates so that we can use
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z2

z1

η2

η1

η1(τ1)

Fig. 39 An illustration of the completion of the proof of Theorem 1.7. Suppose that h is a whole-plane GFF
defined up to a global multiple of 2πχ , z1, z2 ∈ C are distinct, θ1, θ2 ∈ R, and let ηi be the flow line of h
starting at zi with angle θi for i = 1, 2. Let τ1 be a stopping time for the filtrationFt = σ(η1(s) : s ≤ t, η2)

and assume throughout that we are working on the event η1(τ1) ∈ η2. Let σ2 be such that η1(τ1) = η2(σ2).
Then we can describe the interaction of η1 near time τ1 and η2 near time σ2 in terms of tails. Indeed, it fol-
lows from Proposition 3.6 that there exists stopping times ζ j < ζ j+1 for η2 such that σ2 ∈ [ζ j , ζ j+1) and
such that η2|[ζ j ,ζ j+1] is covered by a tail of a flow line (shown in light green in the illustration). The same is
likewise true for η1 near η1(τ1) (shown in dark green in the illustration). The reason that we can apply this
result is that, as we remarked earlier, we can find arbitrarily small stopping times at which ηi for i = 1, 2
makes a clean loop around zi before exiting the ball of radius

1
2 |z1 − z2|. Therefore we can apply Proposi-

tion 3.5 to describe the interaction of η1 and η2 near times τ1 and σ2, respectively. Note that it might be that
one of the tail base points is separated from∞when η1 and η2 are interacting near these times (in the illus-
tration, this is true for the tail corresponding to η1). We can circumvent this issue by applying Lemma 3.11
to further represent the tails of η1, η2 near their interaction times as tails of flow lines starting from points
with rational coordinates in which the base point of the tails are not separated from ∞ when interacting
with each other (this is shown in purple for η1 and in orange for η2 in the illustration) (color figure online)

Proposition 3.5 to describe the interaction of all of these tails simultaneously almost
surely. The result for boundary emanating flow lines follows by a similar argument
and Proposition 3.7. ��

We will explain in Sect. 3.3 after completing the proof of the existence component
of Theorem 1.4 how using absolute continuity, the version of Theorem 1.7 for ordinary
GFF flow lines implies Theorem 1.7 as stated, in particular in the presence of a conical
singularity.

Now that we have proved Theorem 1.7 for ordinary GFF flow lines, we turn to
prove Theorem 1.9 for ordinary GFF flow lines (α = 0).

Proposition 3.14 Suppose that D ⊆ C is a domain, h is a GFF on D defined up to
a global multiple of 2πχ if D = C, z1, z2 ∈ D, and θ1, θ2 ∈ R. For i = 1, 2, let ηi
be the flow line of h with angle θi , i.e. the flow line of h + θiχ , starting from zi . Then
η1 and η2 almost surely cross each other at most once. If z1 = z2, then η1, η2 almost
surely do not cross.

Proof Wefirst suppose that z1, z2 are distinct. The first step in the proof is to show that
tails of ordinary GFF flow lines can cross each other at most once. This is explained
in the caption of Fig. 40. Since ordinary GFF flow lines are themselves tails when
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���������
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λ′+
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(2π−θ)χ
�������
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�������

λ′−θχ
�����

η2(ξ2)

η1(σ1)
η2(σ2)

η2(ξ1)

Fig. 40 The proof that tails of ordinary GFF flow lines can cross each other at most once almost surely.
Suppose that h is a GFF on C defined up to a global multiple of 2πχ and that z1, z2 ∈ C are distinct. Let
η1, η2 be flow lines of h starting at z1, z2, respectively. Assume that η1 has zero angle while η2 has angle
θ ∈ [0, 2π). For i = 1, 2, let τi be a stopping time for ηi such that ηi (τi ) /∈ ηi ((−∞, τi )) and let η

τi
i be

the corresponding tail. The boundary data for the conditional law of h given the segments of η1 and η2 is as
illustrated where k ∈ Z, modulo a global additive constant in 2πχZ. Assume that ητ2

2 hits and crosses η
τ1
1

from the right to the left side, say at time ξ1. Then the height differenceD = −(2πk+θ)χ of the paths upon
intersecting is in (−πχ, 0) by Theorem 1.7. In particular, k = 0. Let σ1 be the start time of the tail of η

τ1
1 .

Let σ2 be the start time of ητ2
2 . Then Proposition 3.5 implies that ητ2

2 cannot cross η
τ1
1 again before the paths

separate one of ηi (σi ) from∞ for i = 1, 2. This can only happen if, after time ξ1, η2 wraps around and hits
η
τ1
1 on its right side a second time, as illustrated above, say at time ξ2. The height difference of the paths

upon intersecting this time is D + 2πχ ≥ 0, thus Theorem 1.7 implies that the paths cannot cross again

κ ∈ (0, 8/3], to complete the proof we just need to handle the case that κ ∈ (8/3, 4).
The proof of this is explained in the caption of Fig. 41. This completes the proof in the
case that z1, z2 are distinct. Now suppose that z1 = z2. We can run, say η1, up until an
almost surely positive stopping time τ so that η1(τ ) �= z1. Then the same arguments
imply that η1|[τ,∞) almost surely crosses η2 at most once. Since the stopping time τ

was arbitrary, it follows that η1 and η2 almost surely cross at most once. In the case
that D = C, a trivial scaling argument implies that η1 and η2 almost surely do not
cross. That η1, η2 almost surely do not cross in the case that D �= C follows from the
D = C case and absolute continuity. ��
Proposition 3.15 Suppose that h is awhole-planeGFFdefined up to a globalmultiple
of 2πχ and that η1, η2 are flow lines of h starting at z1, z2 ∈ C distinct with the same
angle. Then η1 and η2 almost surely merge.

Proof We first consider the case that κ ∈ (8/3, 4). Since whole-plane SLEκ(ρ) pro-
cesses are almost surely unbounded, it follows from Lemma 2.6 that η1 almost surely
surrounds and separates z2 from∞. Let U1 be the (necessarily bounded) connected
component ofC\η1 which contains z2. Theorem 1.7 implies that η2 cannot cross ∂U1,
hence can exit U 1 only upon merging with η1 (see also Figs. 43, 44). Since η2 is also
almost surely unbounded, η2 exitsU 1 almost surely, from which the result in this case
follows. When κ ∈ (0, 8/3], η1 does not intersect itself so the argument we gave for
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Fig. 41 The proof that ordinary GFF flow lines can cross each other at most once for κ ∈ (8/3, 4), i.e. the
regime in which the paths are self-intersecting. Suppose that h is a GFF onC defined up to a global multiple
of 2πχ and that z1, z2 ∈ C are distinct. Let η1, η2 be the flow lines of h starting at z1, z2, respectively.
Assume that η1 has zero angle while η2 has angle θ ∈ [0, 2π). Shown in the illustration are three flow line
tails colored green, black, purple which represent the outer boundary of η1 at successive times as it wraps
around z1. Let C1 be the component ofC\η1 containing z2. Then we can decompose ∂C1 into an inner and
outer part, each of which are represented by segments of tails (green and black in the illustration). Let τ1
be the first time that η2 exits C1; assume that η2 hits η1 at time τ1 on its left side and in the black tail (the
other cases are analogous) The boundary data for the conditional law of h given η1 and η2|(−∞,τ1] is as
depicted with k ∈ Z, up to an additive constant in 2πχZ. Consequently, the height differenceD of the paths
upon intersecting is (2π(k − 1) − θ)χ . If η2 crosses η1 at time τ1, then D ∈ (0, πχ) hence k = 2. Thus
if η2 subsequently hits the purple tail, it does so with a height difference of (2π(k − 2)− θ)χ < 0, hence
does not cross. Therefore, after crossing the black tail, η2 follows the pockets of η1 which lie between the
black and purple tails in their natural order. From this, we see that η2 does not subsequently cross η1. This
handles the case that the purple tail winds around z1 with the same orientation as the black tail. If the path
switches direction, a similar analysis implies that η2 cannot cross again (color figure online)

κ ∈ (8/3, 4] does not apply directly. The appropriate modification is explained in the
caption of Fig. 42. One aspect of the proof which is not explained in the caption is
why the connected components of C\∪nj=0 η j are almost surely bounded. The reason
is that the conditional law of η j given η j−1 and η j+1 for 1 ≤ j ≤ n and indices
taken mod n is that of an SLEκ(ρL ; ρR) process with ρL , ρR ∈ (−2, κ

2 −2) and such
processes almost surely swallow any fixed point in finite time. ��
Remark 3.16 Suppose that we are in the setting of Proposition 3.15 with h replaced
by a GFF on a proper subdomain D in C. Then it is not necessarily true that η1 and η2
merge with probability one. The reason is that, depending on the boundary data, there
is the possibility that η1 and η2 get stuck in the boundary (i.e., intersect the boundary
with a height difference which does not allow the curve to bounce off the boundary)
before intersecting each other with the appropriate height difference.

Remark 3.17 Assume that we are in the setting of Proposition 3.15 with κ ∈ (8/3, 4)
so that η1 almost surely surrounds z2, except that ηi has angle θi ∈ [0, 2π) for i = 1, 2
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−λ −θ2χ λ −θ2χ

−λ +2πkχ

Fig. 42 Fix κ ∈ (0, 8/3] and let h be a whole-plane GFF defined up to a global multiple of 2πχ . Let
z ∈ C\{0} and η, ηz be the flow lines of h starting at 0, z, respectively, both with zero angle. Fix evenly
spaced angles 0 ≡ θ0 < θ1 < θ2 < · · · < θn < 2π such that with η j the flow line of the conditional field
h given η on C\η with angle θ j starting at 0, we have that η j almost surely intersects the left side of η j−1
and the right side of η j+1 for all 0 ≤ j ≤ n; the indices are taken mod n ([23, Theorem 1.5] implies that
we can fix such angles). By [23, Theorem 1.5], we know that η j stays to the left of η j−1 for all 0 ≤ j ≤ n.
Moreover, since we can represent each of the η j using flow lines tails, Theorem 1.7 implies that ηz and
the η j obey the same flow line interaction rules. Let C be the connected component of C\ ∪nj=0 η j which

contains z; thenC is almost surely bounded. Since ηz is unbounded, it follows that ηz exitsC almost surely.
Theorem 1.7 implies that ηz has to cross or merge into one of the two flow lines which generate ∂C upon
exiting C . Indeed, illustrated above is the boundary data for h given η0, . . . , ηn and ηz in the case that ηz

hits η1. If k ≥ 0, then 2πk + θ1 > 0 so that ηz crosses η1 upon hitting. If k < 0, then ηz bounces off η1
upon hitting hence has to hit η2. Since 2πk+θ2 < 0, it follows that ηz crosses η2 upon up hitting. A similar
analysis implies that ηz crosses out or merges into the boundary of any pocket whose interior it intersects.
Proposition 3.14 thus implies that ηz can enter into the interior of at most a finite collection of components
of C\ ∪nj=0 η j , hence must eventually merge with one of the η j . Since θ j /∈ 2πZ for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n, it

follows that ηz cannot merge with η j for 1 ≤ j ≤ n, hence must merge with η

and θ1 �= θ2. By Theorem 1.7, once η2 hits η1, it either crosses η1 immediately or
bounces off η1. Just as in the case that θ1 = θ2, as in Figs. 43 and 44, it might be that
η2 has to wind around z2 several times before ultimately leaving the complementary
connected component (“pocket”) of η1 which contains z2. Note that the pockets of η1
are ordered according to the order in which η1 traces their boundary and, after leaving
the pocket which contains z2, η2 passes through the pockets of η1 according to this
ordering.

3.3 Conical singularities

Let h be a whole-plane GFF. In this section, we are going to construct a coupling
between hαβ = h − α arg(·) − β log | · |, viewed as a distribution up to a global

multiple of 2π(χ+α), and awhole-plane SLEβ
κ (ρ) process where ρ = 2−κ+2πα/λ,

provided α > −χ (so that ρ > −2). This will complete the proof of the existence
part of Theorem 1.4. In Sect. 3.4, we will establish the uniqueness component of
Theorem 1.4. Recall from Remark 3.3 that the proof of Theorem 1.1 goes through
without modification in order to prove the existence of the coupling when β = 0 and
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−λ +2 λ +2

−λ λη ηz

λ +2πkχ−λ +2πkχ

πχ πχ

Fig. 43 Fix κ ∈ (8/3, 4). Suppose that h is a whole-plane GFF defined up to a global multiple of 2πχ . Let
η, ηz be the flow lines of h starting at 0, z, respectively, both with zero angle where z ∈ C\{0}. Lemma 2.6
implies that z is almost surely contained in a bounded connected complementary component of η. Upon
hitting η, Theorem 1.7 implies that ηz will either merge or bounce off η. The reason that ηz cannot cross
η is that the height difference of the paths upon intersecting takes the form 2πkχ for k ∈ Z, in particular
cannot lie in (−πχ, 0) (to cross from right to left) or (0, πχ) (to cross from left to right)

Fig. 44 (Continuation of
Fig. 43) After intersecting η, it
may be that ηz has to wind
around z several times before it
reaches the correct height in
order to merge with η (in the
illustration, ηz winds around z
once after hitting η before
merging). It is not possible for
ηz to bounce off the boundary of
the complementary component
of η which contains z and then
exit without merging

λ +2

λη ηz

−λ +2

−λ

λ +2πkχ−λ +2πkχ

πχ πχ

α > −χ . Thus we just need to extend the proof of Theorem 1.1 in order to get the
result for β �= 0, which is stated and proved just below. See Fig. 45 for an illustration
of the boundary data for the conditional law of the field in the case α �= 0.

Proposition 3.18 Fix constants α > −χ , β ∈ R, and suppose that hαβ = h −
α arg(·)−β log |·| viewed as a distribution defined up to a global multiple of 2π(χ+α)

where h is a whole-plane GFF. There exists a unique coupling (hαβ, η) where η is an

SLEβ
κ (ρ) process with

ρ = 2− κ + 2πα

λ
(3.8)

such that the following is true. For every η-stopping time τ , the conditional law of
hαβ given η|(−∞,τ ] is given by a GFF on C\η((−∞, τ ]) with α-flow line boundary
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Fig. 45 Suppose that h is a whole-plane GFF and fix constants α > −χ and β ∈ R. Let ηz be a flow line
of hαβ = h − α arg(·)− β log | · |, defined up to a global multiple of 2π(χ + α), starting from z �= 0. If, in
addition, we know hαβ up to a global multiple of 2πχ then we can fix an angle for ηz (see Remark 3.19).
Otherwise, the angle of ηz is random (see Remark 3.20). The boundary data for h given η is as shown, up
to an additive constant in 2π(χ + α)Z; a ∈ R. Each time ηz wraps around z before wrapping around 0, the
boundary data of h given ηz along a vertical segment of ηz increases (resp. decreases) by 2πχ if the loop
has a counterclockwise (resp. clockwise) orientation. When ηz wraps around 0, the height along a vertical
segment increases (resp. decreases) by 2π(χ + α) if the loop has a counterclockwise (resp. clockwise)
orientation. Since for every ε > 0, the path winds around z an infinite number of times by time ε, it follows
that observing the boundary data for the conditional field along η only allows us to determine the angle of η

up to an additive constant in the additive subgroup A of R generated by 2πα and 2πχ (recall Remark 1.5).
This is in contrast with the case in which η starts from 0 (or α is a non-negative integer multiple of χ ), in
which case the boundary data of the conditional field is enough to determine the angle of the path. Finally,
this also implies that the height difference between two different flow lines starting at points different from
0 with the same angle (up to an additive constant in A) is contained in A

conditions (as in Fig. 10) on η((−∞, τ ]), a 2πα gap along (−∞, 0) viewed as a
distribution defined up to a global multiple of 2π(χ + α), and the same boundary
behavior at∞ as hαβ .

Proof We are going to give the proof when α = 0 for simplicity since, just as in the
proof of Theorem 1.1 as explained in Remark 3.3, the case for general α > −χ follows
from the same argument. We consider the same setup used to prove Theorem 1.1
described in Sect. 3.1: we letCε = C\(εD), hε be a GFF onCε such that hε−β log | · |
has the boundary data as indicated in the left side of Fig. 27. More concretely, this
means that the boundary data for hε is−λ′ +β log ε near−ε on the left side of ∂(εD),
λ′ + β log ε near +ε on the right side of ∂(εD), and changes by χ times the winding
of the boundary otherwise.

By [23, Theorem1.1, Theorem1.2, and Proposition 3.4], we know that there exists a
well-defined flow line ηε of hε−β log |·| starting from iε (i.e., a coupling (hε−β log |·
|, ηε) which satisfies the desired Markov property). Let˜hε = hε ◦ψ−1ε −χ arg(ψ−1ε )′
where, as in the proof of Theorem 1.1,ψε(z) = ε/z. Then˜hε−β log |ψ−1ε (·)| is equal
in law tôhβ ≡˜h+2χ arg(·)− F+β log | · |where˜h is a GFF onDwith the boundary
data as indicated in the right side of Fig. 27 and F is equal to the harmonic extension
of 2χ arg(·) from ∂D to D. As before, the branch cut of arg is on the half-infinite
line from 0 through i . It follows from [23, Proposition 3.4] and Proposition 3.1 that
there exists a unique coupling of ̂hβ with a continuous process η̂β (equal in law to
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ψε(ηε)) whose law is mutually absolutely continuous with respect to that of a radial
SLEκ(2−κ) process inD targeted at 0 with a single boundary force point at i , up until
any finite time when parameterized by log-conformal radius as viewed from 0, such
that the coupling (̂hβ, η̂β) satisfies the Markov property described in the statement of
Proposition 3.1. To complete the proof of the proposition, we just need to determine
the law of η̂β . We are going to accomplish this by computing the Radon-Nikodym
derivative ρ̂

β
t of the law of η̂β |[0,t] with respect to the law of η̂|[0,t] where η̂ ≡ η̂0 for

each t > 0. Note that η̂ is a radial SLEκ(2−κ) process inD targeted at 0 with a single
force point located at i .

We begin by computing theRadon-Nikodymderivative of the lawof̂hβ with respect
to the law of̂h ≡ ̂h0 away from 0. For each δ > 0 and z ∈ D such that B(z, δ) ⊆ D,
we let̂hδ(z) denote the average of̂h about ∂B(z, δ) (see [6, Section 3] for a discussion
of the construction and properties of the circle average process). Let

ξδ(z) = logmax(|z|, δ)

andDδ = D\(δD) be the annulus centered at 0 with in-radius δ and out-radius 1. Note

that
(

̂h+βξδ

)|Dδ

d=̂hβ |Dδ . The Radon-Nikodym derivative of the law of̂h+βξδ with
respect tôh is proportional to

exp(β(̂h, ξδ)∇). (3.9)

This is in turn proportional to exp(−β̂hδ(0)) since (̂h, ξδ)∇ = −̂hδ(0) (see the end
of the proof of [6, Proposition 3.1]; the reason for the difference in sign is that the
function ξ in [6] is −1 times the function ξ used here).

Let ̂Ft = σ (̂η(s) : s ≤ t). Since η̂ is parameterized by log-conformal radius
as viewed from 0, by the Koebe-1/4 theorem [13, Corollary 3.18] we know that
η̂([0, t]) ⊆ Dδ for all t ≤ log 4

δ
. By [6, Proposition 3.2] and the Markov property

for the GFF, we know that the law of ̂hδ(0) given ̂Ft for t ≤ log 4
δ
is equal to the

sum of mt = E[̂h(0)|̂Ft ] and a mean-zero Gaussian random variable Z with variance
log 1

δ
− t . Moreover, mt and Z are independent. By combining this with (3.9), it thus

follows that

ρ̂
β
t = exp

(

−βmt − β2

2
t

)

(3.10)

(note that this makes sense as a Radon-Nikodym derivative between laws on paths
because mt is determined by η̂). The reason that we know that we have the correct
normalization constant exp(−β2t/2) is that it follows from [23, Proposition 6.5] that
mt evolves as a standard Brownian motion in t .

Let (W, O) be the driving pair for η̂. In this case, O0 = i . By the Girsanov theorem
[12,31], to complete the proofwe just need to calculate the cross-variation ofmt and the
Brownian motion which drives (W, O). By conformally mapping and applying (1.2)
(see Fig. 25), we see that we can represent mt explicitly in terms of W and O . Let
θt = argWt − arg Ot . Note that θt/2π (resp. 1 − θt/2π ) is equal to the harmonic
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measure of the counterclockwise segment of ∂D from Ot to Wt (resp. Wt to Ot ). We
have that

mt = λ

(

1− θt

2π

)

− λ
θt

2π
+ χ

2π

(∫ 2π−θt

θt

sds

)

+
(

argWt + π

2

)

χ

= λ

(

1− θt

π

)

+ χ arg Ot + 3

2
πχ

= − θt√
κ
+ λ+ χ arg Ot + 3

2
πχ.

The integral in the first equality represents the contribution to the conditional mean
from the winding terms in the boundary data. This corresponds to integrating χ times
the harmonic extensionof thewindingof ∂D toD. Sinceweare evaluating the harmonic
extension at 0, this is the same as computing the mean of χ times the winding of ∂D.
Finally, the reason that the term

(

argWt+ π
2

)

χ appears is due to the coordinate change
formula (1.2). (Note that if Wt = −i then the boundary data is −λ immediately to
the left of −i and λ immediately to the right. Here, when we write argWt we are
taking the branch of arg with values in (−π, π) where the branch cut is on (−∞, 0).
In particular, arg(−i) = −π

2 .)
Recall the form (2.5) of the SDE for θt . We thus see that the cross-variation 〈m, θ〉t

of m and θ is given by −√κt . Since the Brownian motion which drives θ is the same
as that which drives (W, O), we therefore have that the driving pair (Wβ, Oβ) of ηβ

solves the SDE (2.4) with μ = 0 where the driving Brownian motion Bt is replaced
with Bt + β

√
κt . In other words, (Wβ, Oβ) solves (2.4) with μ = β, as desired. ��

Now that we have established the existence component of Theorem 1.4, we can
complete the proof of Theorem 1.7.

Proof of Theorem 1.7 In Sect. 3.2, we established Theorem 1.7 for ordinary GFF flow
lines. Since the law of hαβ away from 0 is mutually absolutely continuous with respect
to the law of the ordinary field on the same domain and GFF flow lines are local (i.e.,
a flow line started at a point in an open setU stopped upon exitingU depends only on
the field inU ), the interaction result for flow lines of hαβ follows from the interaction
result for the ordinary GFF. ��
Remark 3.19 If we are given hαβ = h − α arg(·) − β log | · | where h is a GFF on
a domain D and we want to speak of “the flow line started at z ∈ D\{0} with angle
θ ∈ [0, 2π)” then, in order to decide how to get the flow line started, we have to know
hαβ (or at least its restriction to a neighborhood of z) modulo an additive multiple
of 2πχ . We also have to choose a branch of the argument function defined on a
neighborhood of z (or, alternatively, to define the argument on the universal cover of
C\{0} and to let z represent a fixed element of that universal cover). However, once
these two things are done, there is no problem in uniquely defining the flow line of
angle θ beginning at z.

In order to define a flow line started from the origin of a fixed angle θ with θ ∈
[0, 2π(1 + α/χ)), it is necessary to know hαβ modulo a global additive multiple of
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2π(χ + α), at least in a neighborhood of 0. We can simultaneously draw a flow line
from both an interior point z �= 0 and from 0 if we know the distribution both modulo
a global additive multiple 2π(χ + α) and modulo a global additive multiple of 2πχ .
This is possible, for example, if D is a bounded domain, and we know hαβ precisely
(not up to additive constant). It is also possible if D = C and the field is known
modulo a global additive multiple of some constant which is an integer multiple of
both 2π(χ + α) and 2πχ .

Remark 3.20 In the setting of Remark 3.19, it is still possible to draw a flow line η

starting from a point z �= 0 even if we do not know hαβ in a neighborhood of z up to
a multiple of 2πχ . This is accomplished by taking the “angle” of η to be chosen at
random. This is explained in more detail in Remark 1.5.

If we say that η is a flow line of hαβ starting from z �= 0, then we mean it is either
generated in the sense of Remark 3.19 if we know the the field up to a global multiple
of 2πχ or in the sense of Remark 3.20 otherwise. We end this subsection with the
following, which combinedwith Proposition 3.14 completes the proof of Theorem 1.9.

Proposition 3.21 Fix constants α > −χ , β ∈ R, suppose that D ⊆ C is a domain, h
is a GFF on D, and hαβ = h − α arg(·)− β log | · |. When D = C, assume that h is
defined modulo a global multiple of 2π(χ + α). Fix z ∈ D. Let η, ηz be flow lines of
hαβ starting from 0 (resp. z). Assume that η has zero angle. In the case that z �= 0, we
assume that we either know h up to a global multiple of 2πχ or that ηz has a random
angle; see Remarks 3.19 and 3.20. There exists a constant C(α) <∞ such that η and
ηz almost surely cross each other at most C(α) times. Moreover, ηz almost surely can
cross itself at most the same constant C(α) times (η does not cross itself).

Before we prove Proposition 3.21, we first restate [23, Lemma 7.16]:

Lemma 3.22 Suppose that κ ∈ (0, 4) and ρL , ρR > −2. Let ϑ be an SLEκ(ρL ; ρR)

process inH from 0 to∞with force points located at x L ≤ 0 ≤ x R. Then the Lebesgue
measure of ϑ ∩ ∂H is almost surely zero.

Lemma 3.23 Suppose that η is anSLEκ(ρ) process with κ ∈ (0, 4) and ρ ∈ (−2, κ
2−

2) in H from 0 to∞ with a single boundary force point located at 1. Let τ be the first
time that η hits [1,∞). Then the law of η(τ) has a density with respect to Lebesgue
measure on [1,∞).

Proof For each t > 0, let Et be the event that η has not swallowed 1 by time t . On
Et , we let ψt be the unique conformal map H\η([0, t]) → H which sends η(t) to 0
and fixes both 1 and∞. Fix x > 1. It is clear from the form of the driving function for
chordal SLEκ(ρ) that, on Et , ψt (x) has a density with respect to Lebesgue measure.
Consequently, the same is likewise true forψ−1t (x) (since y �→ ψt (y) for y ∈ [1,∞) is
smooth on Et ). Let τ be the time that η first hits [1,∞). Let η̃ be an independent copy of
η and let τ̃ be the first time that it hits [1,∞). For a Borel set A ⊆ [1,∞), we have that

P[η(τ) ∈ A|Et ] = P[ψt (η(τ )) ∈ ψt (A)|Et ] = P[̃η(̃τ ) ∈ ψt (A)|Et ]
= P[ψ−1t (̃η(̃τ )) ∈ A|Et ].
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This implies that, on Et , the law of η(τ) has a density with respect to Lebesgue mea-
sure. Since P[Et ] → 1 as t → 0, it follows that η(τ) in fact has a density with respect
to Lebesgue measure. ��
Lemma 3.24 Suppose that h is a GFF on H with piecewise constant boundary data.
Let η be the flow line of h starting from i and let τ be the first time that η hits ∂H.
Fix any open interval I = (a, b) ⊆ R on which the boundary data for h is constant.
Assume that the probability of the event E that η exits H in I is positive. Conditional
E, the law of η(τ) has a density with respect to Lebesgue measure on I .

Proof This follows from Lemma 3.23 and absolute continuity. ��
Lemma 3.25 Suppose that we have the same setup as Proposition 3.21. Fix w ∈
D\{z} and let Pw be the component of D\ηz which contains w. Then the harmonic
measure of the self-intersection points of ηz which are contained in ∂Pw as seen from
w is almost surely zero.

Proof This follows from absolute continuity and Lemma 3.22. In particular, the
self-intersection set of ηz which is contained in ∂Pw can be described in terms of
intersections of tails, which, by the proof of Proposition 3.5 can in turn be compared
to the intersection of boundary emanating flow lines. ��
Proof of Proposition 3.21 The beginning of the proof in the case that z �= 0 is
explained in the caption of Fig. 46. We are left to bound the number of times that
η|[τ,∞) can cross ηz |[τ z ,∞) (using the notation of the figure). Let τ0 = τ and let
τ1 < τ2 < · · · be the times at which η|[τ,∞) crosses ηz |[τ z ,∞). For each j , let D j be
the height difference of the paths when η crosses at time τ j . Assume (as is illustrated
in Fig. 46) that η hits ηz at time τ on its right side. We are going to show by induction
that, for each j ≥ 0 for which τ j <∞, that

(i) η crosses from the right to the left of ηz at time τ j ,
(ii) η almost surely does not hit a self-intersection point of ηz at time τ j , and
(iii) the height difference D j of the paths upon crossing at this time satisfies

D j ≥ D j−1 + 2π(χ + α). (3.11)

Here, we take D−1 = −∞ so that (iii) holds automatically for j = 0. That (ii) holds
for j = 0 follows from Lemmas 3.24 and 3.25. Finally, (i) holds by assumption. Upon
completing the proof of the induction, Theorem 1.7 implies that D j ∈ (−πχ, 0) for
each j , so (3.11) implies that the largest k for which τk < ∞ is at most �π/(2π(χ +
α))� = �1/(2(χ + α))�.

Suppose that k ≥ 0 and that (i)–(iii) hold for all 0 ≤ j ≤ k. We will show that
(i)–(iii) hold for j = k+1. Let σ z be the first time that ηz hits ηz(τ z) so that ηz|[σ z ,τ z ]
forms a loop around 0. That (ii) holds for k implies that there exists a complementary
pocket Pk of ηz |[σz ,∞) and ε > 0 such that η([τk, τk + ε]) ⊆ Pk . Let S1 (resp. S2)
be the first (resp. second) segment of ∂Pk which is traced by ηz|[σ z ,∞). Theorem 1.7
implies that η|[τk ,τk+1] cannot cross S1 (this is the side of Pk that η crossed into at time
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z

ηz(τ z)

ηz

−λ λ

−λ − +aλ − +a
η

η(τ)
−λ −2π(χ+α) λ −2π(χ+α)

Branch cut for arg

0

πχ πχ

Fig. 46 Fix constants α > −χ , β ∈ R, and suppose that hαβ = h − α arg(·)− β log | · | where h is a GFF
on a domain D ⊆ C, viewed as a distribution defined up to a global multiple of 2π(χ +α) if D = C. Let η
be the flow line of hαβ starting from 0 and let ηz be a flow line starting from z ∈ D\{0} (recall Remarks 3.19
and 3.20). Let τ z be the first time that ηz surrounds 0 and let τ be the first time that η hits ηz((−∞, τ z ]).
In between each time η|(τ,∞) crosses ηz((−∞, τ z ]), it must wind around 0. Indeed, its interaction with
ηz((−∞, τ z ]) is absolutely continuous with respect to the case in which α = 0 in between the times that
it winds around 0. In this case, Proposition 3.14 implies that the paths can cross at most once. Two such
revolutions are shown. Consequently, the height difference of the intersection at each crossing changes by
±2π(χ + α), hence by Theorem 1.7 the number of times that η|(τ,∞) can cross ηz((−∞, τ z ]) is at most
�πχ/(2π(χ + α))� = �1/(2(1+ α/χ))�

τk). Therefore η|[τk ,τk+1] can exit Pk only through S2 or through the terminal point of
Pk , i.e., the last point on ∂Pk drawn by ηz |[σ z ,∞).

Note that η|[τk ,τk+1] is coupled with the conditional GFF h|Pk given ηz starting from
η(τk) as a flow line. (Theorem 1.7 implies that the conditional mean of h|Pk given
η drawn up to any stopping time before exiting Pk and ηz has flow line boundary
conditions on η and the arguments of [23, Section 6] imply that η has a continuous
Loewner driving function viewed as a path in Pk .) In particular, the conditional law
of η|[τk ,τk+1] given ηz is that of an SLEκ(ρ) process. Thus, in the case that η|[τk ,τk+1]
crosses out of Pk , that (ii) holds for j = k + 1 follows from Lemmas 3.22, 3.25, and
absolute continuity. In this case, it is also immediate from the setup that (i) and (iii)
hold for j = k+1 (it is topologically impossible for the path to cross out of Pk through
S2 from the left to the right). It is not difficult to see that if η does not cross out of Pk ,
i.e., exits Pk at the last point on ∂Pk drawn by ηz , then it does not subsequently cross
ηz . ��

3.4 Flow lines are determined by the field

We are now going to prove Theorem 1.2, that in the coupling (h, η) of Theorem 1.1,
η is almost surely determined by h, as well as the corresponding statement from
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Theorem 1.4. (We will also complete our proof of the uniqueness of the law of the
coupling in the case of flow lines started from interior points associated with a GFF
on a proper subdomain D ofC.) This is the interior flow line analog of the uniqueness
statement for boundary emanating flow lines from [23, Theorem 1.2]. As we will
explain just below, the result is a consequence of the following proposition.We remind
the reader of Remark 3.4.

Proposition 3.26 Fix constantsα > −χ ,β ∈ R, and let hαβ = h−α arg(·)−β log |·|,
viewed as a distribution defined up to a global multiple of 2π(χ + α), where h is a
whole-plane GFF. Suppose that η, η̃ are coupled with hαβ as flow lines starting from
the origin as in the statement of Theorem 1.1 (α = 0) or Theorem 1.4 (α �= 0) such
that given hαβ , η and η̃ are conditionally independent. Then η = η̃ almost surely.

Before we prove the proposition, we record the following simple lemma.

Lemma 3.27 Fix constants α > −χ , β ∈ R, and let hαβ = h − α arg(·)− β log | · |,
viewed as a distribution defined up to a global multiple of 2π(χ + α), where h is a
whole-plane GFF. Fix angles θ,˜θ ∈ [0, 2π(χ + α)) and let η, η̃ be the flow lines of
hαβ with angles θ,˜θ starting from 0 taken to be conditionally independent given hαβ .
Then η and η̃ almost surely do not cross. Likewise, if̂θ ∈ R and η̂ is the flow line of the
conditioned field hαβ given η with anglêθ , then η̂ and η̃ almost surely do not cross.

Proof We know from Proposition 3.21 that η and η̃ cross each other at most a finite
number of times. Let R be the distance to 0 of the last crossing of η and η̃. We take
R = 0 if η does not cross η̃. By the scale invariance of the coupling (hαβ, η, η̃), it
follows that R = 0 almost surely, which proves the first assertion of the lemma. The
second assertion is proved similarly. (In particular, the argument of Proposition 3.21
implies that η̃ and η̂ can cross each other at most the same constant C(α) times.) ��
Proof of Proposition 3.26 Recall that if β = 0 then η and η̃ are distributed as whole-
plane SLEκ(ρ) processes with ρ = 2−κ+2πα/λ. Thus the paths are self-intersecting
in this case when α ∈ (−χ, 3

√
κ/4 − 2/

√
κ) (so that ρ ∈ (−2, κ/2 − 2)) and are

simple if α ≥ 3
√

κ/4 − 2/
√

κ (so that ρ ≥ κ/2 − 2). Moreover, for β �= 0 these
are the same ranges of α in which the paths are either self-intersecting or simple,
respectively. Indeed, these assertions follow from Lemma 2.4. We will handle the two
cases separately.

We first suppose that we are in the self-intersecting regime. Suppose that τ̃ is a
stopping time for the filtration Ft = σ (̃η(s) : s ≤ t, η) such that η̃(̃τ ) is not
contained in the range of η; on the event {̃η = η}, we take τ̃ = ∞. It is explained
in Fig. 47 that, on {̃τ < ∞}, η̃|[̃τ ,∞) almost surely merges into and does not separate
from η, say at time σ̃ . Let R be the modulus of the point where η̃ first merges into η.
Then what we have shown implies that R is finite almost surely. The scale invariance
of the coupling (hαβ, η, η̃) implies that the law of R is also scale invariant, hence
R = 0 almost surely. Therefore P[̃η �= η] = 0.

We now suppose that we are in the regime of α in which the paths are simple. We
condition on η and fix evenly spaced angles 0 < θ1 < · · · < θn such that the following
is true. Let ηi be the flow line of the conditional GFF hαβ on C\η given η starting at
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−λ +2π(χ+α) λ +2π(χ+α)

−λ λη

η

η(τ)

−λ+
2πk(χ+α)

λ+
2πk(χ+α)

C

η(τ1)

η(τ)

Branch cut for arg

Fig. 47 Proof that paths are determined by the field in the self-intersecting regime. Suppose h is a whole-

plane GFF, α ∈ (−χ,
3
√

κ
4 − 2√

κ
), β ∈ R, and hαβ = h − α arg(·) − β log | · |, viewed as a distribution

defined up to a globalmultiple of 2π(χ+α). Let η (red) and η̃ (blue) be coupledwith hαβ as in Theorem 1.4,
conditionally independent given hαβ , so that each is a flow line of hαβ starting from 0. Let τ̃ be a stopping
time for Ft = σ (̃η(s) : s ≤ t, η) such that either η̃(̃τ ) /∈ η or τ̃ = ∞. Lemma 2.6 implies that all of the
connected components of C\η are bounded; on {̃τ < ∞}, let C be the one which contains η̃(̃τ ). We are
going to argue that η̃|[̃τ ,∞) merges with η upon exiting C ; this completes the proof by scale invariance.
Moreover, by Lemma 3.27 it suffices to show that the only possibilities are for the paths eventually to cross
or merge. Let τ be the time that η closes the pocket containing η̃(̃τ ). Since η̃ is almost surely unbounded, it
must eventually exit C , hence intersect η after time τ̃ , say at time τ̃1. The boundary data of the conditional
field hαβ given η and η̃|(−∞,̃τ1] is as illustrated where k ∈ Z. If k < 1, then Theorem 1.7 implies that η̃

bounces off η upon hitting at time τ̃1. Thus, in this case, η̃ can exit C only through η(τ), hence must hit
the other boundary of C , which upon intersecting Theorem 1.7 implies that η̃ either crosses η to get out of
C or merges with η. If k = 1, then η̃ merges with η at time τ̃1. If k > 1, then η̃ crosses η at time τ̃1. The
analysis when η̃ hits the other part of the boundary of C first is similar (color figure online)

0 with angle θi . We assume that the angles have been chosen so that ηi almost surely
intersects both ηi+1 and ηi−1 where the indices are taken mod n and η0 = η (by [23,
Theorem 1.5] we know that we can arrange this to be the case—see also Fig. 42 as
well as Sect. 2.3). Again by the scale invariance of the coupling (hαβ, η, η̃), it suffices
as in the case that paths are self-intersecting to show that η̃|[̃τ ,∞) almost surely merges
with η. The argument is given in the caption of Fig. 48. We remark that the reason that
we took the flow lines η1, . . . , ηn in Fig. 48 to be for the conditional field hαβ given η

is that we have not yet shown that the rays of the field started at the same point with
varying angle are monotonic. ��
Proof of Theorems 1.2 and 1.4 Proposition 3.26 implies Theorem 1.2 and the unique-
ness statement of Theorem 1.4 in the case that the domain D of the GFF is given by
the whole-planeC. Thus to complete the proofs of these results, we just need to handle
the setting that D is a proper subdomain of C. This, however, follows from absolute
continuity (Proposition 2.16). ��
Proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.4, uniqueness for general domains Wewill first give the
proof in the case that κ ∈ (8/3, 4) and α = 0. Suppose that h is a GFF on a general
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Fig. 48 The proof that flow lines are determined by the field in the case that they do not intersect themselves.

Throughout, we use the notation of Fig. 47; α ≥ 3
√

κ
4 − 2√

κ
. As in Fig. 47, we are going to show that η̃

almost surely merges with η; this suffices by scale invariance. The argument is similar to that of Fig. 42. Fix
evenly spaced angles 0 < θ1 < · · · < θn and, conditionally on η, let ηi be the flow line of the conditional
field hαβ on C\η with angle θi starting from 0. The arguments of Sect. 3.2 imply that η and the ηi obey
the interaction rules of Theorem 1.7. We assume that n is large enough so that ηi almost surely intersects
both ηi−1 and ηi+1 where η0 = η and the indices are taken mod n (that we can do this follows from [23,
Theorem 1.5]). Illustrated is the boundary data for hαβ given η, η1, . . . , ηn modulo an additive constant
in 2π(χ + α)Z. Suppose that τ̃ is a stopping time for Ft = σ (̃η(s) : s ≤ t, η0, . . . , ηn) such that either
η̃(̃τ ) /∈ ∪nj=0η j or τ̃ = ∞. Each of the connected components of C\∪ni=0 ηi is bounded. On {̃τ <∞}, let
C be the one containing η̃(̃τ ); since η̃ is unbounded, it must exit C . Theorem 1.7 implies that η̃ has to cross
or merge into one of the two flow lines whose boundary generates C ; this follows from an analysis which
is analogous to that given in Fig. 42. Therefore η̃ crosses out of, hence by Lemma 3.27 cannot intersect the
interior of, any pocket whose boundary does not contain a segment of η. If η̃ is in a pocket part of whose
boundary is given by a segment of η, again by Lemma 3.27, since η̃ cannot cross out, it must hit and merge
with η (if η̃ is in such a pocket and does not hit η with the correct height difference to merge, then it either
crosses η or crosses the flow line which forms the other boundary of the pocket)

domain D and that η is a path coupled with h with the property that for each η-stopping
time τ wehave that η([0, τ ]) is a local set for h and the conditional lawof h given η|[0,τ ]
is that of a GFF on D\η([0, τ ]) with flow line boundary conditions on η([0, τ ]). We
assume without loss of generality that the starting point of η is equal to 0. Suppose that
η̃ is a flow line of h starting from 0whose law is induced from thewhole-planemeasure
on flow lines as in the proof of Theorem 1.1. Then we know that the law of η̃ is, by
construction, absolutely continuous with respect to that of a whole-plane SLEκ(2−κ),
at least up until the first time that it hits the ball of radius r = min(1, dist(0, ∂D))/2.
As κ ∈ (8/3, 4), it therefore follows that for each s ∈ (0, r) the number of components
that η̃ separates from ∂D before hitting ∂B(0, s) is infinite almost surely. We know
that the flow line interaction result applies to η, η̃. In particular, η can cross η̃ at most
once and if η intersects η̃ with a height difference of 0 then the two paths merge and
do not subsequently separate. If η stopped upon hitting ∂B(0, s) has not yet merged
with η̃ then it would be forced to cross η̃ an infinite number of times before hitting
∂B(0, s). This is a contradiction and therefore η must merge with η̃ before hitting
∂B(0, s). Since this holds for all s ∈ (0, r), we conclude that η and η̃ coincide up
until hitting ∂B(0, r). The flow line interaction result implies that the two paths cannot
separate after hitting ∂B(0, r) and therefore agree for all time.
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The case that κ ∈ (0, 8/3] and α = 0 is proved in a similar manner except one uses
a collection of flow lines η̃1, . . . , η̃n starting from 0 with equally spaced angles, all
induced from thewhole-planemeasure, in place of η̃ as in the proof of Proposition 3.26
given above.

The case for general values of α is handled similarly. ��
The proof that the boundary emanating flow lines of the GFF are uniquely deter-

mined by the field established in [8] and extended in [23] is based on SLE duality (a
flow line can be realized as the outer boundary of a certain counterflow line). There is
also an SLE duality based approach to establishing the uniqueness of flow lines started
at interior points which will be a consequence of the material in Sect. 4.2. The duality
approach to establishing these uniqueness results also gives an alternative proof of the
merging phenomenon and the boundary emanating version of this is discussed in [23,
Section 7].

Now that we have proved Theorem 1.2 , we can prove Theorem 1.8.

Proof of Theorem 1.8 The statement that ∪N
j=1ηξ j ((−∞, τ j ]) is a local set for h is a

consequence of [23, Proposition 6.2] and Theorem 1.2. Consequently, the statement
regarding the conditional law of h given ηξ1 |(−∞,τ1], . . . , ηξN |(−∞,τN ] follows since
we know the conditional law of h given η1, . . . , ηN and Proposition 2.15. The final
statement of the theorem follows [23, Theorem 1.2]. ��

Theorem 1.4 implies that we can simultaneously construct the entire family of rays
of the GFF starting from a countable, dense set of points each with the same angle
as a deterministic function of the underlying field. We will now prove Theorem 1.10,
that the family of rays in fact determine the field.

Proof of Theorem 1.10 Let (zn) be a countable, dense set of D and fix θ ∈ [0, 2π).
For each n ∈ N, let ηn be the flow line of h starting from zn with angle θ . For each
N ∈ N, let FN be the σ -algebra generated by η1, . . . , ηN . Fix f ∈ C∞0 (D) and recall
that (h, f ) denotes the L2 inner product of h and f . We are going to complete the
proof of the theorem by showing that

lim
N→∞E

[

(h, f )
∣

∣FN
] = (h, f ) almost surely. (3.12)

By the martingale convergence theorem, the limit on the left side of (3.12) exists
almost surely. Consequently, to prove (3.12), it in turn suffices to show that

lim
N→∞Var[(h, f )|FN ] = 0 almost surely. (3.13)

For each N , let GN denote the Green’s function of DN = D\ ∪N
j=1 η j . We note that

GN makes sense for each N ∈ N since DN almost surely has harmonically non-trivial
boundary. Moreover, we have that GN+1(x, y) ≤ GN (x, y) for each fixed x, y ∈ DN

distinct and N ∈ N (this can be seen from the stochastic representation of GN ). Let
K be a compact set which contains the support of f and let KN = K ∩ DN . Since
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Var[(h, f )|FN ] =
∫

DN

∫

DN

f (x)GN (x, y) f (y)dxdy

≤ ‖ f ‖2∞
∫

KN

∫

KN

GN (x, y)dxdy

and G1 is integrable on K1 ⊇ KN , by the dominated convergence theorem it suffices
to show that limN→∞ GN (x, y) = 0 for each fixed x, y ∈ D distinct. This follows
from theBeurling estimate [13, Theorem3.69] (by the stochastic representation ofGN )
since there exists a subsequence (znk )of (zn)with limk→∞ znk = x . This proves (3.13),
hence the theorem. ��

Theorem 1.4 also implies that we can simultaneously construct the entire family
of rays of the GFF starting from any single point (resp. the location of the conical
singularity) if α = 0 (resp. α �= 0) with varying angles as a deterministic functional
of the underlying field, that is, the family of flow lines ηθ of hαβ + θχ for θ ∈
[0, 2π(χ + α)). We are now going to show that the rays are monotonic in their angle
as well as compute the conditional law of one such path given another. This is in
analogy with [23, Theorem 1.5] for flow lines emanating from interior points.

Proposition 3.28 Fix constants α > −χ , β ∈ R, and angles θ1, θ2 ∈ [0, 2π(1 +
α/χ)) with θ1 < θ2. Let h be a whole-plane GFF and hαβ = h− α arg(·)− β log | · |,
viewed as a distribution defined up to a global multiple of 2π(χ + α). For i = 1, 2,
let ηi be the flow line of hαβ starting from 0 with angle θi . Then η1 almost surely
does not cross (though may bounce off) η2. In particular, if η1 is self-intersecting, then
η2 visits the components of C\η1 according to their natural ordering (the order that
their boundaries are drawn by η1). Moreover, the conditional law of η2 given η1 is
independently that of a chordal SLEκ(ρL ; ρR) process in each of the components of
C\η1 with

ρL = (2π + θ1 − θ2)χ + 2πα

λ
− 2 and ρR = (θ2 − θ1)χ

λ
− 2.

If θ3 ∈ [0, 2π(1 + α/χ)) with θ3 > θ2 and η3 is the flow line of hαβ starting from 0
with angle θ3, then the conditional law of η2 given η1 and η3 is independently that of
a chordal SLEκ(ρL ; ρR) process in each of the components of C\(η1 ∪ η3) with

ρL = (θ3 − θ2)χ

λ
− 2 and ρR = (θ2 − θ1)χ

λ
− 2.

Proof The first assertion of the proposition, that η1 and η2 almost surely do not cross,
is a consequence of Lemma 3.27. The remainder of the proof is explained in the
caption of Fig. 49, except for three points. First, we know that the conditional mean of
h given η1 and η2 up to any fixed pair of stopping times does not exhibit singularities
at their intersection points by Theorem 1.7. Secondly, that η2 viewed as a path in
complementary connected component of C\η1 has a continuous Loewner driving
function. This follows from the arguments of [23, Section 6.2]. Thirdly, the reason that
η1 intersects η2 on its right side with a height difference of (θ1 − θ2)χ (as illustrated
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−λ+(θ2−θ1)χλ+(θ2−θ1−2π)χ−2πα

−λ λ

ϕ

ϕ(η2)

Branch cut for arg

−λ −θ1χ λ −θ1χ

−λ −(2π+θ1)χ λ −(2π+θ1)χ

−2πα −2πα

−λ −θ2χ λ −θ2χ

η1

η2C

Fig. 49 Suppose that h is a whole-plane GFF, α > −χ , and β ∈ R. Let hαβ = h − α arg(·)− β log | · |,
viewed as a distribution defined up to a global multiple of 2π(χ + α). Fix θ1, θ2 ∈ [0, 2π(1+ α/χ)) with
θ1 < θ2 and, for i = 1, 2, let ηi be the flow line of hαβ starting at 0 with angle θi . Then the conditional law

of η2 given η1 is that of an SLEκ (ρL ; ρR) process independently in each of the connected components of
C\η1 where ρL = (2π + θ1 − θ2)χ/λ + 2πα/λ − 2 and ρR = (θ2 − θ1)χ/λ − 2. This can be seen by
fixing a connected component C of C\η1 and letting ϕ : C → H be a conformal map which takes the first
point on ∂C traced by η1 to 0 and the last to∞. Then the GFF hαβ ◦ ϕ−1 − χ(argϕ−1)′ + θ2χ on H has
the boundary data depicted on the right side above, up to an additive constant in 2π(χ + α)Z, from which
we can read off the conditional law of η2 in C

in Fig. 49) rather than (θ1 − θ2)χ + 2π(χ + α)k for some k ∈ Z\{0} is that this
would lead to the paths crossing, contradicting Lemma 3.27. The result then follows
by invoking [23, Theorem 2.4 and Proposition 6.5]. The proof of the final assertion
follows from an analogous argument. ��

Proposition 3.28 gives the conditional law of one GFF flow line given another, both
started at a common point. We will study in Sect. 5 the extent to which this resampling
property characterizes their joint law. We also remark that it is possible to state and
prove (using the same argument) an analog of Proposition 3.28 which holds for GFF
flow lines on a bounded domain, though it is slightly more complicated to describe
the conditional law of one path given the other because one may have to deal with
force points on the outer boundary. (Moreover, when a path hits the boundary, it is
sometimes possible to “branch” the path in two different directions and the way that
this is to be done has to be specified.) We recall that some additional discussion about
what can happen when single path hits the boundary appears in Sect. 3.2.3 (which
includes the proof of Theorem 1.7).

3.5 Transience and endpoint continuity

Suppose that h is a whole-plane GFF, α > −χ , and β ∈ R. Let η be the flow line of
hαβ = h−α arg(·)−β log | · |, viewed as a distribution defined up to a global multiple
of 2π(χ +α), starting from 0. In this section, we are going to prove that η is transient,
i.e. limt→∞ η(t) = ∞ almost surely. This is equivalent to proving the transience of
whole-plane SLEμ

κ (ρ) processes for κ ∈ (0, 4), ρ > −2, and μ ∈ R. This in turn
completes the proof of Theorem 1.12 for κ ∈ (0, 4); we will give the proof for κ ′ > 4
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in Sect. 4. Using the relationship between whole-plane and radial SLEμ
κ (ρ) processes

described in Sect. 2.1, this is equivalent to proving the so-called “endpoint continuity”
of radial SLEμ

κ (ρ) for κ ∈ (0, 4), ρ > −2, and μ ∈ R. This means that if η is a radial
SLEμ

κ (ρ) process in D and targeted at 0 then limt→∞ η(t) = 0 almost surely. This
was first proved by Lawler in [14] for ordinary radial SLEκ processes and the result
we prove here extends this to general SLEμ

κ (ρ) processes, though the method of proof
is different. The main ingredient in the proof of this is the following lemma.

Lemma 3.29 Let h be a GFF on C, α > −χ , β ∈ R, and let hαβ = h − α arg(·) −
β log | · |, viewed as a distribution defined up to a global multiple of 2π(χ + α). Let
n = 2!|1 + α/χ |". There exists p > 0 depending only on α, β, and κ such that the
following is true. Let Fk be the event that there exists an angle varying flow line η of
hαβ which

(i) Starts from a point with rational coordinates,
(ii) Changes angles only upon hitting the straight lines with angles 2π( j+1)

n+1 starting
from 0 for j = 0, . . . , n − 1,

(iii) Travels with angles contained in 2π
n (1+ α

χ
)Z,

(iv) Stops upon exiting the annulus Ak = 2kD\(2k−1D), k ∈ Z, and
(v) Disconnects 0 from∞.

Then P[Fk] ≥ p.

Proof It is proved in the caption of Fig. 50 that the event F that there exists an
angle varying flow line starting from 3/4 with the properties described in the lemma
statement for k = 0 satisfies P[F] > 0. Consequently, the result follows by scale
invariance. We explain further a few points here. First, the reason for our choice of n is
that it implies that the angle changes � as defined in the figure caption are contained
in [−π, π ]. This is important because there is only a 2π range of angles at which we
can draw flow lines from a given point in C\{0}. Second, the reason that we have to
construct an angle varying flow line is that, for some values of α, it is not possible for a
flow line to hit itself after wrapping around 0. Moreover, the reason that it is necessary
to have multiple angle changes (as opposed to possibly just one), depending on the
value of α, is that with each angle change we can only change the boundary height
adjacent to the path by at most πχ in absolute value while the height of a single path
changes by 2π |χ + α| in absolute value upon winding once around 0. ��
Proposition 3.30 Suppose that η is a whole-plane SLEμ

κ (ρ) process for κ ∈ (0, 4),
ρ > −2, and μ ∈ R starting at 0. Then limt→∞ η(t) = ∞ almost surely. Moreover,
if η is a radial SLEμ

κ (ρ) process in D and targeted at 0 for κ ∈ (0, 4), ρ > −2, and
μ ∈ R, then limt→∞ η(t) = 0 almost surely.

Proof From the relationship between whole-plane SLEμ
κ (ρ) and radial SLEμ

κ (ρ)

described in Sect. 2.1.3, the two assertions of the proposition are equivalent. Fix
α > −χ , β ∈ R, h a whole-plane GFF, and let hαβ = h − α arg(·) − β log | · |,
viewed as a distribution defined up to a global multiple of 2π(χ + α). Let η be the
flow line of hαβ starting from 0. Then it suffices to show that limt→∞ η(t) = ∞
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η1

η2

η3

Branch cut for arg
−λ

Fig. 50 The proof of Lemma 3.29, the main input in the proof of the endpoint continuity (resp. transience)
of radial (resp. whole-plane) SLEμ

κ (ρ) processes for κ ∈ (0, 4), ρ > −2, and μ ∈ R. Suppose that h is a
whole-plane GFF, α > −χ , β ∈ R, and hαβ = h − α arg(·) − β log | · |, viewed as a distribution defined
up to a global multiple of 2π(χ + α). Let n = 2!|1 + α/χ |"; in the illustration, n = 3. We construct
η0, η1, . . . , ηn as follows. For 0 ≤ j ≤ n, we let � = 2π(1 + α/χ)/n ∈ [−π, π ]. Let η0 be a flow line
of hαβ starting from 3/4. Let E0 be the event that η0 wraps around the origin with a counterclockwise
orientation without leavingD\(D/2) before hitting the straight linewith angle 2π/(n+1) starting from the
origin, say at time τ0, and that |η0(τ0)| ∈ [2/3, 3/4]. Then P[E0] > 0 by Lemma 3.8 (extended to the case
α, β �= 0). We inductively define events E j for 1 ≤ j ≤ n − 1 as follows. Given E j−1, we let η j be the
flow line of hαβ starting from η j−1(τ j−1) with angle θ j = j� (relative to the angle of η0) and let E j be
the event that η j wraps counterclockwise around the origin without leaving D\(D/2) until hitting the line
through the origin with angle 2π( j+1)/(n+1), say at time τ j , with |η j (τ j )| ∈ [2/3, 3/4]. By Lemma 3.8,
P[E j ] > 0. On En−1, we let F = En be the event that ηn , the flow line of hαβ starting at ηn−1(τn−1)with
angle n� hits and merges with η0 without leaving D\(D/2). Then P[F] > 0 by Lemma 3.9 (extended to
the case α, β �= 0). The boundary data for hαβ given η0, . . . , ηn is as illustrated up to an additive constant
in R

almost surely. Let Ak = 2kD\(2k−1D) and let Fk be the event as described in the
statement of Lemma 3.29 for the annulus Ak and ηk the corresponding angle-varying
flow. On Fk , it follows that lim inf t→∞ |η(t)| ≥ 2k because Proposition 3.21 implies
that η can cross each of the angle-varying flow lines ηk hence Ak a finite number of
times and we know that lim supt→∞ |η(t)| = ∞ almost surely (the capacity of the
hull of η((−∞, t]) is unbounded as t → ∞). Thus it suffices to show that, almost
surely, infinitely many of the events Fk occur. This follows from the following two
observations. First, the Markov property implies that hαβ |C\(2kD) is independent of
hαβ |2k−1D conditional on hαβ |Ak . Moreover, the total variation distance between the
law of hαβ |AK conditional on hαβ |Ak and the law of hαβ |AK (unconditional) converges
to zero almost surely as K →∞ (see Sect. 2.2.2). Therefore the claim follows from
Lemma 3.29. ��
Proof of Theorem 1.12 for κ ∈ (0, 4). This is a special case of Proposition 3.30. ��
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3.6 Critical angle and self-intersections

The height gap 2λ′ = 2λ− πχ divided by χ is called the critical angle θc. Recalling
the identities λ′ = κ

4λ and 2πχ = (4− κ)λ (see (2.9)–(2.11)), we see that the critical
angle can be written

θc = θc(κ) := 2λ′

χ
= 2 κ

4λ

χ
= κ

2
· λ

χ
=

κ
2 · 2π
4− κ

= πκ

4− κ
. (3.14)

Note that θc(2) = π , θc(8/3) = 2π , θc(3) = 3π , θc(16/5) = 4π , and more generally

θc

(

4n

n + 1

)

= nπ. (3.15)

Recall from Fig. 22 that in the boundary emanating setting, θc is the critical angle
at which flow lines can intersect each other. In the setting of interior flow lines, θc
has the same interpretation as a consequence of Theorems 1.7 and 1.11. Moreover,
�2π/θc� gives the maximum number of distinct ordinary GFF flow lines emanating
from a single interior point that one can start which are non-intersecting. In particular,
κ = 8/3 is the critical value for which an interior flow line does not intersect itself
(recall also that for κ = 8/3, we have 2 − κ = κ

2 − 2 as well as Lemma 2.4). The
value of κ which solves θc(κ) = 2π/n is critical for being able to fit n distinct non-
intersecting interior GFF flow lines starting from a single point. Explicitly, this value
of κ is given by

κ = 8

n + 2
. (3.16)

If we draw n distinct non-intersecting interior flow lines, starting at a common point,
with angles evenly spaced on the circle [0, 2π), then these flow lines will intersect
each other if and only if κ > 8

2+n . The value of κ which solves θc(κ) = 2πn is
critical for a single flow line being able to visit the same point n + 1 times (wrapping
around the starting point of the path once between each visit—so that the angle gap
between the first and last visit is 2πn). This allows us to determine whether a flow
line almost surely has triple points, quadruple points, etc. We record this formally in
Proposition 3.31 below.

Ifwe consider flow lines of h−α arg(·)−β log |·|, viewed as a distribution definedup
to a global multiple of 2π(χ+α), where h is a whole-plane GFF, α > −χ , and β ∈ R
as in Theorem 1.4, the value of κ which is critical for a flow line starting at 0 to be able
to intersect itself is the non-negative solution to θc(κ) = 2π(1+ α/χ). Note that this
in particular depends on α but not β and that as α decreases to −χ , the critical value
of κ decreases to 0. Similarly, the value of κ which solves θc(κ) = 2π(1+ α/χ)/n is
critical for the intersection of flow lines whose angles differ by 2π/n.

Proposition 3.31 Suppose that hαβ = h−α arg(·)−β log |·|where h is awhole-plane
GFF, α > −χ , and β ∈ R, viewed as a distribution defined up to a global multiple of
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2π(χ+α) and let η be the flow line of hαβ starting from 0. Almost surely, the maximal
number of times that η hits any single point is (i.e., the maximal multiplicity)

⌈

8+ 4α
√

κ − κ

8+ 4α
√

κ − 2κ

⌉

− 1. (3.17)

Equivalently, almost surely, the maximal number of times that a whole-plane or radial
SLEμ

κ (ρ) process for κ ∈ (0, 4), ρ > −2, and μ ∈ R hits any single point is given by

⌈

κ

2(2+ ρ)

⌉

. (3.18)

Finally, almost surely, the maximal number of times that a radial SLEμ
κ (ρ) process

for κ ∈ (0, 4), ρ > −2, and μ ∈ R can hit any point on the domain boundary (other
than its starting point) is given by

⌈

κ

2(2+ ρ)

⌉

− 1. (3.19)

Proof In between each successive time that η hits any given point, it must wrap around
its starting point. Consequently, when η hits a given point for the j th time, it intersects
itself with a height difference of 2π(χ + α)( j − 1). That is, the intersection can be
represented as the intersection of two flow line tails which intersect each other with
the aforementioned height difference. Theorem 1.7 implies that 2π(χ + α)( j − 1) ∈
(0, 2λ − πχ) from which (3.17) and (3.18) follow. A similar argument gives (3.19).

��
The following propositionwill be used in [28] to compute the almost sureHausdorff

dimension of the set of points that η hits exactly j times. Let dimH(A) denote the
Hausdorff dimension of a set A.

Proposition 3.32 Suppose that we have the same setup as Proposition 3.31. For each
j ∈ N, let I j be the set of points that η hits exactly j times and

θ j = 2π( j − 1)

(

1+ α

χ

)

= 2π( j − 1)

(

2+ ρ

4− κ

)

. (3.20)

Assume that, for each θ , there exists a constant d(θ) ≥ 0 such that

P[dimH(η1 ∩ η2 ∩H) = d(θ) | η1 ∩ η2 ∩H �= ∅] = 1 (3.21)

where η1, η2 are flow lines of a GFF onH starting from ∂H with an angle difference of
θ such that the event conditioned on in (3.21) occurs with positive probability. Then

P[dimH(I j ) = d(θ j )] = 1.
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Fig. 51 Setup for the proof of the lower bound of Proposition 3.32. Suppose that hαβ = h − α arg(·) −
β log | · |, h a whole-plane GFF, viewed as a distribution defined up to a global multiple of 2π(χ + α).
Let z = 5 and let η, ηz be flow lines of hαβ starting from 0, z, respectively. We assume that η (resp.
ηz ) has angle 0 (resp. θ j as in (3.20)) where the angle for ηz is defined by first fixing an infinitesimal
segment of η (this allows us to determine the values of the remainder of the field up to a global multiple
of 2πχ ; recall Remark 3.19). Let τ be the first time after capacity time −1 that η makes a clean loop. By
Lemma 2.6, the event E1 = {τ < 0} has positive probability. Note that z is contained in the unbounded
connected component of C\η((−∞, τ ]) on E1 by [13, Proposition 3.27]. Let σ z be the first time that ηz

hits η((−∞, τ ]). By Lemma 3.9, the event E2 that ηz hits η((−∞, τ ]) at time σ z with a height difference of
θ jχ occurs with positive conditional probability given E1. Let τ z be a stopping time for ηz given η|(−∞,τ ]
with τ z > σ z such that on E1 ∩ E2, ηz |[σ z ,τ z ] intersects η|(−∞,τ ] only with a height difference of θ jχ .
Given this, in each of the first j − 1 times that η|[τ,∞) wraps around 0 it has a positive chance of hitting
ηz((−∞, σ z ]) (hence itself) before capacity time 0 by Lemma 3.9. After wrapping around j − 1 times,
η|[τ,∞) has a positive chance of making a clean a loop before time 0 or intersecting itself in η((−∞, τ ]).
On this event, the set of points that η|(−∞,0] hits j times contains η((−∞, τ ]) ∩ ηz([σ z , τ z ])

We emphasize that the assumption (3.21) in the statement of Proposition 3.32
applies to any choice of boundary data for the GFF onH and starting points for η1, η2.
That is, the angle difference determines the almost sure dimension of the intersection
points which are contained in (the interior of) H and nothing else. (The dimension of
ηi ∩ ∂H for i = 1, 2, however, does depend on the boundary data for h.) The value
of d(θ j ) for j ≥ 2 is computed in [28]. The value of d(θ1) = d(0) is the dimension
of ordinary chordal SLEκ : 1 + κ

8 [4]. Note that when ρ = κ
2 − 2, θ2 is equal to the

critical angle (3.14) and θ j exceeds the critical angle for larger values of j .

Proof of Proposition 3.32 The set of points that η hits exactly j times can be covered
by the set of intersections of pairs of flow line tails starting from points with rational
coordinates which intersect with an angle gap of θ j . By the proofs of Propositions 3.5
and 3.6, the law of the dimension of each of these intersections is absolutely continuous
with respect to the intersection of two boundary emanating GFF flow lines with an
angle gap of θ j . This proves the upper bound.

We are nowgoing to give the proof of the lower bound. See Fig. 51 for an illustration.
Assume that j is between 2 and the (common) values in (3.17), (3.18) (for j = 1 or
values of j which exceed (3.17), (3.18), there is nothing to prove). Assume that η is
parameterized by capacity. For each t ∈ R, let I j (t) be the set of points that η hits
exactly j times by time t andwhich are not contained in the boundary of the unbounded
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connected component ofC\η((−∞, t]). By the conformalMarkov property of whole-
plane SLEμ

κ (ρ), it suffices to show that there exists p0 > 0 such that

P[dimH(I j (0)) ≥ d(θ j )] ≥ p0. (3.22)

To see that this is the case, we let τ be the first time after time−1 that η makes a clean
loop around 0 and condition on η|(−∞,τ ]. Lemma2.6 implies that E1 = {τ < 0} occurs
with positive probability. Let z = 5. By [13, Proposition 3.27], z is contained in the
unbounded component of C\η((−∞, τ ]) on E1. On E1, let ηz be the flow line of hαβ

starting from zwith angle θ j . (The reasonwe are able to set the angle for ηz is that, after
fixing an infinitesimal segment of η, we know the remainder of the field up to amultiple
of 2πχ ; see Remark 3.19.) Let σ z be the first time ηz hits η((−∞, τ ]). Lemma 3.9
implies that the event E2 that ηz hits η((−∞, τ ]) at time σ z with an angle difference
of θ j occurs with positive conditional probability given E1. Let τ z be a stopping time
for ηz given η|(−∞,τ ] which is strictly larger than σ z such that, on E1 ∩ E2, we have
that η|(−∞,τ ] and ηz |[σ z ,τ z ] only intersect with an angle difference of θ j . To finish the
proof of (3.22), it suffices to show that I j (0) contains η((−∞, τ ])∩ηz([σ z, τ z]) given
E1∩ E2 with positive conditional probability. Iteratively applying Lemma 3.9 implies
that, each of the first j−1 times that η|[τ,∞) wraps around 0, it has a positive chance of
hitting ηz((−∞, σ z]) (hence itself) and, moreover, this occurs before (capacity) time
0 for η. After wrapping around j − 1 times, by Lemma 2.6, η has a positive chance
of making a clean a loop before intersecting itself again or time 0. Theorem 1.7 then
implies that, on these events, the set of points that η|[τ,∞) hits in η|(−∞,τ ] by the time
it has wrapped around j − 1 times contains η((−∞, τ ]) ∩ ηz([σ z, τ z]). This implies
the desired result. ��
Proposition 3.33 Fix α > −χ , β ∈ R, and let hαβ = h + α arg(·)+ β log | · | where
h is a GFF onD such that hαβ has the boundary data as illustrated in Fig. 25. Let η be
the flow line of hαβ starting from W0 and assume that either O0 = W+

0 or O0 = W−
0 .

For each j ∈ N, let J j be the set of points in ∂D that η hits exactly j times. Assume
that, for each θ , there exists a constant b(θ) ≥ 0 such that

P[dimH(η0 ∩ ∂H) = b(θ)] = 1 (3.23)

where η0 is the flow line of a GFF on H starting from 0 whose boundary data is such
that η0 almost surely intersects ∂H with an angle difference of θ . Then

P[dimH(J j ) = b(θ j+1) |J j �= ∅] = 1

provided P[J j �= ∅] > 0.

Note that Proposition 3.33 gives the dimension of the set of points that radial
SLEκ(ρ), κ ∈ (0, 4) and ρ ∈ (−2, κ

2 − 2), hits the boundary j times.

Proof of Proposition 3.33 This is proved in a very similar manner to Proposition 3.32.
��
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4 Light cone duality and space-filling SLE

4.1 Defining branching SLEκ (ρ) processes

As usual, we fix κ ∈ (0, 4) and κ ′ = 16/κ > 4. Consider a GFF on H with piece-
wise constant boundary conditions (and only finitely many pieces). Recall that if the
boundary conditions are constant and equal to λ′ on the negative real axis and con-
stant and equal to −λ′ on the positive real axis, by [23, Theorem 1.1] one can draw
a counterflow line from 0 to ∞ whose law is that of ordinary SLEκ ′ , as in Fig. 52.
For each z ∈ H, let ηL

z (resp. ηR
z ) be the flow line of h starting from z with angle π

2
(resp.−π

2 ). In this section, we will argue that the left and right boundaries of an initial
segment of the counterflow line are in some sense described by ηL

z and ηR
z where z is

the tip of that segment, as illustrated in Fig. 52. When κ ′ ≥ 8 and the counterflow line
is space-filling, we can describe ηL

z and ηR
z beginning at any point z as the boundaries

of a counterflow line stopped at the first time it hits z. We will show in this section that
when κ ′ ∈ (4, 8) it is still possible to construct a “branching” variant of SLEκ ′ that has
a branch that terminates at z (and the law of this branch is the same as that of a certain
radial SLEκ ′(ρ) process targeted at z). The flow lines ηL

z and ηR
z will then be the left

and right boundaries of this branch, just as in the case κ ′ ≥ 8. We will make sense of
this construction for both boundary and interior points z. (When z is an interior point,
we will have to lift the SLEκ ′ branch to the universal cover of C\{z} in order to define
its left and right boundaries.)

We begin by constructing (for a certain range of boundary conditions) a counterflow
line of h that “branches” at boundary points. Recall that we can draw a counterflow
line from 0 to ∞ provided that the boundary data is piecewise constant (with only
finitely many pieces) and strictly greater than−λ′ on the negative real axis and strictly
less than λ′ on the positive real axis [23, Section 7]. (This is a generalization of the
construction in Fig. 52.) Given this type of boundary data, the continuation threshold
almost surely will not be reached before the path reaches∞. Indeed, it was shown in
[23, Section 7] that if these constraints are satisfied then the counterflow line is almost
surely continuous and almost surely tends to∞ as (capacity) time tends to∞.

Now suppose we consider a real point x > 0 and try to draw a path targeted at
x . By conformally mapping x to∞, we find that we avoid reaching the continuation

−λλ

−λλ

−λλ

−λλ

−λ λ

Fig. 52 Suppose that h is a GFF on H with the boundary data shown. Then the counterflow line η′ of h
starting from 0 is a chordal SLEκ ′ process from 0 to∞. Let τ ′ be a stopping time for η′. In Theorem 4.1,
we show that the outer boundary of η′([0, τ ′]) is, in a certain sense, given by the union of the flow lines
of angle π

2 and −π
2 starting from η′(τ ′) and stopped upon hitting ∂H. The same result holds when the

boundary data of h is piecewise constant and changing only a finite number of times in which case η′ is an
SLEκ ′ (ρ) process
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f ◦ ψ−1
xf ◦ ψ−1

x +2πχf

−λλ

x ψx(∞)
f ◦ ψ−1

x

ψx

η

−λ
λ

ψx(η )

00
ff

Fig. 53 Suppose that h is a GFF on H with the boundary data shown where f is a piecewise constant
function which changes values finitely many times. Then the counterflow line η′ of h starting from 0 is
a chordal SLEκ ′ (ρ) process from 0 to∞. If f |R− > −λ′ and f |R+ < λ′, then η′ will reach∞ almost
surely [23, Section 7]. Fix x ∈ (0,∞) and let ψx : H → H be a conformal map which takes x to∞ and
fixes 0. Then h ◦ψ−1x − χ arg(ψ−1x )′ has the boundary data shown on the right side. In particular, ψx (η

′)
will reach∞ almost surely if the boundary values on the right side are strictly larger than −λ′ on R− and
are strictly less than λ′ on R+. These are the conditions which determine whether it is possible to draw a
branch of η′ which is targeted at and almost surely reaches x

threshold at a point on [x,∞) if each boundary value on that interval plus 2πχ =
(4− κ)λ = (κ ′ − 4)λ′ is strictly greater than −λ′ (recall (1.2) and see Fig. 53). That
is, the values on [x,∞) are strictly greater than (3−κ ′)λ′. We can draw a counterflow
line from 0 to every point x > 0 if the boundary values on the positive real axis are
in the interval

(

(3 − κ ′)λ′, λ′
)

. Similarly, we can draw a counterflow line from 0 to
every point x < 0 if the boundary values on the negative real axis are in the interval
(−λ′, (κ ′ − 3)λ′

)

. We can draw the counterflow line to each fixed point in R\{0} if
the boundary function is given by f : R → R which is piecewise constant, takes on
only a finite number of values, and satisfies

f (x) ∈
{

(−λ′, (κ ′ − 3)λ′
)

for x < 0
(

(3− κ ′)λ′, λ′
)

for x > 0
. (4.1)

(In the case of an SLEκ ′(ρ1; ρ2) process, this corresponds to each ρi being in the
interval (−2, κ ′ − 4).) When these conditions hold, we say that the boundary data is
fully branchable, and we extend this definition to general domains via the coordinate
change (1.2) (see also Fig. 7). The reason we use this term is as follows.

If we consider distinct x, y ∈ R\{0}, then the path targeted at x will agree with the
path targeted at y (up to time parameterization) until τ , the first time t that either one
of the two points is hit or the two points are “separated,” i.e., lie on the boundaries
of different components of H\η′([0, t]). Indeed, this follows because both paths (up
until separating x and y) are coupled with the field as described in [23, Theorem 1.1]
and [23, Theorem 1.2] implies that there is a unique such path coupled with the field,
so they must agree. The two paths evolve independently after time τ , so as explained
in Fig. 54 we can interpret the pair of paths as a single path that “branches” at time τ

(with one of the branches being degenerate if a point is hit at time τ ). We can apply the
same interpretation when x and y are replaced by a set {x1, x2, . . . , xn}. In that case, a
branching occurs whenever two points are separated from each other for the first time.
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Fig. 54 Suppose that h is a GFF on a Jordan domain D and x1, . . . , x4 ∈ ∂D. If for each i = 1, . . . , 4,
η′i is the counterflow line of h starting from a fixed boundary point and targeted at xi , then any two η′i will
almost surely agree up until the first time that their target points are separated (i.e., cease to lie in the same
component of the complement of the path traced thus far). We may therefore understand the union of the η′i
as a single counterflow line that “branches” whenever any pair of points is disconnected, continuing in two
distinct directions after that time, as shown. (Whenever a curve branches a new color is assigned to each of
the two branches) (color figure online)

At such a time, the number of distinct components containing at least one of the xi
increases by one, so there will be (n − 1) branching times altogether. If the boundary
conditions are fully branchable, then we may fix a countable dense collection of R,
and consider the collection of all counterflow lines targeted at all of these points. We
refer to the entire collection as a boundary-branching counterflow line. Note that
if we have constant boundary conditions on the left and right boundaries, so that the
counterflow line targeted at∞ is an SLEκ ′(ρ1; ρ2) process, then we can extend the
path toward every x ∈ R provided that ρi ∈ (−2, κ ′ − 4) for i ∈ {1, 2}.

Similarly, we may consider a point z in the interior ofH, and the (fully branchable)
boundary conditions ensure that wemay draw a radial counterflow line from 0 targeted
at z which almost surely reaches z before hitting the continuation threshold. The
branching construction can be extended to this setting, as explained in Fig. 55. By
considering a collection of counterflow lines targeted at a countable dense collection
of such z, we obtain what we call an interior-branching counterflow line. This is a
sort of space-filling tree whose branches are counterflow lines. When the values of h
on ∂H are given by either
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Fig. 55 Suppose that h is a GFF on a Jordan domain D. Fix interior points points z1, . . . , z5 in D. For
each i = 1, . . . , 5, let η′i be the counterflow line from a fixed boundary point to zi . Then any two η′i will
almost surely agree up until the first time that their target points are separated (i.e., cease to lie in the same
component of the complement of the path traced thus far). We may therefore understand the union of the η′i
as a single counterflow line that “branches” whenever any pair of points is disconnected, continuing in two
distinct directions after that time, as shown. (Whenever a curve branches a new color is assigned to each of
the two branches) (color figure online)

(i) −λ′ + 2πχ on R− and −λ′ on R+ or
(ii) λ′ on R− and λ′ − 2πχ on R+,
then this corresponds to the SLEκ ′(κ ′ − 6) exploration tree rooted at the origin intro-
duced in [35]. The boundary conditions in (i) correspond to having the κ ′ − 6 force
point lie to the left of 0 and the boundary conditions in (ii) correspond to having the
κ ′ − 6 force point lie to the right of 0.

4.2 Duality and light cones

Figure 56 is lifted from [23, Section 7], which contains a general theorem about the
boundaries of chordal SLEκ ′(ρ) processes. Suppose that D ⊆ C is a Jordan domain.
The theorem states that if the boundary conditions on ∂D are such that a counterflow
line η′ can almost surely be drawn from y ∈ ∂D to a point x ∈ ∂D without hitting the
continuation threshold, then the left and right boundaries of the counterflow line are
respectively the flow lines of angle π

2 and−π
2 drawn from x to y (with the caveat that

these flow lines may trace part of the boundary of the domain toward y if they reach
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x

yS1

S2

S3

S5

S4

(a)
x

yS1

S2

S3

S5

S4

ηL

ηR

z1 = ηL(τ1)

w1

(b)

Fig. 56 Suppose that h is a GFF on a Jordan domain D and x, y ∈ ∂D are distinct. Let η′ be the counterflow
line of h starting at y aimed at x . Let K = K L ∪ K R be the outer boundary of η′, K L and K R its left and
right sides, respectively, and let I be the interior of K L ∩ ∂D. We suppose that the event E = {I �= ∅} that
η′ fills a segment of the left side of ∂D has positive probability, though we emphasize that this does not
mean that η′ traces a segment of ∂D—which would yield a discontinuous Loewner driving function—with
positive probability. In the illustrations above, η′ fills parts of S1, . . . , S5 with positive probability (but with
positive probability does not hit any of S1, . . . , S5). The connected component of K L\I which contains
x is given by the flow line ηL of h with angle π

2 starting at x (left panel). On E , ηL hits the continuation

threshold before hitting y (in the illustration above, this happens when ηL hits S2). On E it is possible
to describe K L completely in terms of flow lines using the following algorithm. First, we flow along ηL

starting at x until the continuation threshold is reached, say at time τ1, and let z1 = ηL (τ1). Second, we
trace along ∂D in the clockwise direction until the first point w1 where it is possible to flow starting at
w1 with angle

π
2 without immediately hitting the continuation threshold. Third, we flow from w1 until the

continuation threshold is hit again. We then repeat this until y is eventually hit. This is depicted in the right
panel above, where three iterations of this algorithm are needed to reach y and are indicated by the colors
red, orange, and purple, respectively (color figure online)

the continuation threshold before reaching y, as Fig. 56 illustrates—this corresponds
to the scenario in which the counterflow line fills an entire boundary arc, as explained
in [23, Section 7]). We will not repeat the full discussion of [23, Section 7] here, but
we will explain how it can be extended to the setting where the boundary target is
replaced with an interior point. (In this setting η′ can be understood as a branch of the
interior-branching counterflow line, as discussed in the previous section.) This is the
content of Theorem 4.1.

Theorem 4.1 Suppose that D ⊆ C is a Jordan domain, x, y ∈ ∂D are distinct, and
that h is a GFF on D whose boundary conditions are such that its counterflow line
from y to x is fully branchable. Fix z ∈ D and let η′ be the counterflow line of h starting
from y and targeted at z. If we lift η′ to a path in the universal cover of C\{z}, then its
left and right boundaries ηL

z and ηR
z are the flow lines of h started at z and targeted at

y with angles π
2 and −π

2 , respectively (with the same caveat as described above, and
in [23, Section 7], in the chordal case: that these paths may trace boundary segments
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toward y if they hit the continuation threshold before reaching y). The conditional law
of η′ given ηL

z and ηR
z in each of the connected components of D\(ηL

z ∪ηR
z ) which are

between ηL
z , ηR

z , consist of boundary segments of ηL
z , ηR

z that do not trace ∂D, and

are hit by η′ is independently that of a chordal SLEκ ′(
κ ′
2 − 4; κ ′

2 − 4) process starting
from the last point on the component boundary traced by ηL

z and targeted at the first.

Remark 4.2 Suppose that C is a connected component of D\(ηL
z ∪ ηR

z ) which lies
between ηL

z and ηR
z part of whose boundary is drawn by a segment of either ηL

z or ηR
z

which does trace part of ∂D. Then it is also possible to compute the conditional law
of η′ given ηL

z and ηR
z inside of C . It is that of an SLEκ ′(ρ) process where the weights

ρ depend on the boundary data of h on the segments of ∂C which trace ∂D.

Remark 4.3 Since η′ is almost surely determined by the GFF [23, Theorem 1.2] (see
also [8]), this gives us a different way to construct ηL

z and ηR
z . In fact, taking a branch-

ing counterflow line gives us a way to construct simultaneously all of the flow lines
beginning at points in a fixed countable dense subset of D. It follows from [23, Theo-
rem 1.2] that the branching counterflow line is almost surely determined by the GFF,
so this also gives an alternative approach to proving Theorem 1.2, that GFF flow lines
starting from interior points are almost surely determined by the field.

Remark 4.4 Both ηL
z and ηR

z can be projected to D itself (from the universal cover) and
interpreted as random subsets of D. Once we condition on ηL

z and ηR
z , the conditional

law of η′ within each component of D\(ηL
z ∪ ηR

z ) (that does not contain an interval of

∂D on its boundary) is given by an independent (boundary-filling) chordal SLEκ ′(
κ ′
2 −

4; κ ′
2 − 4) curve from the first to the last endpoint of η′ within that component. This is

explained in more detail in the beginning of [25] and the end of [23], albeit in a slightly
different context. It follows from this and the arguments in [23] that we can interpret
the set of points in the range of η′ as a light cone beginning at z. Roughly speaking,
this means that the range of η′ is equal to the set of points reachable by starting at z and
following angle-varying flow lines whose angles all belong to the width-π interval of
angles that lie between the angles of ηL

z and ηR
z . The analogous statement that applies

when z is contained in the boundary is explained in detail in [23]. We refrain from a
more detailed discussion here, because the present context is only slightly different.

Remark 4.5 In the case that D = H and the boundary conditions for h are given
by λ′ (resp. −λ′) on R− (resp. R+), as shown in Fig. 52, the branch of an interior
branching counterflow line targeted at a given interior point z is distributed as a radial
SLEκ ′(κ ′ − 6) process. Recall Fig. 26.

Proof of Theorem 4.1 The result essentially follows from the chordal duality in [23,
Section 7.4.3] (which the reader may wish to consult before reading the argument
here) together with the merging arguments of Sect. 3.4 (such as the proof of Proposi-
tion 3.15). The argument is sketched in Fig. 57, which extends Fig. 56 to the case of an
interior point. It is somewhat cumbersome to repeat all of the arguments of [23, Sec-
tion 7.4.3] here, so we instead give a brief sketch of the necessary modifications. We
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z

x1 x1

x1 x1

x2

z

zz

x2

Fig. 57 An interior point z and boundary point x1 are fixed and a counterflow line η′ drawn until the
first time T1 that x1 is separated from z (upper left). By applying [23, Section 7.4.3] to a countable set of
possible choices (including points arbitrarily close to η′(T1)) we obtain that the left and right boundaries of
η′([0, T1]) are given by flow lines with angles π

2 and −π
2 (shown upper right). We can then pick another

point x2 on the boundary of D\η′([0, T1]) and grow η′ until the first time T2 that x2 is disconnected from z,
and the same argument implies that the left and right boundaries of η′([0, T2]) (lifted to the universal cover
of D\{z}) are (when projected back to D\{z} itself) given by the flow lines of angles π

2 and −π
2 shown.

Note that it is possible for the blue and red paths to hit each other (as in the figure) but (depending on κ) it
may also be possible for these flow lines to hit themselves (although their liftings to the universal cover of
D\{z} are necessarily simple paths) (color figure online)

inductively define points xk as follows. We let ψ1 : D → D be the unique conformal
map with ψ1(z) = 0 and ψ1(x) = 1 and then take x1 = ψ−11 (−1). We then let τ1 be
the first time t for which x1 fails to lie on the boundary of the connected component of
D\η′([0, t]) containing z. Given that the stopping time τk has been defined for k ∈ N,
let ψk+1 be the unique conformal map which takes the connected component Uk of
D\η′([0, τk])which contains z toDwithψk+1(z) = 0 andψk+1(η′(τk)) = 1.We then
take xk+1 = ψ−1k+1(−1) and let τk+1 be the first time t ≥ τk that xk+1 fails to lie on
the boundary of the component of D\η′([0, t]) containing z. It is easy to see that there
exists constants p0 > 0 and a ∈ (0, 1) such that the probability that the conformal
radius of Uk+1 (as viewed from z) is at most a times the conformal radius of Uk (as
viewed from z) is at least p0. By basic distortion estimates (e.g., [13, Theorem 3.21]),
one can make the analogous statement for the ordinary radius (e.g., dist(z, ∂Uk)). This
implies that the concatenated sequence of counterflow line path segments illustrated
in Fig. 57 contains z as a limit point.
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For each k, it follows from [23, Theorem 1.4] that the left and right boundaries
of η′([τk−1, τk]) (where we take τ0 = 0) are contained in the flow lines ηL

k and ηR
k

with angles π
2 and −π

2 , respectively, of the conditional GFF h given η′|[τ j−1,τ j ] for
j = 1, . . . , k − 1 starting from xk . That is, we a priori have to observe η′|[τ j−1,τ j ] for
j = 1, . . . , k−1 in order to draw the aforementioned flow lines.We are going to show
by induction on k that the left and right boundaries of η′([0, τk]) are contained in the
union of all of the flow lines of h itself with angles π

2 and −π
2 , respectively, starting

at points with rational coordinates. (In other words, it is not necessary to observe
η′([τ j−1, τ j ]) for j = 1, . . . , k− 1 to draw these paths.) This, in turn, will allow us to
use Theorem 1.7 to determine how the left and right boundaries of η′([0, τk]) interact
with the flow lines of h. The claim for k = 1 follows from [23, Theorem 1.4].

Suppose that the claim holds for some fixed k ∈ N. Fix θ ∈ R,w ∈ Uk with rational
coordinates, and let η be the flow line starting from w with angle θ . Theorem 1.7
determines the manner in which η interacts with the flow lines of both h itself as well
as those of h given η′|[τ j−1,τ j ] for j = 1, . . . , k, at least up until the paths hit ∂Uk .
Therefore it follows from the arguments of Lemma3.11 that the segments of ηL

k+1\∂Uk

are contained in the union of flow lines of h starting from rational coordinates with
angle π

2 . If θ = π
2 and η merges with ηL

k+1, then after hitting and bouncing off ∂Uk ,
both paths will continue to agree. The reason is that both paths reflect off ∂Uk in the
same direction and satisfy the same conformal Markov property viewed as flow lines
of the GFF h given η′|[τ j−1,τ j ] for j = 1, . . . , k as well as the segments of ηL

k+1 and η

drawn up until first hitting ∂Uk . See the proof of Lemma 3.12 for a similar argument.
Consequently, the entire range of ηL

k+1 is contained in the union of flow lines of h with
angle π

2 starting from points with rational coordinates. The same likewise holds with
ηR
k+1 and −π

2 in place of ηL
k+1 and

π
2 . This proves the claim (Fig. 58).

We will now show that ηL
z and ηR

z give the left and right boundaries of η′. Suppose
that κ ′ ∈ (4, 8). In this case, η′ makes loops around z since the path is not space-
filling. Suppose that τ ′ is a stopping time for η′ at which it has made a clockwise loop
around z. Theorem 1.7 (recall Figs. 43, 44) then implies that ηL

z almost surely merges
into the left boundary of η′([0, τ ′]) before leaving the closure of the component of
D\η′([0, τ ′])which contains z. The same likewise holds when we replace ηL

z with ηR
z

and τ ′ is a stopping time at which η′ has made a counterclockwise loop. The result
follows because, as we mentioned earlier, η′ almost surely tends to z and, by (the
argument of) Lemma 2.6, almost surely makes arbitrarily small loops around z with
both orientations. The argument for κ ′ ≥ 8 so that η′ does not make loops around z is
explained in Fig. 59.

It is left to prove the statement regarding the conditional law of η′ given ηL
z and

ηR
z . Since the left and right boundaries of η′ are given by ηL

z and ηR
z , respectively, it

follows that η′ is almost surely equal to the concatenation of the counterflow lines of the
conditional GFF h given ηL

z and ηR
z in each of the components of D\(ηL

z ∪ηR
z ) which

are visited by η′. Indeed, the restriction of η′ to each of these components satisfies the
same conformal Markov property as each of the corresponding counterflow lines of
the conditional GFF. Thus, the claim follows from [23, Theorem 1.2]. By reading off
the boundary data of h in each of these components, we see that if such a component
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Fig. 58 Consider the counterflow line η′ toward z from Fig. 57, whose left and right boundaries ηL and
ηR are understood as flow lines with angles π

2 and −π
2 from z to η′(0). The left figures above show two

possible instances of initial segments of ηL and ηR : segments started at z and stopped at the first time
they reach ∂D. The GFF heights along these segments determine the number of times (and the direction)
that ηL and ηR will wind around their initial segments before terminating at η′(0). In the lower figure, the
counterflow line spirals counterclockwise and inward toward z, while the flow lines of angles π

2 and −π
2

spiral counterclockwise and outward. Although their liftings to the universal cover of D\{z} are simple, the
paths ηL and ηR themselves are self-intersecting at some points, including points on ∂D where multiple
strands coincide

does not intersect ∂D in an interval, then the conditional law of η′ is independently
that of an SLEκ ′(

κ ′
2 − 4; κ ′

2 − 4), as desired. ��
We now extend Theorem 4.1 to the setting in which we add a conical singularity to

the GFF.

Theorem 4.6 The statements of Theorem 4.1 hold if we replace the GFF with hαβ =
h + α arg(· − z) + β log | · −z| and α ≤ χ

2 where h is a GFF on D such that the
counterflow line η′ of hαβ starting from y ∈ ∂D is fully branchable.

Remark 4.7 The value χ
2 is significant because it is the critical value for α at which η′

fills its own outer boundary. That is, if α ≥ χ
2 then η′ fills its own outer boundary and

if α <
χ
2 then η′ does not fill its own outer boundary. This corresponds to a ρ value

of κ ′
2 − 4 (recall Fig. 26).
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λ

λ

−λ

−λ

−λ λ
λ + −λ +

−λ + 3π
2 χ

η

i

(a)

λ

λ

−λ

−λ

−λ λ
λ + −λ +

−λ + 3π
2 χ

η

ηL
i

ηR
i

i

(b)

πχ πχ πχ πχ

Fig. 59 Suppose that h is a GFF on H with boundary data such that its counterflow line η′ starting from
0 is fully branchable. Assume that κ ′ ≥ 8 hence κ ∈ (0, 2] so that flow lines of h with an angle gap of π

starting from the same point do not intersect each other (apply (3.16) with n = 2). Let τ ′ be a stopping time
for η′ such that η′|[0,τ ′] almost surely does not swallow i . Then we know that the left and right boundaries
of η′([0, τ ′]) are contained in the union of flow lines of h with angles π

2 and −π
2 , respectively, starting

from points with rational coordinates (first part of the proof of Theorem 4.1). This is depicted in the left
panel above and allows us to use Theorem 1.7 to determine how the left and right boundaries of η′([0, τ ′])
interact with the flow lines of h. In particular, the flow line η of h starting from i almost surely cannot cross
either the left or the right boundary of η′([0, τ ′]). Indeed, as illustrated, if η intersects the left boundary of
η′([0, τ ′]) then it does so with a height difference contained in π

2 χ + 2πχZ and this set does not intersect
the range (−πχ, 0) for crossing. The same is true if η hits the right boundary of η′([0, τ ′]). Since this holds
almost surely for all stopping times τ ′ for η′, it follows that η′ is almost surely equal to the counterflow
line of the conditional GFF h given η. Indeed, both processes satisfy the same conformal Markov property
when coupled with h given η, hence the claim follows from [23, Theorem 1.2]. Consequently, it follows
from chordal duality [23, Section 7.4.3] that the left and right boundaries of η′ stopped upon hitting i are
given by the flow lines ηLi and ηRi of h starting from i with angles π

2 and−π
2 . This is depicted in the right

panel

Remark 4.8 If D = H and the boundary data of hαβ is given by λ′ (resp.−λ′) on R−
(resp. R+), then η′ is a radial SLEβ

κ ′(ρ) process where ρ = κ ′ − 6 − 2πα/λ′ (recall
Fig. 26).

Proof of Theorem 4.6 The argument is the same as the proof of Theorem 4.6. In par-
ticular, we break the proof into the two cases where

1. α ∈ (
χ
2 − 1√

κ ′ ,
χ
2 ] so that η′ can hit its own outer boundary as it wraps around z

and
2. α ≤ χ

2 − 1√
κ ′ so that η

′ cannot hit its own outer boundary as it wraps around z.

The proof in the first case is analogous to the proof of Theorem 4.1 for κ ′ ∈ (4, 8) and
the second is analogous to Theorem 4.1 with κ ′ ≥ 8. Note that for α = χ

2 , η
L
z = ηR

z
almost surely. ��

We can now complete the proofs of Theorem 1.6 and 1.15.

Proof of Theorems 1.6 and 1.15 Assume that hαβ , viewed as a distribution modulo a
global multiple of 2π(χ +α), is defined on all of C. The construction of the coupling
as described in Theorem 1.6 follows from the same argument used to construct the
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coupling in Theorems 1.1 and 1.4; see Remark 3.3. The statement of Theorem 1.15
follows due to the way that the coupling is generated as well as Theorems 4.1 and
4.6. Finally, that the path η′ is almost surely determined by hαβ follows because
Theorems 1.2 and 1.4 tell us that its left and right boundaries ηL and ηR , respectively,
are almost surely determined by hαβ . Moreover, once we condition on ηL and ηR ,
we know that η′ is coupled with hαβ independently as a chordal counterflow line in
each of the components of C\(ηL ∪ ηR) which are visited by η′. This allows us to
invoke the boundary emanating uniqueness theory [23, Theorem 1.2]. The case that
D �= C follows by absolute continuity (Proposition 2.16). The other assertions of
Theorem 1.15 follow similarly. ��
Proof of Theorem 1.12 We have already given the proof for κ ∈ (0, 4) in Sect. 3.5.
The result for κ ′ > 4 and ρ ∈ (−2, κ ′

2 − 2) follows from Lemma 2.6. The result for

κ ′ > 4 and ρ ≥ κ ′
2 − 2 follows by invoking Theorem 4.6. In particular, if a radial

SLEκ ′(ρ) process η′ in D did not satisfy limt→∞ η′(t) = 0, then its left and right
boundaries would not be continuous near the origin. ��

We finish this subsection by computing the maximal number of times that a coun-
terflow line can hit a given point or the domain boundary and then relate the dimension
of the various types of self-intersection points of counterflow lines to the dimension
of the intersection of GFF flow lines starting from the boundary.

Proposition 4.9 Fix α > −χ
2 and β ∈ R. Suppose that h is a GFF on C and hαβ =

h − α arg(·) − β log | · |, viewed as a distribution defined up to a global multiple of
2π(χ + α). Let η′ be the counterflow line of hαβ starting from∞. Let

I (κ ′) =
{

2 if κ ′ ∈ (4, 8),

3 if κ ′ ≥ 8.

Themaximal number of times that η′ can hit any given point (i.e., maximalmultiplicity)
is given by

max

(⌈

κ ′

2(κ ′ + 2α
√

κ ′ − 4)

⌉

, I (κ ′)
)

almost surely. (4.2)

In particular, the maximal number of times that a radial or whole-plane SLEμ

κ ′(ρ)

process with ρ > κ ′
2 − 4 and μ ∈ R can hit any given point is given by

max

(⌈

κ ′

2(2+ ρ)

⌉

, I (κ ′)
)

almost surely. (4.3)

Finally, the maximal number of times that a radial SLEμ

κ ′(ρ) process with ρ > κ ′
2 − 4

and μ ∈ R process can hit the domain boundary is given by

max

(⌈

κ ′

2(2+ ρ)

⌉

− 1,

⌈

κ ′ − 4

2(2+ ρ)

⌉

, I (κ ′)− 1

)

. (4.4)
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The value I (κ ′) in the statement of Proposition 4.9 gives the maximal number of
times that a chordal SLEκ ′ or SLEκ ′(ρ) process can hit an interior point. In particular,
chordal SLEκ ′ and SLEκ ′(ρ) processes have double but not triple points or higher
order self-intersections for κ ′ ∈ (4, 8) and have triple points but not higher order self-
intersections for κ ′ ≥ 8. The other expressions in the maximum function in (4.2), (4.3)
give the number of intersectionswhich can arise from the pathwinding around its target
point and then hitting itself. In particular, note that the first expression in the maximum
in (4.3) is identically equal to 1 for ρ ≥ κ ′

2 − 2, i.e. ρ is at least the critical value for
such a process to have this type of self-intersection (Lemma 2.4). Similarly, the first
expression in the maximum in (4.4) vanishes for ρ ≥ κ ′

2 − 2.

Proof of Proposition 4.9 As we explained before the proof, there are two sources of
self-intersections in the interior of the domain:

1. The double (κ ′ > 4) and triple (κ ′ ≥ 8) points which arise from the segments
of η′ restricted to each of the complementary components of the left and right
boundaries of η′ that it visits, and

2. The intersections of the left and right boundaries of η′.

Since chordal SLEκ ′(
κ ′
2 −4; κ ′

2 −4) is a boundary-filling, continuous process, it is easy
to see that the set of double or triple points of the first type mentioned above which
are also contained in the left and right boundaries of η′ is countable. (If z is in the left
or right boundary of η′, τ 1z is the first time that η′ hits z and τ 2z is the second, then the
interval [τ 1z , τ 2z ] must contain a rational.) Consequently, the two-self intersection sets

are almost surely disjoint as ρ > κ ′
2 − 4. Moreover, we note that the self-intersections

which are contained in the left and right boundaries arise by the path either making
a series of clockwise or counterclockwise loops. In j − 1 such successive loops, the
points that η′ hits j times correspond to the points where the left (resp. right) side of
η′ hits the right (resp. left) side j − 1 times. Theorem 1.15 then tells us that the height
difference of the aforementioned intersection set is given by 2π( j − 1)(χ +α)−πχ .
Then (4.2), (4.4) follow by solving for the value of j that makes this equal to 2λ−πχ

and applying Theorem 1.7.
We will now prove (4.4). For concreteness, we will assume that η′ is a radial

SLEβ

κ ′(ρ) process inD starting from−i with a single boundary force point of weight ρ
located at (−i)−, i.e. immediately to the left of−i .We can think ofη′ as the counterflow
line of h+α arg(·)+β log | · |where h is a GFF onD so that the sum has the boundary
data illustrated in Fig. 26. Then η′ wraps around and hits a boundary point for the j th
time for j ≥ 1 with either a height difference of 2π(χ − α)( j − 1)− 2πα + πχ (if
the first intersection occurs to the left of the force point) or with a height difference of
2π(χ−α)( j−1)+2λ′−πχ otherwise (seeFig. 26). (The reason thatwenowhaveχ−α

in place of χ + α as in the previous paragraph is because here we have added α arg(·)
rather than subtracted it.) Solving for the value of j that makes this equal to 2λ− πχ

and then applying Theorem 1.7 yields the first two expressions in the maximum. The
final expression in the maximum comes from the multiple boundary intersections that
can occur when the process interacts with the boundary before passing through the
force point (as well as handles the possibility that the process can only hit the boundary
one time after passing through the force point). ��
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Proposition 4.10 Suppose that we have the same setup as in Proposition 4.9 and
assume that the assumption (3.21) of Proposition 3.32 holds. For each j ∈ N, let I ′j
be the set of interior points that η′ hits exactly j times which are contained in the left
and right boundaries of η′ and let

θ ′j = 2π( j − 1)

(

1+ α

χ

)

− π = π(2 j (2+ ρ)− 2ρ − κ ′)
κ ′ − 4

. (4.5)

Then

P
[

dimH
(

I ′j
)

= d
(

θ ′j
)]

= 1 for each j ≥ 2

where d(θ ′j ) is the dimension of the intersection of boundary emanating GFF flow
lines with an angle gap of θ ′j .

Note that the angle θ ′j in (4.5) is equal to the critical angle (3.14) when ρ = κ ′
2 − 2

and j = 2 and exceeds the critical angle for larger values of j .

Proof of Proposition 4.10 This follows from the argument of Proposition 4.9 as well
as from the argument of Proposition 3.32. ��
Proposition 4.11 Fix α <

χ
2 and β ∈ R. Suppose that hαβ = h+α arg(·)+β log | · |

where h is a GFF on D so that hαβ has the boundary data depicted in Fig. 26 with
O0 = W−

0 (i.e., O0 is immediately to the left of W0). Let η′ be the counterflow line of

hαβ starting from W0 so that η′ ∼ SLEβ

κ ′(ρ) with ρ = κ ′ − 6 − 2πα/λ′ > κ ′
2 − 4.

Assume that assumption (3.23) of Proposition 3.33 holds. Let J ′j,L (resp. J ′j,R) be the
set of points that η′ hits on ∂D exactly j times where the first intersection occurs to
the left (resp. right) of the force point. For each j ∈ N, let

φ j,L = 2π( j − 1)

(

1− α

χ

)

− 2πα

χ
+ π = π(4− κ ′ + 2 j (2+ ρ))

κ ′ − 4
and

φ j,R = 2π( j − 1)

(

1− α

χ

)

+ 2λ′

χ
− π = π(4− κ ′ − 2ρ + 2 j (2+ ρ))

κ ′ − 4
.

For each j ∈ N, we have

P
[

dimH(J ′j,L) = b(φ j,L) |J ′j,L �= ∅
]

= 1 and

P
[

dimH(J ′j,R) = b(φ j,R) |J ′j,R �= ∅
]

= 1

where b(θ) is the dimension of the intersection of a boundary emanating flow line in
H with ∂H where the path hits with an angle gap of θ .

Proof The case for j ≥ 2 follows from the argument at the end of the proof of
Proposition 4.9 as well as the argument of the proof of Proposition 4.10. The angle
gaps for j = 1 are computed similarly and can be read off from Fig. 26. ��
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4.3 Space-filling SLEκ ′

In this section, we will prove the existence and continuity of the space-filling SLEκ ′
processes for κ ′ > 4, thus proving Theorem 1.16. Recall that these processes are
defined in terms of an induced ordering on a dense set as described in Sect. 1.2.3;
see also Fig. 16 as well as Figs. 60 and 61. As we will explain momentarily, Theo-
rem 1.19 follows immediately from Theorem 1.16 since the definition of space-filling
SLEκ ′(ρ1; ρ2) has time-reversal symmetry built in. Theorem 1.19 in turn implies The-
orem 1.18. For the convenience of the reader, we restate these results in the following
theorem.We remind the reader that the range of ρi values considered in Theorem 4.12
is summarized in Figs. 18 and 19.

Theorem 4.12 Let D be a Jordan domain and fix x, y ∈ ∂D distinct. Suppose that
κ ′ > 4 and ρ1, ρ2 ∈ (−2, κ ′

2 − 2) and let h be a GFF on D whose counterflow line
from y to x is an SLEκ ′(ρ1; ρ2) process (which is fully branchable). Then space-filling
SLEκ ′(ρ1; ρ2) in D from y to x exists, is well-defined, and almost surely is a continuous
path when parameterized by area. The path is almost surely determined by h and the
path almost surely determines h. When κ ′ ≥ 8 and ρ1, ρ2 ∈ (−2, κ ′

2 −4], space-filling
SLEκ ′(ρ1; ρ2) describes the same law as chordal SLEκ ′(ρ1; ρ2). Moreover, the time-
reversal of a space-filling SLEκ ′(ρ1; ρ2) is a space-filling SLEκ ′(ρ̃1; ρ̃2) in D from x
to y where ρ̃i is the reflection of ρi about the

κ ′
4 − 2 line. In particular, space-filling

SLEκ ′(
κ ′
4 − 2; κ ′

4 − 2) has time-reversal symmetry.

We are now going to explain how to extract Theorem 1.17 from Theorem 4.12.

a b

λ

−λ

−λ

λ

a ◦ ψ−1+ 1
2

ψ

b ◦ ψ−1− 1
2πχ πχ

Fig. 60 Consider a GFF h on the infinite vertical strip V = [−1, 1] × R whose boundary values are
given by some function a on the left side and some function b on the right side. We assume that a, b are
piecewise constant and change values only a finite number of times. Provided that ‖a‖∞ < λ′ + πχ

2 = λ

and ‖b‖∞ < λ′ + πχ
2 = λ we can draw the orange counterflow line from the bottom to the top of V

with the boundary conditions shown. This can be seen by conformally mapping to the upper half-plane
(via the coordinate change in Fig. 7) as shown and noting that the corresponding boundary values are
strictly greater than −λ′ on the negative real axis and strictly less than +λ′ on the positive real axis. A
symmetric argument shows that we can also draw the green counterflow line from the top ofV to the bottom.
Note that, as illustrated, the angles of the flow lines which describe the outer boundary of the orange and
green counterflow lines are the same. This is the observation that leads to the reversibility of space-filling
SLEκ ′ (ρ1; ρ2) (color figure online)
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a b

λ

−λ

−λ

λ

λ

−λ

−λ

λ

Fig. 61 Same setup as in Fig. 60. The first figure illustrates the left and right boundary paths of the orange
and green curves, shown as red and blue lines stopped when they first hit ∂V . At the hitting point, the
boundary data is as shown (±λ′ on the two sides of the paths as they approach the boundaries horizontally,
appropriately modified by winding). The middle figure shows the flow lines with angles π

2 and −π
2 from

a generic point z. The red (resp. blue) path is stopped the first time it hits the left (resp. right) boundary
with the appropriate±λ′ boundary conditions (as opposed to these values plus an integer multiple of 2πχ ).
In the third figure, we consider the complement of the red and blue paths. We color gray the points in
components of this complement whose boundaries are formed by the left side of a red segment or the right
side of a blue segment. The remaining points are left white. Fix a countable dense set (zi ) in V including
z = z0, and consider the gray points “after” and the white points “before z.” By drawing the figure for all z,
we almost surely obtain a total ordering of these zi . Up to monotone reparameterization, there is a unique
continuous curve η that hits the (zi ) in order and has the property that η

−1(zi ) is a dense set of times. This
curve is called the space-filling counterflow line from +∞ to −∞ (color figure online)

Proof of Theorem 1.17 Fix κ ′ ∈ (4, 8). Suppose that h is a GFF on a Jordan domain
D such that its counterflow line η′ growing from a point y ∈ ∂D is an SLEκ ′(κ ′ − 6)
process with a single force point located at y−. Then the branching counterflow line
η′ of h starting from y targeted at a countable dense set of interior points describes
the same coupling of radial SLEκ ′(κ ′ − 6) processes used to generate the CLEκ ′
exploration tree in D rooted at y [35]. It follows from the construction of space-filling
SLEκ ′(κ ′ − 6) that the branch of η′ targeted at a given interior point z agrees with the
space-fillingSLEκ ′(κ ′−6)process coupledwith h starting from y parameterized by log
conformal radius as seen from z. Consequently, the result follows from the continuity
of space-filling SLEκ ′(κ ′ − 6) proved in Theorem 4.12. Indeed, if CLEκ ′ was not
almost surely locally finite, then there would exist ε > 0 such that the probability that
there are an infinite number of loops with diameter at least ε > 0 is positive. Since
the space-filling SLEκ ′(κ ′ − 6) process traces the boundary of each of these loops
in a disjoint time interval, it would follow that there would be an infinite number of
pairwise disjoint time intervals I j whose image under the space-filling SLEκ ′(κ ′ − 6)
have diameter at least ε. Since the total area of the domain was assumed to be finite
and space-filling SLE is parameterized by area, it follows that the interval of time on
which it is defined is finite. Therefore there must exist a sequence ( jk) in N such that
the length of the intervals I jk tends to 0 as k →∞. This contradicts the almost sure
continuity of space-filling SLE, which proves the result. ��

Remark 4.13 One can extend the definition of the space-filling SLEκ ′(ρ1; ρ2) pro-
cesses to the setting of many boundary force points. These processes make sense and
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are defined in the same way provided the underlying GFF has fully branchable bound-
ary data. Moreover, there are analogous continuity and reversibility results, though
we will not establish these here. The former can be proved by generalizing our treat-
ment of the two force point case given below using arguments which are very similar
to those used to establish the almost sure continuity of the chordal SLEκ ′(ρL ; ρR)

processes in [23, Section 7] and the reversibility statement is immediate from the
definition once continuity has been proved. In this more general setting, the time-
reversal of a space-filling SLEκ ′(ρL ; ρR) process is a space-filling SLEκ ′ (̃ρL ; ρ̃R)

process where the vectors of weights ρ̃L , ρ̃R are chosen so that, for each k and

q ∈ {L , R},∑k
j=1 ρ̃ j,q is the reflection of

∑nq−k+1
j=1 ρ j,q about the κ ′

4 − 2 line where
nq = |ρq | = |̃ρq |.

We remind the reader that the range of ρi values considered in Theorem 4.12 is
summarized in Figs. 18 and 19. We will now explain how to derive the time-reversal
component of Theorem 4.12 (see also Fig. 16 as well as Figs. 60 and 61). Consider
a GFF h on a vertical strip V = [−1, 1] × R in C and assume that the boundary
value function f for h is piecewise constant (with finitely many discontinuities) and
satisfies

‖ f ‖∞ < λ′ + πχ

2
= λ. (4.6)

These boundary conditions ensure that we can draw a counterflow line from the bottom
to the top of V as well as from the top to the bottom, as illustrated in Fig. 60. In each
case the counterflow line is an SLEκ ′(ρ) process where

∑k
j=1 ρ j,q ∈ (−2, κ ′

2 −2) for
1 ≤ k ≤ |ρq | with q ∈ {L , R}. When the boundary conditions are equal to a constant
a (resp. b) on the left (resp. right) side of V , the counterflow line starting from the
bottom of the strip is an SLEκ ′(ρ1; ρ2) process with

ρ1 = a

λ′
+
(

κ ′

4
− 2

)

and ρ2 = − b

λ′
+
(

κ ′

4
− 2

)

(4.7)

(see Fig. 60). In this case, the restriction (4.6) is equivalent to ρ1, ρ2 ∈ (−2, κ ′
2 − 2).

The counterflow line from the top to the bottom of V is an SLEκ ′(ρ̃1; ρ̃2) where

ρ̃1 = − a

λ′
+
(

κ ′

4
− 2

)

and ρ̃2 = b

λ′
+
(

κ ′

4
− 2

)

. (4.8)

That is, ρ̃i for i = 1, 2 is the reflection of ρi about the κ ′
4 − 2 line and ρ̃1, ρ̃2 ∈

(−2, κ ′
2 −2). These boundary conditions are fully branchable and both the counterflow

line of the field from the top to the bottom and for the counterflow line of the field
from the bottom to the top of V hit both sides of V . We note that the order in which the
two counterflow lines hit points is as described in Fig. 16. Moreover, (4.7) and (4.8)
together imply that Theorem 1.19 follows once we prove Theorem 1.16.

What remains to be shown is the almost sure continuity of space-filling
SLEκ ′(ρ1; ρ2) and that the process is well-defined (i.e., the resulting curve does not
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depend on the choice of countable dense set). Recall that the ordering which defines
space-filling SLEκ ′(ρ1; ρ2) was described in Sect. 1.2.3; see also Fig. 16 as well as
Figs. 60 and 61. By applying a conformal transformation, we may assume without
loss of generality that we are working on a bounded Jordan domain D. We then fix
a countable dense set (zk) of D (where we take z0 = x) and, for each k, let ηL

k
(resp. ηR

k ) be the flow line of h starting from zk with angle π
2 (resp. −π

2 ). For distinct
indices i, j ∈ N, we say that zi comes before z j if zi lies in a connected component
of D\(ηL

j ∪ ηR
j ) part of whose boundary is traced by either the right side of ηL

j or the

left side of ηR
j . For each n ∈ N, the sets ηL

1 ∪ ηR
1 , . . . , ηL

n ∪ ηR
n divide D into n + 1

pockets Pn
0 , . . . , Pn

n . For each 1 ≤ k ≤ n, Pn
k consists of those points in connected

components of D\⋃n
j=1(ηL

j ∪ ηR
j ) part of whose boundary is traced by a non-trivial

segment of either the right side of ηL
k or the left side of ηR

k (see Fig. 61 for an illus-
tration) before either path merges into some ηL

j or ηR
j for j �= k and Pn

0 consists of
those points in D\∪nj=1 Pn

j . For each 0 ≤ k ≤ n, let σn(k) denote the index of the kth
point in {z0, . . . , zn} in the induced order. We then take η′n to be the piecewise linear
path connecting zσn(0), . . . , zσn(n) where the amount of time it takes η′n to travel from
zσn(k) to zσn(k+1) is equal to the area of Pn

σn(k)
. Let dnk be the diameter of Pn

k . Then
to prove that the approximations η′n to space-filling SLEκ ′(ρ1; ρ2) are almost surely
Cauchy with respect to the metric of uniform convergence of paths on the interval
whose length is equal to the area of D, it suffices to show that

max
0≤k≤n d

n
k → 0 as n →∞. (4.9)

Moreover, this implies that the limiting curve is well-defined because if (̃zk) is another
countable dense set and (wk) is the sequence with w2k = zk and w2k+1 = z̃k then
it is clear from (4.9) that the limiting curve associated with (wk) is the same as the
corresponding curve for both (zk) and (̃zk).

For each 1 ≤ k ≤ n and q ∈ {L , R}, we let dn,q
k denote the diameter of η

q
k stopped

at the first time that it either merges with one of η
q
j for 1 ≤ j ≤ n with j �= k or hits

∂D with the appropriate height difference (as described in Fig. 61). We let dn,L
0 (resp.

dn,R
0 ) denote the diameter of the counterclockwise (resp. clockwise) segment of ∂D
starting from y towards x that stops the first time it hits one of the ηL

j (resp. ηR
j ) for

1 ≤ j ≤ n at a point where the path terminates in ∂D. Finally, we define dn+1,Ln and
dn+1,Rn analogously except starting from x with the former segment traveling in the
clockwise direction and the latter counterclockwise direction. Then it follows that

max
0≤k≤n d

n
k ≤ 4 max

0≤k≤n+1 max
q∈{L ,R} d

n,q
k . (4.10)

Consequently, to prove (4.9) it suffices to show that the right side of (4.10) almost
surely converges to 0 as n → ∞. We are going to prove this by first showing that
an analog of this statement holds in the setting of the whole-plane (Proposition 4.14
in Sect. 4.3.1) and then use a series of conditioning arguments to transfer our whole-
plane statements to the setting of a bounded Jordan domain. This approach is similar
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in spirit to our proof of the almost sure continuity of chordal SLEκ ′(ρ) processes given
in [23, Section 7] and is carried out in Sect. 4.3.2. As we mentioned in Remark 4.13,
this approach can be extended to establish the almost sure continuity of the many-
force-point space-filling SLEκ ′(ρL ; ρR) processes by reusing more ideas from [23,
Section 7], though we will not provide a treatment here.

4.3.1 Pocket diameter estimates in the whole-plane

Let h be a whole-plane GFF viewed as a distribution defined up to a global multiple
of 2πχ . We will now work towards proving an analog of the statement that the right
side of (4.10) converges to 0 as n → ∞ which holds for the flow lines of h started
in a fine grid of points. Specifically, we fix ε > 0 and let Dε be the grid of points in
εZ2 which are entirely contained in [−2, 2]2. For each z ∈ C, let ηz be the flow line
of h starting from z. Fix K ≥ 5; we will eventually take K to be large (though not
changing with ε). Fix z0 ∈ [−1, 1]2 and let η = ηz0 . For each z ∈ C and n ∈ N, let
τ nz be the first time that ηz leaves B(z0, Knε). Note that τ nz = 0 if z /∈ B(z0, Knε).
Let τ n = τ nz0 .

Proposition 4.14 There exists constants C > 0 and K0 ≥ 5 such that for every
K ≥ K0 and n ∈ N with n ≤ (K ε)−1 the following is true. The probability that
η|[0,τ n ] does not merge with any of ηz |[0,τ nz ] for z ∈ Dε ∩ B(z0, Knε) is at most e−Cn.

For each n ∈ N, we let wn ∈ Dε\B(z0, (Kn + 1)ε) be a point such that |η(τ n)−
wn| ≤ 2ε (where we break ties according to some fixed but unspecified convention).
Let θ0 = λ− π

2 χ = λ′, i.e., half of the critical angle. By Theorem 1.7, a flow line with
angle θ0 almost surely hits a flow line of zero angle started at the same point on its left
side. For each n ∈ N, let γn be the flow line of h starting from η(τ n) with angle θ0
and let σ n be the first time that γn leaves B(z0, (Kn + 4)ε). Let Fn be the σ -algebra
generated by η|[0,τ n ] as well as γi |[0,σ i ] for i = 1, . . . , n− 1. Let En be the event that
An = η([0, τ n+1])∪γn([0, σ n]) separateswn from∞ and that the harmonic measure
of the left side of η([0, τ n+1]) as seen from wn in the connected component Pn of
C\An which contains wn is at least 1

4 . See Fig. 62 for an illustration of the setup as
well as the event En . We will make use of the following lemma in order to show that
it is exponentially unlikely that fewer than a linear number of the events En occur for
1 ≤ n ≤ (K ε)−1.

Lemma 4.15 Fix x L ≤ 0 ≤ x R and ρL , ρR > −2. Suppose that h is a GFF on H
with boundary data so that its flow line η starting from 0 is an SLEκ(ρL ; ρR) process
with κ ∈ (0, 4) and force points located at x L , x R. Fix θ > 0 such that the flow line
ηθ of h starting from 0 with angle θ > 0 almost surely does not hit the continuation
threshold and almost surely intersects η. Let τ (resp. τθ ) be the first time that η (resp.
ηθ ) leaves B(0, 2). Let E be the event that A = η([0, τ ]) ∪ ηθ ([0, τθ ]) separates i
from∞ and that the harmonic measure of the left side of η as seen from i in H\A is
at least 1

4 . There exists p0 > 0 depending only on κ , ρL , ρR, and θ (but not x L and
x R) such that P[E] ≥ p0.
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η

γn−2

γn−1 ψ

wn

η(τn)

η(τn−2)

η(τn−1) i=ψ(wn)ψ(γn)

ψ(η|[τn,∞))

0=ψ(η(τn))

ψ(∂B(z0, (Kn+4) ))
ψ(∞)∂B(z0, (Kn+4) )

∂B(z0, (K(n−1)+4) )

ψ(∂B(z0, (K(n−1)+4) ))

ψ(∂B(z0, (K(n−1)+4) ))

Fig. 62 Setup for the proof of Lemma 4.16. The right panel illustrates the event En

Proof That P[E] > 0 for a fixed choice of x L ≤ 0 ≤ x R follows from the analogies
of Lemmas 3.8 and 3.9 which are applicable for boundary emanating flow lines.
That P[E] is uniformly positive for all x L ∈ [−4, 0−] and x R ∈ [0+, 4] follows
since the law of an SLEκ(ρ) process is continuous in the location of its force points
[23, Section 2]. When either x L /∈ [−4, 0−] or x R /∈ [0+, 4], we can use absolute
continuity to compare to the case that either ρL = 0, ρR = 0, or both. Indeed, suppose
for example that x L < −4 and x R > 4. Let f be the function which is harmonic inH
and whose boundary values are given by

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

λρL in (−∞, x L ],
0 in (x L , x R], and

−λρR in (x R,∞).

Then h+ f is a GFF onH whose boundary values are−λ (resp. λ) on (−∞, 0) (resp.
(0,∞)) so that its flow line starting from 0 is an ordinary SLEκ process. Moreover, if
g ∈ C∞ with g|B(0,2) ≡ 1 and g|C\B(0,3) ≡ 0 then ‖ f g‖∇ is uniformly bounded in
x L < −4 and x R > 4 and the flow line of h+ f g stopped upon exiting B(0, 2) is equal
to the corresponding flow line of h + f . Therefore the claim that we get a uniform
lower bound on P[E] as x L < −4 and x R > 4 vary follows from [23, Remark 3.5].
The other possibilities follow from a similar argument. ��
Lemma 4.16 There exists constants K0 ≥ 5 and p1 > 0 such that for every n ∈ N
and K ≥ K0 we have

P[En|Fn−1] ≥ p1.

Proof Let ψ be the conformal map which takes the unbounded connected component
U of C\(η([0, τ n]) ∪⋃n−1

j=1 γ j ([0, σ j ])) to H with ψ(η(τ n)) = 0 and ψ(wn) = i .
The Beurling estimate [13, Theorem 3.69] and the conformal invariance of Brownian
motion together imply that if we take K ≥ 5 sufficiently large then the images of
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∪n−1j=1γ j ([0, σ j ]) and∞ under ψ lie outside of B(0, 100). Consequently, the law of
˜h = h ◦ ψ−1 − χ arg(ψ−1)′ restricted to B(0, 50) is mutually absolutely continuous
with respect to the law of a GFF on H restricted to B(0, 50) whose boundary data
is chosen so that its flow line starting from 0 is a chordal SLEκ(2 − κ) process with
a single force point located at the image under ψ of the most recent intersection of
η|[0,τ n ] with itself (or just a chordal SLEκ process if there is no such self-intersection
point which lies in ψ−1(B(0, 50))). The result then follows from Lemma 4.15 (and
the argument at the end of the proof of Lemma 4.15 implies that we get a lower bound
which is uniform in the location of the images ψ(γ j )). ��

On En , let Fn be the event that ηwn merges with η upon exiting Pn . LetF = σ(Fn :
n ∈ N).

Lemma 4.17 There exists p2 > 0 and K0 ≥ 5 such that for every K ≥ K0 and n ∈ N
we have

P[Fn|F]1En ≥ p21En .

Proof This follows from Lemma 3.10 as well as by the absolute continuity argument
given in the proof of Lemma 4.15. ��
Proof of Proposition 4.14 Assume that K0 has been chosen sufficiently large so that
Lemmas 4.16 and 4.17 both apply. Lemma 4.16 implies that it is exponentially unlikely
that we have fewer than 1

2 p1n of the events E j occur and Lemma 4.17 implies that it
is exponentially unlikely that we have fewer than a 1

2 p2 fraction of these in which Fj

occurs. ��

4.3.2 Conditioning arguments

In this section, we will reduce the continuity of space-filling SLEκ ′(ρ1; ρ2) processes
to the statement given in Proposition 4.14 thus completing the proof of Theorem 4.12.
The first step is the following lemma.

Lemma 4.18 Suppose that h is a whole-plane GFF viewed as a distribution defined
up to a global multiple of 2πχ . Fix z, w ∈ (−1, 1)2 distinct. Let ηL

z (resp. ηR
z ) be the

flow line of h starting from z with angle π
2 (resp.−π

2 ) and define ηL
w, ηR

w analogously.
Then the probability that the pocket P formed by these flow lines (as described in
Fig. 63) is contained in [−1, 1]2 is positive.
Proof This follows by first applying Lemma 3.8 and then applying Lemma 3.9 three
times. See also the argument of Lemma 3.10. ��
Proof of Theorem 4.12 We are going to prove the almost sure continuity of space-
filling SLEκ ′(ρ1; ρ2) in three steps. In particular, we will first establish the result for
ρ1, ρ2 = κ ′

2 − 4, then extend to the case that ρ1, ρ2 ∈ (−2, κ ′
2 − 4], and then finally

extend to the most general case that ρ1, ρ2 ∈ (−2, κ ′
2 − 2).
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ψ

0
−λ +πχ λ −πχλ −λ

x0

y0

P

xL xR

−λ + π
2χ λ − π

2χ

−λ λ

Fig. 63 Suppose that h is a whole-plane GFF viewed as a distribution defined up to a global multiple
of 2πχ . Fix z, w ∈ C distinct and let ηLu (resp. ηRu ) be the flow line of h starting from u with angle π

2
(resp. −π

2 ) for u ∈ {z, w}. By Theorems 1.7 and 1.9, the flow lines η
q
u for u ∈ {z, w} and q ∈ {L , R}

form a pocket P , as illustrated above. (It need not be true that z, w ∈ ∂P .) The boundary data for the
conditional law of h in P is as shown, up to a global additive constant in 2πχZ. (The λ′ and −λ′ on the
bottom of the figure indicate the heights along the horizontal segments of ηLw and ηRw , respectively.) The
opening (resp. closing) point of P is the first point on ∂P traced by the right (resp. left) side of one of ηLu for
u ∈ {z, w}, as indicated by x0 (resp. y0) in the illustration. These points can be defined similarly in terms
of ηRu for u ∈ {z, w}. We also note that, in general, ηqz for q ∈ {L , R} may have to wind around z several
times after first hitting η

q
w before the paths merge. Let ψ : P → H be a conformal map with ψ(x0) = 0

and ψ(y0) = ∞. Then the counterflow line of the GFF h ◦ ψ−1 − χ arg(ψ−1)′ in H from 0 to∞ is an

SLEκ ′ ( κ ′
2 − 4; κ ′

2 − 4) process where the force points xL and x R are located at the images under ψ of the

points where ηLz , ηLw and ηRz , ηRw merge, respectively

Step 1. ρ1 = ρ2 = κ ′
2 −4. Let h be awhole-plane GFF viewed as a distribution defined

up to a global multiple of 2πχ . Fix z, w ∈ (−1, 1)2 distinct and let P be the pocket
formed by the flow lines of h with angles π

2 and −π
2 starting from z, w, as described

in Lemma 4.18 (the particular choice is not important). Let ψ be a conformal map
which takes P to D with the opening (resp. closing) point of P taken to −i (resp. i).
Note that˜h = h ◦ψ−1−χ arg(ψ−1)′ is a GFF onDwhose boundary data is such that
its counterflow line starting from −i is an SLEκ ′(

κ ′
2 − 4; κ ′

2 − 4) process with force
points located at the images x L , x R of the points where ηL

z , ηL
w and ηR

z , ηR
w merge; see

Fig. 62. Note that x L (resp. x R) is contained in the clockwise (resp. counterclockwise)
segment of ∂D from −i to i .

Proposition 4.14 and a union bound implies that the following is true. The maximal
diameter of those flow lines started in [−1, 1]2∩(εZ)2 with angles π

2 and−π
2 stopped

upon merging with a flow line of the same angle started in [−2, 2]2 ∩ (εZ)2 goes to
zero almost surely as ε → 0. Consequently, conditionally on the positive probability
event that P ⊆ [−1, 1]2, the maximal diameter of the pockets formed by the flow
lines with angles π

2 and−π
2 starting from the points inψ(Dε) tends to zero with (con-

ditional) probability one. Indeed, this follows because we have shown that the right
side of (4.10) tends to zero with (conditional) probability one. This implies that there
exists x L (resp. x R) in the clockwise (resp. counterclockwise) segment of ∂D from−i
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−λ −(12π+θL)χ λ +(12π−θR)χ

ba

ψ

0
a+ 1

2 b− 1
2−λ −(12π+θL)χ λ +(12π−θR)χ

ηL ηR

−1 1

xL xR

πχπχ

Fig. 64 Suppose that h is a GFF on V = [−1, 1] × R with boundary conditions given by a constant a
(resp. b) on the left (resp. right) side of ∂V . Then h is compatible with a coupling with a space-filling
SLEκ ′ (ρ1; ρ2) process η′ from the bottom to the top of V with ρ1, ρ2 determined by a, b as in (4.7). Taking

a, b so that ρ1 = ρ2 = κ ′
2 − 4 we have that η′ is almost surely continuous by Step 1 in the proof of

Theorem 4.12. By conditioning on flow lines ηL , ηR of angles θ L , θ R starting from−1, 1, respectively, we
can deduce the almost sure continuity of space-filling SLEκ ′ (ρ1; ρ2) processes for ρ1, ρ2 ∈ (−2, κ ′

2 − 4]
provided we choose θ L , θ R appropriately. Since the time-reversal of a space-filling SLEκ ′ (ρ1; ρ2) process
is a space-filling SLEκ ′ (ρ̃1; ρ̃2) process where ρ̃i is the reflection of ρi about the

κ ′
4 − 2 line, we get the

almost sure continuity when ρ1, ρ2 ∈ [0, κ ′
2 − 2). By using this argument a second time except with a, b

chosen so that the corresponding space-filling SLEκ ′ (ρ̂1; ρ̂2) process has weights ρ̂i = max(ρi , 0), we get

the almost sure continuity for all ρ1, ρ2 ∈ (−2, κ ′
2 − 2)

to i and a countable, dense set D of D such that space-filling SLEκ ′(
κ ′
2 − 4; κ ′

2 − 4)
in D from −i to i with force points located at x L , x R ∈ ∂D generated from flow lines
starting at points inD is almost surely continuous. Once we have shown the continuity
for one fixed choice of countable dense set, it follows for all countable dense sets by
the merging arguments of Sect. 3. (Recall, in particular, Lemma 3.11.) Moreover, we
can in fact take x L = (−i)− and x R = (−i)+ by further conditioning on the flow
lines of ˜h starting from x L and x R with angle − 3π

2 and 3π
2 , respectively, which are

reflected towards −i and then restricting the path to the complementary component
which contains i ; see also Fig. 64. (Equivalently, in the setting of Fig. 63, we can
reflect the flow lines ηL

z and ηR
z towards the opening point of the pocket P .)

Step 2. ρ1, ρ2 ∈ (−2, κ ′
2 − 4]. Suppose that h is a GFF on V as in Fig. 64 where we

take the boundary conditions to be a = 1
4λ
′(κ ′ − 8) and b = − 1

4λ
′(κ ′ − 8) = −a.

By (4.7), h is compatible with a coupling with a space-filling SLEκ ′(
κ ′
2 − 4; κ ′

2 − 4)
process η′ from −∞ to +∞. Let ηL (resp. ηR) be the flow line of h starting from −1
(resp. 1) with angle θ L ∈ (− 3π

2 ,−π
2 ) (resp. θ R ∈ (π

2 , 3π
2 )). Note that as θ L ↓ − 3π

2 ,
ηL converges to the half-infinite vertical line starting starting from −1 to −∞ and
that when θ L ↑ −π

2 , ηL “merges” with the right side of ∂V . The angles 3π
2 and π

2
have analogous interpretations for θ R . LetU be the unbounded connected component
of V\(ηL ∪ ηR) whose boundary contains +∞ and let ψ : U → H be a conformal
map which takes the first intersection point of ηL and ηR to 0 and sends +∞ to
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∞. Then ψ(η′) is a space-filling SLEκ ′(ρ1,L , ρ2,L ; ρ1,R, ρ2,R) process in H (recall
Remark 4.13) where

ρ1,L =
(

κ ′

2
− 2

)(

−1

2
− θ L

π

)

− 2, ρ1,L + ρ2,L = κ ′

2
− 4,

ρ1,R =
(

κ ′

2
− 2

)(

−1

2
+ θ R

π

)

− 2, ρ1,R + ρ2,R = κ ′

2
− 4.

Moreover, the force points associated with ρ1,L and ρ1,R are immediately to the left
and to the right of the initial point of the path. For each r > 0, letψr = rψ . Fix R > 0.
Since the law of h ◦ ψ−1r − χ arg(ψ−1r )′ restricted to B(0, R) ∩H converges in total
variation as r →∞ to the law of a GFF onHwhose boundary conditions are compat-
ible with a coupling with space-filling SLEκ ′(ρ1,L ; ρ1,R) process, also restricted to
B(0, R), we get the almost sure continuity of the latter process stopped the first time
it exits B(0, R). By adjusting the angles θ L and θ R , we can take ρ1,L , ρ1,R to be any
pair of values in (−2, κ ′

2 − 4]. This proves the almost sure continuity of space-filling

SLEκ ′(ρ1; ρ2) for ρ1, ρ2 ∈ (−2, κ ′
2 − 4] from 0 to ∞ in H stopped upon exiting

∂B(0, R) for each R > 0. To complete the proof of this step, we just need to show
that if η′ is a space-filling SLEκ ′(ρ1; ρ2) process with ρ1, ρ2 ∈ (−2, κ ′

2 − 4] then η′ is
almost surely transient: that is, limt→∞ η′(t) = ∞ almost surely. This can be seen by
observing that, almost surely, infinitelymany of the flow line pairs Ak starting from 2ki
for k ∈ Nwith angles π

2 and−π
2 stay inside of the annulus B(0, 2k+1)\B(0, 2k−1) (the

range of η′ after hitting 2ki is almost surely contained in the closure of the unbounded
connected component of H\Ak). Indeed, this follows from Lemma 3.9 and that the
total variation distance between the law of h|H\B(0,s) given A1, . . . , Ak and that of
h|H\B(0,s) (unconditionally) converges to zero when k is fixed and s →∞. (See the
proof of Lemma 3.29 for a similar argument.)

Step 3. ρ1, ρ2 ∈ (−2, κ ′
2 − 2). By time-reversal, Step 2 implies the almost sure

continuity of space-filling SLEκ ′(ρ̃1; ρ̃2)where ρ̃i is the reflection of ρi ∈ (−2, κ ′
2 −4]

about the κ ′
4 − 2 line. In particular, we have the almost sure continuity of space-filling

SLEκ ′(ρ1; ρ2) for all ρ1, ρ2 ∈ [0, κ ′
2 − 2). We are now going to complete the proof

by repeating the argument of Step 2. Fix ρ1, ρ2 ∈ (−2, κ ′
2 − 2). Suppose that ̂h is a

GFF on V whose boundary conditions are chosen so that the associated space-filling
SLEκ ′(ρ̂1; ρ̂2) process η′ from −∞ to +∞ satisfies ρ̂i ≥ max(ρi , 0) for i = 1, 2.
Explicitly, this means that the boundary data for̂h is equal to some constant â (resp.
̂b) on the left (resp. right) side of V with

â = λ′
(

ρ̂1 −
(

κ ′

4
− 2

))

and ̂b = λ′
(

−ρ̂2 +
(

κ ′

4
− 2

))

.

We let η̂L (resp. η̂R) be the flow line of h starting from −1 (resp. 1) with angle
θ L ∈ (−(λ′ + â)/χ −π,−π

2 ) (resp. θ R ∈ (π
2 , (λ′ −̂b)/χ)+π ). The range of angles

is such that the flow line ηL (resp. ηR) is almost surely defined and terminates upon
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hitting the right (resp. left) side of ∂V or−∞. In particular, neither path tends to+∞.
The conditional law of the space-filling SLEκ ′(ρ̂1; ρ̂2) process η̂′ associated witĥh in
the unbounded connected component of V\(̂ηL ∪ η̂R) with +∞ on its boundary is a
space-filling SLEκ ′(ρ1,L , ρ2,L ; ρ1,R, ρ2,R) process with

ρ1,L =
(

κ ′

2
− 2

)(

−1

2
− θ L

π

)

− 2, ρ1,L + ρ2,L = ρ̂1,

ρ1,R =
(

κ ′

2
− 2

)(

−1

2
+ θ R

π

)

− 2, ρ1,R + ρ2,R = ρ̂2.

In particular, when θ L (resp. θ R) takes on itsminimal (resp.maximal) value,ρ1,L = ρ̂1
(resp. ρ1,R = ρ̂2). When θ L (resp. θ R) takes on its maximal (resp. minimal) value,
ρ1,L = −2 (resp. ρ1,R = −2). By adjusting θ L and θ R (as in Step 2), we can arrange
it so that ρ1,L = ρ1 and ρ1,R = ρ2. The proof is completed by using the scaling and
transience argument at the end of Step 2. ��

5 Whole-plane time-reversal symmetries

In this section we will prove Theorem 1.20. The proof is based on related arguments
that appeared in [24, Section 4]. In [24, Section 4], the authors considered a pair of
chordal flow lines η1 and η2 in a domain D. The starting and ending points for the ηi
are the same but the paths have different angles. It was observed that when η1 is given,
the conditional law of η2 is that of a certain type of SLEκ(ρ) process in the appropriate
component of D\η1. A similar statement holds with the roles of η1 and η2 reversed.
It is proved in [24] that these conditional laws (of one ηi given the other) actually
determine the overall joint law of the pair (η1, η2). We will derive Theorem 1.20 as a
consequence of the following analog of the result from [24, Section 4]. (Note that the
first half is just a restatement of Theorems 1.11 and 1.12. The uniqueness statement
in the final sentence is the new part.)

Theorem 5.1 Suppose that h is a whole-plane GFF, α > −χ , β ∈ R, and let hαβ =
h − α arg(·) − β log | · |, viewed as a distribution defined up to a global multiple of
2π(χ + α). Fix θ ∈ (0, 2π(1 + α/χ)). Let η1 (resp. η2) be the flow line of hαβ with
angle 0 (resp. θ ) starting from 0. Let μαβ be the joint law of the pair (η1, η2) defined
in this way. The pair (η1, η2) has the following properties:

(i) Almost surely, η1 and η2 have liftings to the universal cover of C\{0} that are
simple curves which do not cross each other (though, depending on α and θ , they
may intersect each other). Moreover, almost surely neither curve traces the other
(i.e., neither curve intersects the other for any entire open interval of time).

(ii) The ηi are transient: limt→∞ ηi (t) = ∞ almost surely.
(iii) Given η2, the conditional law of the portion of η1 intersecting each component S

of C\η2 is given by an independent chordal SLEκ(ρ1; ρ2) process in S (starting
at the first point of ∂S hit by η2 and ending at the last point of ∂S hit by η2) with

ρ1 = θχ

λ
− 2 and ρ2 = (2π − θ)χ + 2πα

λ
− 2. (5.1)
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A symmetric statement holds with the roles of η1 and η2 reversed.

Every probability measureμ on path pairs (η1, η2) satisfying (i)–(iii) can be expressed
uniquely as

μ =
∫

R
μαβdν(β) (5.2)

where ν is a probability measure on R.

As we will explain in Sect. 5.3, Theorem 1.20 is almost an immediate consequence
of Theorem 5.1. The goal of the rest of this section is to prove Theorem 5.1. The
most obvious approach would be as follows: imagine that we fix some given initial
pair (η1, η2). Then “resample” η1 from the conditional law given η2. Then “resample”
η2 from its conditional law given η1. Repeat this procedure indefinitely, and show
that regardless of the initial values of (η1, η2), the law of the pair of paths after n
resamplings “mixes”, i.e., converges to some stationary distribution, as n →∞.

And indeed, the proof of the analogous result in [24, Section 4] is based on this idea.
Through a series of arguments, it was shown to be sufficient to consider the mixing
problem in a slightly modified context in which the endpoints of η1 were near to but
distinct from the endpoints of η2. The crucial step in solving the modified mixing
problem was to show that if we consider an arbitrary initial pair (η1, η2) and a distinct
pair (̃η1, η̃2), then we can always couple together the resampling procedures so that
after a finite number of resamplings, there is a positive probability that the two pairs
are the same.

In this section, wewill extend the bi-chordal mixing arguments from [24, Section 4]
to a whole-plane setting. In the whole-plane setting, we consider a pair (η1, η2) of flow
lines from 0 to∞ in C of different angles of hαβ = h − α arg(·)− β log | · |, viewed
as a distribution defined up to a global multiple of 2π(χ +α), starting from the origin
with given values of α > −χ and β ∈ R, as described in Theorem 5.1. We will show
that these paths are characterized (up to the β term) by the nature of the conditional
law of one of the ηi given the other (in addition to some mild technical assumptions).
Since this form of the conditional law of one path given the other has time-reversal
symmetry (i.e., is symmetric under a conformal inversion of C that swaps 0 and
∞), this characterization will imply that the joint law of (η1, η2) has time-reversal
symmetry. (The fact that this characterization implies time-reversal symmetry was
already observed in [24].)

The readerwho has not done sowill probablywant to read (or at least look over) [24,
Section 4] before reading this section. Some of the bi-chordalmixing arguments in [24,
Section 4] carry through to the current setting with little modification. However, there
are some topological complications arising from the fact that paths can wind around
and hit themselves and each other in complicated ways. Section 5.1 will derive the
topological results needed to push through the arguments in [24]. Also, [24, Section 4]
is able to reduce the problem to a situation in which the starting and ending points of η1
and η2 are distinct—the reduction involves first fixing η1 and η2 up to some stopping
time and then fixing a segment η′ of a counterflow line starting from the terminal point,
so that η1 and η2 exit D\η′ at different places. This is a little more complicated in the
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current setting, because drawing a counterflow line from infinity may not be possible
in the usual sense (if the angle 2π(1 + α/χ) is too small) and one has to keep track
of the effect of the height changes after successive windings around the origin, due
to the argument singularity. Section 5.2 will provide an alternative construction that
works in this setting.

The constructions and figures in this sectionmay seem complicated, but they should
be understood as our attempt to give the simplest (or at least one reasonably simple)
answer to the following question: “What modifications are necessary and natural for
extending the methods of [24, Section 4] to the context of Theorem 5.1?”

5.1 Untangling path ensembles in an annulus

In order to get the mixing argument to work, we need to show that the relevant space
of paths is in some sense connected. The difficulty which is present in the setting we
consider here in contrast to that of [24, Section 4] is the paths may wrap around the
origin and intersect themselves and each other many times.

Fix a closed annulus A with distinct points x1, . . . , xk (ordered counterclockwise)
in the interior annulus boundary and distinct points y1, . . . , yk (ordered counterclock-
wise) on the exterior annulus boundary and an integer �. Define an (k, �,m)-tangle
(as illustrated in Fig. 65) to be a collection of k distinct continuous curves γ1, . . . , γk
in A such that

1. Each γi : [0, 1] → A starts at xi and ends at yi .
2. The lifting of each γi to the universal cover of A is a simple curve (i.e., a continuous

path that does not intersect itself).
3. The (necessarily closed) set of times t for which γi intersects another curve (or

intersects its own past/future) is a set with empty interior and no γi crosses itself
or any distinct γ j .

x3

x2
x1

y2

y1

y3

x3

x2
x1

y2

y1

y3

multiplicity 4

multiplicity 3

multiplicity 3
on boundary

multiplicity 2

Fig. 65 A (3,−1, 1)-tangle (left) and a (3,−1, 4)-tangle (right). The (3,−1, 4)-tangle has several points
of higher multiplicity (shown as gold dots), including a point of multiplicity 4 in the interior of the annulus
A and a point of multiplicity 3 on the boundary ∂A (color figure online)
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4. The lifting of γ1 to the universal cover of A winds around the interior annu-
lus boundary a net � times (rounded down to the nearest integer). This fixes a
homotopy class for γ1 (and by extension for all of the γ j ).

5. Every a ∈ A hasmultiplicity at mostm, where themultiplicity of a is the number
of pairs (i, t) for which γi (t) = a.

6. Each a ∈ ∂A has multiplicity at mostm− 1 and no path hits one of the endpoints
of another path.

Let Gk,�,m be the graph whose vertex set is the set of all (k, �,m)-tangles and in
which two (k, �,m)-tangles (γ1, . . . , γk) and (η1, . . . , ηk) are adjacent if and only if
for some i we have

1. γ j = η j (up to monotone reparameterization) for all j �= i
2. There is one component C of

A\ ∪ j �=i γ j ([0, 1])
and a pair of times s, t ∈ [0, 1] (after monotone reparameterization if necessary)
such that γi (s) = ηi (s) ∈ C , γi (t) = ηi (t) ∈ C , and γi and ηi agree outside of
(s, t).

Lemma 5.2 The graph Gk,�,m is connected. In other words, we can get from any
(k, �,m)-tangle (γ1, . . . , γk) to any other (k, �,m)-tangle (η1, . . . , ηk) by finitely
many steps in Gk,�,m.

Proof We will first argue that regardless of the value of m, we can get from any
(k, �,m)-tangle to some (k, �, 1)-tangle in finitely many steps. We refer to the con-
nected components of A\ ∪kj=1 γ j ([0, 1]) as pockets and observe that for topological
reasons the boundary of each pocket is comprised of at most two path segments (and
perhaps parts of the boundary of A). The (at most two) endpoints of the pocket are
those points common to these two segments. Boundary points of a pocket that are not
endpoints are called interior boundary points of the pocket.

For every multiplicity m point a, we can find a small neighborhood Ua of a whose
pre-image in {1, 2, . . . , k} × [0, 1] consists of m disjoint open intervals. The images
of these segments in A are simple path segments that do not cross each other, and
that all come together at a. The leftmost such segment is part of the right boundary of
a single pocket PL

a and the rightmost such segment is part of the left boundary of a
single pocket PR

a , as illustrated in Fig. 66.
We now claim that at most finitely many pockets have a multiplicity-m bound-

ary point that is not one of the two endpoints of the pocket. If there were infinitely
many such pockets, then (by compactness of A) we could find a sequence a1, a2, . . .
of corresponding multiplicity m points (each a non-endpoint boundary of a different
pocket) converging to a point a ∈ A. Clearly a has multiplicity at least m so it must
be an interior point in A and we can construct the neighborhood Ua containing a as
described above; but the only two pockets within this neighborhood that can have
interior multiplicity-m boundary points are the pockets PL

a and PR
a , as illustrated in

Fig. 66. Since only two pockets intersecting Ua have multiplicity-m interior bound-
ary points, there cannot be an infinite sequence of such pockets intersecting Ua and
converging to a, so we have established a contradiction and verified the claim.
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a

Ua

PL
a

PR
a

Fig. 66 A portion of an m-tangle (with m = 5) is shown above. The interior point a has multiplicity five.
The neighborhoodUa (boundary shownwith dotted lines) contains five intersecting directed path segments,
all of which pass through a. The pocket left of this bundle of path segments is denoted PL

a , while the pocket
right of this bundle of path segments is denoted PR

a . (Note that in general it is possible to have PL
a = PR

a .)
There may be infinitely many pockets contained in Ua . Indeed, it is possible that there are infinitely many
small pockets in every neighborhood of a. However, PL

a and PR
a are the only pockets that lie either left of

all or right of all 5 path segments through Ua that pass through a. This implies that PL
a and PR

a are the
only pockets that have interior boundary points (within Ua ) of multiplicity m = 5

Now, within each pocket, we can move the left or right boundary away (getting rid
of all multiplicity m points on its boundary) in single step without introducing any
new multiplicity m points. Repeating this for each of the pockets with multiplicity m
boundary points allows us to remove all multiplicity m points in finitely many steps.

A similar procedure allows us to remove any multiplicity m − 1 boundary points
from the boundary of A. (A multiplicity m − 1 boundary point on ∂A is essentially
a multiplicity m boundary point if we interpret a boundary arc of ∂A as one of the
paths. Every such point is on the interior boundary of exactly one pocket and the same
argument as above shows that there are only finitely pockets with interior.)

We have now shown that we can move from any (k, �,m)-tangle to an (k, �,m −
1)-tangle in finitelymany steps. Repeating this procedure allows us to get to a (k, �, 1)-
tangle in finitely many steps. In a (k, �, 1)-tangle all of the k paths are disjoint and
they intersect ∂A only at their endpoints. For the remainder of the proof, it suffices
to show that one can get from any (k, �, 1)-tangle (γ1, . . . , γk) to any other (k, �, 1)-
tangle (η1, . . . , ηk) with finitely many steps in Gk,�,1. It is easy to see that one can
continuously deform γ1 to η1 since the two are homotopically equivalent. Similarly
one can continuously deform all of A in such a way that γ1 gets deformed to η1
and the other paths get mapped to continuous paths. One can then fix the first path
and deform the domain to take the second path to η2, and so forth. Ultimately we
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−λ +2π(χ+α) λ +2π(χ+α)

η

−λ λ

L

−λ λ

−λ +2πα λ +2πα

−λ +2πχ λ +2πχ

Branch cut for arg

−a−λ −a+λ

Fig. 67 Suppose that hαβ = h − α arg(·) − β log | · |, viewed as a distribution defined up to a global
multiple of 2π(χ +α), where h is a whole-plane GFF. The blue and red paths are flow lines of hαβ starting
from the origin with angles 0 and a/χ , respectively (recall Fig. 10) (color figure online)

obtain a continuous deformation of (γ1, . . . , γk) to (η1, . . . , ηk) within the space of
(k, �, 1)-tangles. By compactness, theminimal distance that one path gets fromanother
during this deformation is greater than some δ > 0. We can now write the continuous
deformation as a finite sequence of steps such that each path moves by at most δ/2
(in Hausdorff distance) during each step. Thus we can move the paths one at a time
through these steps without their interfering with each other. Repeating this for each
step, we can get from (γ1, . . . , γk) to (η1, . . . , ηk)with finitely many moves in Gk,�,1.

��

5.2 Bi-chordal annulus mixing

In this section, we will complete the proof of Theorem 5.1. Throughout, we shall
assume that η1, η2 are paths satisfying (i)–(iii) of Theorem 5.1. In order to get the
argument of [24, Section 4] to work, we will need to condition on an initial segment
of each of η1 and η2 as well as some additional paths which start far from 0. This
conditioning serves to separate the initial and terminal points of η1 and η2. The idea
is to imagine that η1, η2 are coupled with an ambient GFF h on C, as illustrated in
Fig. 67. We then pick some point z which is far away from zero and draw flow lines
γ1, γ2 of h starting from z where the angle of γ1 is chosen uniformly from [0, 2π)

(recall Remark 1.5) and γ2 points in the opposite direction of γ1, i.e. the angle of γ2
is π relative to that of γ1 (see Fig. 68). Conditioning on γ1 and γ2 as well as initial
segments of η1 and η2 then puts us into the setting of Sect. 5.1.

We cannot carry this out directly because a priori (assuming only the setup of the
second part of Theorem 5.1) we do not have a coupling of η1, η2 with a GFF on C.
We circumvent this difficulty as follows. Conditioned on the pair η = (η1, η2), we
let h be an instance of the GFF on C\(η1 ∪ η2). We let h have α-flow line boundary
conditions on η1 and η2 where the value of α and the angles on each are determined so
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−b−λz

Branch cut for arg

−b−λ

−b+λ

−b+λ

Fig. 68 The purpose of this figure is to motivate the construction for the bi-chordal mixing argument used
to prove Theorem 5.1. Red and blue paths are as in Fig. 67, except that these paths are stopped at some
positive and finite stopping time. A second pair of orange and green flow lines is drawn starting from a
far away point z: the initial angle of the green path is chosen uniformly at random from [0, 2π), while the
angle of the second is opposite that of the first. Because of the randomness in the green/orange angles, the
conditional law of the green/orange pair, given hαβ , depends only on the choice of hαβ modulo additive
constant (recall Remark 1.5). If we draw the green/orange paths out to∞, then the conditional law of hαβ

in the complementary connected component containing origin is that of a GFF with α-flow line boundary
conditions. The first step in the proof of Theorem 5.1 is to construct paths γ1, γ2 that play the roles of the
green/orange pair, though this will be done indirectly since there is not an ambient GFF defined on all of
C in the setting of the second part of Theorem 5.1 (color figure online)

that if η1, η2 were flow lines of a GFF with an α arg singularity and these angles then
they would have the same resampling property, as in the statement of Theorem 5.1.
(Note that ρ1, ρ2 as in (5.1) determine α and θ .)

We then use the GFF h to determine the law of γ = (γ1, γ2), at least until one hits
η1 or η2. As in Fig. 71, we would ultimately like to continue γ1 and γ2 all the way to
∞. We accomplish this by following the rule that when one of the γi hits one of the
η j , it either reflects off η j or immediately crosses η j , depending on what it would do
if η j were in fact a GFF flow line hit at the same angle (as described in Theorem 1.7).
To describe the construction more precisely, we will first need the following lemma
which serves to rule out the possibility that γi hits one of the η j at a self-intersection
point of η j or at a point in η1 ∩ η2.

Lemma 5.3 Suppose that P is a pocket of C\(η1 ∪ η2). Then the harmonic measure
of each of the sets

(i) the self-intersection of points of each η j ,
(ii) η1 ∩ η2

as seen from any point in P is almost surely zero.

Proof This follows from the resampling property and Lemma 3.22. Indeed, fix z ∈
C\{0} and let P be the pocket ofC\(η1∪η2)which contains z. Then it suffices to show
that the statement of the lemma holds for P since every pocket contains a point with
rational coordinates. Let P1 be pocket ofC\η1 which contains z. Then the resampling
property implies that the conditional law of the segment of η2 which traverses P1 is
that of a chordal SLEκ(ρL ; ρR) process with ρL , ρR > −2. Lemma 3.22 thus implies
that the harmonic measure of the points in ∂P as described in (i) and (ii) which are
contained in the segment traced by η2 is almost surely zero as seen from any point in
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P because these points are in particular contained in the intersection of the restriction
of η2 to P1 with ∂P1. Swapping the roles of η1 and η2 thus implies the lemma. ��

We will now give a precise construction of γ = (γ1, γ2). Recall that h is a GFF
on C\(η1 ∪ η2) with α-flow line boundary conditions with angles and the value of α

determined by the resampling property of η1, η2. For each i = 1, 2 we inductively
define path segments γi,k and stopping times τi,k as follows. We let γi,1 be the flow
line of h starting from z with uniformly chosen angle in [0, 2π(1 + α/χ)). Let τi,1
be the first time that γi,1 hits η1 ∪ η2 with a height difference such that γi,1 would
cross either η1 or η2 at γi,1(τi,1) if the boundary segment were a GFF flow line (recall
Theorem1.7). If there is no such time, thenwe take τi,1 = ∞. On the event {τi,1 <∞},
Lemmas 5.3 and 3.24 imply that γi,1(τi,1) is almost surely not a self-intersection point
of one of the η j ’s and is not in η1 ∩ η2. Suppose that γi,1, . . . , γi,k and τi,1, . . . , τi,k
have been defined. Assume that we are working on the event that the latter are all finite
and γi,k(τi,k) is not a self-intersection point of one of the η j ’s and is not in η1 ∩ η2.
Then γi,k(τi,k) is almost surely contained in the boundary of precisely two pockets
of C\(η1 ∪ η2), say P and Q and the range of γi,k just before time τi,k is contained
in one of the pockets, say P . We then let γi,k+1 be the flow line of h in Q starting
from γi,k(τi,k) with the angle determined by the intersection of γi,k with η1 ∪ η2 at
time τi,k . We also let τi,k+1 be the first time that γi,k+1 intersects η1 ∪ η2 at a height at
which it can cross. If γi,k+1 does not intersect η1∪η2 with such a height difference, we
take τi,k+1 = ∞. On {τi,k+1 < ∞}, Lemmas 5.3 and 3.24 imply that γi,k+1(τi,k+1)
is almost surely not contained in either a self-intersection point of one of the η j ’s or
η1 ∩ η2.

Let k0 be the first index k such that τi,k0 = ∞ and let P be the connected component
of C\(η1 ∪ η2) whose closure contains ηi,k0 . Let x (resp. y) be the first (resp. last)
point of ∂P drawn by η1, η2 as they trace ∂P . Then γi,k0 terminates in P at y. We
then take γi,k0+1 to be the concatenation of the flow lines of h with the appropriate
angle in the pockets ofC\(η1∪η2) which lie after P in their natural ordering; we will
show in Lemma 5.4 that this yields an almost surely continuous path. Finally, we let
γ be the concatenation of γi,1, . . . , γi,k0+1. As in the case of flow lines defined using
a GFF on all of C, it is not hard to see that each γi almost surely crosses each η j at
most finitely many times (recall Theorem 1.9):

Lemma 5.4 Each γi as defined above is an almost surely continuous path which
crosses each η j at most finitely many times after which it visits the connected compo-
nents ofC\(η1∪η2)according to their natural order, i.e. the order that their boundaries
are drawn by η1 and η2. Similarly, each γi crosses any given flow line of h at most a
finite number of times.

Proof The assertion regarding the number of times that the γi cross the η j or any
given flow line of h is immediate from the construction and the same argument used to
prove Theorem 1.9. To see that γi is continuous, we note that we can write γi as a local
uniform limit of curves as follows. Fix T > 0. For each n ∈ N, we note that there are
only a finite number of bounded connected components ofC\(η1([0, T ])∪η2([0, T ]))
whose diameter is at least 1

n by the continuity of η1, η2. We thus let γi,n,T be the
concatenation of γi,1, . . . , γi,k0 along with the segments of γi,k0+1 which traverse
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bounded pockets of C\(η1([0, T ]) ∪ η2([0, T ])) whose diameter is at least 1
n and

the segments which traverse pockets of diameter less than 1
n are replaced by the

part of η1 which traces the side of the pocket that it visits first. Then γi,n,T is a
continuous path since it can be thought of as concatenating a finite collection of
continuous paths with the path which arises by taking η1 and then replacing a finite
collection of disjoint time intervals [s1, t1], . . . , [sk, tk] with other continuous paths
which connect η1(si ) to η1(ti ). Moreover, it is immediate from the definition that the
sequence (γi,n,T : n ∈ N) is Cauchy in the space of continuous paths [0, 1] → C
definedmodulo reparameterizationwith respect to the L∞metric. Thereforeγi stopped
upon entering the unbounded connected component of C\(η1([0, T ])∪ η2([0, T ])) is
almost surely continuous. Since this holds for each T > 0, this completes the proof in
the case that C\(η1 ∪ η2) does not have an unbounded connected component. If there
is an unbounded component, then we have proved the continuity of γi up until it first
enters such a component, say P . If γi did not cross into P , then the continuity follows
since its law in P is given by that of an SLEκ(ρL ; ρR) process with ρL , ρR > −2.
The analysis is similar if γi crossed into P , which completes the proof. ��

Once we have fixed one of the ηi , we can sample η j for j �= i by fixing a GFF hi
on C\ηi with α-flow line boundary conditions on ηi and then taking η j to be a flow
line of hi starting from the origin with the value of α and the angle of η j determined
by the resampling property of η1, η2. (In the case that ηi is self-intersecting, we take
η j to be a concatenation of flow lines of hi starting at the pocket opening points with
the appropriate angle.) We let γ i = (γ i

1 , γ
i
2) be the pair constructed using the same

rules to construct γ described above using the GFF hi in place of h. In the following
lemma, wewill show that γ = γ i almost surely. This is useful for themixing argument
because it tells us that the conditional law of η j given both ηi and γ can be described
in terms of a GFF flow line. We will keep the proof rather brief because it is similar
to some of the arguments in Sect. 3.

Lemma 5.5 Fix i ∈ {1, 2} and assume that the GFFs h and hi described above have
been coupled together so that h = hi on C\(η1 ∪ η2). Then γ i = γ almost surely.
In particular, the conditional law of η1 given η2, γ and the heights of h2 along γ is
given by a flow line of a GFF on C\(η2 ∪ γ1 ∪ γ2) whose boundary data agrees with
that of h2 conditional on η2, γ . A symmetric statement holds when the roles of η1 and
η2 are swapped.

Proof That γ i
k agrees with γk until its first crossing with one of η1, η2 follows from

Theorem 1.2. In particular, γ i
k almost surely does not cross at a self-intersection point

of either of the η j ’s or a point in η1 ∩ η2. Whenever γ i
k crosses into a new pocket

of C\(η1 ∪ η2), it satisfies the same coupling rules with the GFF, so that the paths
continue to agree follows from the uniqueness theory for boundary emanating GFF
flow lines [23, Theorem 1.2]. The same is likewise true once γ i

k (resp. γk) starts to
follow the pockets of C\(η1 ∪ η2) in order, which completes the proof of the lemma.

��

Lemma 5.6 Let U be the connected component of C\(γ1 ∪ γ2) which contains 0.
Then
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Fig. 69 A pair of opposite-going paths, as in Fig. 68, lifted to the universal cover ofC\{0} and conformally
mapped to C via the map z → i log z (so that each copy of C maps to one vertical strip, with the origin
mapping to the bottom of the strip and∞ mapping to the top of the strip). In this lifting, the paths cannot
cross one another (though they may still touch one another as shown; a further lifting to the universal cover
of the complement of z would make the paths simple). The region cut off from −∞ by the pair of paths is
shaded in light green (color figure online)
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Fig. 70 This figure is the same as Fig. 69 except that all of possible the liftings of the path to the universal
cover are shown.We claim that the boundary of the complementary connected component of the pathswhich
contains the origin (reached as an infinite limit in the down direction) can be expressed as a disjoint union
consisting of at most one segment from each path. Observe that if one follows the trajectory of a single (say
green) path, once it crosses one of the green/yellow pairs, it never recrosses it. We may consider the trans-
formed image of h (under the usual conformal coordinate transformation) to be a single-valued (generalized)
function that increases by r = 2π(χ + α) as one moves from one strip to the next (color figure online)

(i) U can be expressed as a (possibly degenerate) disjoint union of one segment of
γ1 and one segment of γ2; see Fig. 71.

(ii) Almost surely, dist(∂U, 0) → ∞ as |z| → ∞ (where z is the starting point of
γ1, γ2).

Proof The first assertion follows from Lemma 5.4 as well as the argument described
in Figs. 69 and 70. To see the second assertion of the lemma, we first condition on η1
and then consider two possibilities. Either:
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1. The range of η1 contains self-intersection points with arbitrarily large modulus.
2. The range of η1 does not contain self-intersection points with arbitrarily large

modulus.

In the former case, the transience of η1 implies that for every r > 0 there exists
R > r such that if |z| ≥ R then the distance of the connected component Pz of C\η1
containing z to 0 is at least r . By increasing R > 0 if necessary the same is also true
for all of the pockets of C\η1 which come after Pz in the order given by the order
in which η1 traces part of the boundary of such a pocket. Say that two pockets P, Q
of C\η1 are adjacent if the intersection of their boundaries contains the image under
η1 of a non-trivial interval. Fix k ∈ N and let Pk

z denote the union of the pockets of
C\η1 that can be reached from Pz by jumping to adjacent pockets at most k times.
By the same argument, there exists R > r such that if |z| > R then dist(Pk

z , 0) ≥ r .
The same likewise holds for the pockets which come after those which make up Pk

z .
Combining this with the first assertion of the lemma implies the second assertion in
this case.

The argument for the latter case is similar to the proof of [23, Proposition 7.33]. We
let V be the unbounded connected component ofC\η1 andψ : V → H be a conformal
map which fixes∞ and sends the final self-intersection point of η1 to 0. We let˜h1 =
h1 ◦ψ−1 − χ arg(ψ−1)′ where h1 is the GFF on C\η1 used to define η2 and γ = γ 1

as in Lemma 5.4. We note that the boundary conditions of˜h1 are piecewise constant,
changing only once at 0. Let γ̃ = ψ(γ ). Then it suffices to show that the diameter of the
connected component ˜U of H\γ̃ which contains 0 becomes unbounded as z̃ = ψ(z)
tends to∞ inH. To see this, we let η̃1, . . . , η̃k0 be flow lines of˜h starting from 0 with
equally spaced angles such that η̃ j almost surely intersects both η̃ j−1 and η̃ j+1 for
each 1 ≤ j ≤ k0. Here, we take η̃0 = (−∞, 0) and η̃k0+1 = (0,∞). bY Lemma 5.4
there exists m0 such that γ̃ can cross each of the η̃ j at most m0 times. Let n0 = k0m0.

Say that two connected components ˜P, ˜Q of H\ ∪k0j=1 η̃ j are adjacent if the inter-

section of the boundaries of ψ−1(˜P) and ψ−1(˜Q) contains the image of a non-trivial
interval of ψ−1(̃η j ) for some 0 ≤ j ≤ k + 1. We also say that ˜Q comes after ˜P if
there exists 0 ≤ j ≤ k0 such that both ˜P and ˜Q lie between η̃ j and η̃ j+1 and the
boundary of ˜Q is traced by η̃ j after it traces the boundary of ˜P . Let ˜P̃z be the connected

component of H\ ∪k0j=1 η̃ j which contains z̃ and let ˜Pz̃ be the closure of the union of

the connected components which can be reached in at most n0 steps starting from ˜P̃z
or comes after such a component. By Lemma 5.4, γ̃ ⊆ ˜Pz̃ , so it suffices to show that

dist(˜Pz̃, 0) →∞ as |̃z| → ∞ almost surely. (5.3)

Since each η̃ j is almost surely transient as a chordal SLEκ(ρL ; ρR) process inH from0
to∞withρL , ρR ∈ (−2, κ

2−2) (where theweights dependon j) and almost surely has
intersections with both of its neighbors with arbitrarily large modulus, it follows that

dist(˜P̃z, 0) →∞ as |̃z| → ∞ almost surely. (5.4)

The same is likewise true for all of the pockets which can be reached from ˜P̃z in at
most n0 steps as well as for the pockets which come after these. This proves (5.3),
hence the second assertion of the lemma. ��
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−b−λz

Branch cut for arg

−λ

−b+λ

−b+λ

−b+λ −b−λ

−b−λ −b+λ

λ

λ−λ

−a−λ −a+λ

−a−λ −a+λ−b−λ

ψ

Fig. 71 The left is the same as Fig. 68 except that the orange and green paths from z (which we call γ1 and
γ2) are continued to∞. The analysis of Fig. 70 shows that C\(γ1 ∪ γ2) has a simply connected component
containing 0 and the boundary of this component has (one or) two arcs: a single side (left or right) of an
arc of γ1, and a single side of an arc of γ2. Take |z| large and draw the solid red and blue curves up to
some small stopping times before they hit the orange/green curves. Let ψ conformally map the annular
region (the component of the complement of the four solid curves whose boundary intersects all four) to
−H\D, for some closed disk D, in such a way that the orange and green boundary segments are mapped to
complementary semi-infinite intervals of R, both paths directed toward∞. In the figure shown, the dotted
red (resp. blue) path may cross R where it intersects if and only if |b| < πχ

2 (resp. |a − b| < πχ
2 ). If the

dotted blue and red paths cannot cross upon hitting R as shown, they may wind around D one or more
times (picking up multiples of r = 2π(χ + α) as they go) before crossing. A crossing after some number
of windings is possible for the red (resp. blue) curve if and only if −b + rZ (resp. b − a + rZ) contains a
point in (−πχ

2 ,
πχ
2 ). Otherwise, the red (blue) curve reaches∞ without crossing R (color figure online)

By Lemma 5.5, we know how to resample η1 given (γ, η2). Similarly, we know
how to resample η2 given (γ, η1). Indeed, in each case ηi is given by a flow line of
a GFF on C\(γ1 ∪ γ2 ∪ η j ) for j �= i . We will now argue that given γ as well as
initial segments of η1 and η2, the conditional law of η1, η2 until crossing γ is uniquely
determined by the resampling property and can be described in terms of GFF flow
lines (see Fig. 71).

Lemma 5.7 Suppose that τi for i = 1, 2 is an almost surely positive andfinite stopping
time for ηi . Let E be the event that ∪2i=1ηi ([0, τi ]) is contained in the connected
componentU ofC\(γ1∪γ2)which contains 0. On E, let A be the connected component
of U\∪2i=1ηi ([0, τi ])whose boundary intersects γ . Then the conditional law of η1, η2
stopped upon exiting U given E, A, h|∂A (where h is the GFF on C\(η1 ∪ η2) used to
generated γ ) is that of a pair of flow lines of a GFF on A whose boundary behavior
agrees with that of h|∂A and with angles as implied by the resampling property for η1
and η2.

Proof The proof is similar to that of [24, Theorem 4.1]. Suppose that̂h is a GFF on A
whose boundary conditions are as described in the statement of the lemma (given E)
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−b+λ −b−λ

−b−λ −b+λ

−a−λ −a+λ

−b+λ −b−λ

−b−λ −b+λ

−a−λ −a+λ

−b+λ +2πα

−b−λ +2πα

−a−λ −2πχ −a+λ −2πχ−a−λ − r −a+λ − r

r = 2π(χ + α) > 0

Fig. 72 The left figure is the same as Fig. 71, but in the right figure we change the position of the branch
cut for the argument (adjusting the heights accordingly so that the paths remain the same). We see that
the blue path accumulates at∞ with positive probability (without merging into or crossing the green and
orange lines, and without crossing the branch cut on the right an additional time) when b − a > π

2 χ and
b − a − r < −π

2 χ . Thus, this can happen with positive probability after some number of windings if and
only if (b − a)+ rZ fails to intersect [−π

2 χ, π
2 χ ]. In fact, if (b − a)+ rZ fails to intersect [−π

2 χ, π
2 χ ],

then the path cannot cross/merge after any number of windings, so it must almost surely accumulate at∞.
Conversely, if (b − a) + rZ does intersect [−π

2 χ, π
2 χ ], then the blue path almost surely merges into or

crosses R after some (not necessarily deterministic) number of windings around D (color figure online)

and let η̂ = (̂η1, η̂2) be the flow lines of̂h starting from ηi (τi ) with the same angles as
(are implied for) η1, η2. Then for i, j = 1, 2 and j �= i , we know that the conditional
law of η̂i given (̂η j , γ ) and̂h|∂A for j �= i is the same as that of ηi given (η j , γ ) and
h|∂A. Moreover, η̂ is homotopic to η since the boundary conditions for̂h force the net
winding of η̂1, η̂2 around the inner boundary of A to be the same as as that of η1, η2
(where both pairs are stopped upon exiting U ).

The resampling property for (̂η1, η̂2) implies that it is a stationary distribution for the
following Markov chain. Its state space consists of pairs of continuous, non-crossing
paths (ϑ1, ϑ2) in A where ϑi connects ηi (τi ) to ∂U for i = 1, 2. The transition kernel
is given by first picking i ∈ {1, 2} uniformly and then resampling ϑi by:

1. Picking a GFF on A\ϑ j for j ∈ {1, 2} distinct from i with boundary data agrees
with ̂h|∂A and has α-flow line boundary conditions with the same angle as (is
implied for) η j along ϑ j .

2. Taking the flow line starting from ηi (τi ) with the same angle as (is implied for)
ηi stopped upon first exiting U .

As explained in [24, Section 4], any such ergodic measure ν which arises in the
ergodic decomposition of either the law of η or η̂ must be supported on path pairs
which are:

1. homotopic to (η1, η2) in A
2. there exists m < ∞ (possibly random) such that the number of times a path hits

any point in A is almost surely at most m.

Indeed, as we mentioned earlier, η̂ almost surely satisfies the first property due to the
boundary data of̂h. The second property is satisfied for η by transience and continuity.
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Table 1 Possible behaviors of the paths illustrated in Fig. 71

Range of values for b − a Behavior of blue path in Fig. 71 if it hits R as shown

b − a ≤ −π
2 χ − 2λ′ Cannot hit R (without going around the disk)

b − a ∈ (−π
2 χ − 2λ′,−π

2 χ
)

Can hit green only, reflects left afterward

b − a = −π
2 χ Can hit green only, merges with green

b − a ∈ (−π
2 χ, π

2 χ
)

Can hit either color, crosses R afterward

b − a = π
2 χ Can hit orange only, merges with orange

b − a ∈ (π
2 χ, π

2 χ + 2λ′
)

Can hit orange only, reflects right

b − a ≥ π
2 χ + 2λ′ Cannot hit R (without going around the disk)

The discussion in Sect. 3.6 implies that η̂ also satisfies the second property. To complete
the proof it suffices to show that there is only one such ergodic measure. Suppose
that ν, ν̃ are such ergodic measures and that ϑ = (ϑ1, ϑ2) (resp. ˜ϑ = (˜ϑ1,˜ϑ2)) is
distributed according to ν (resp. ν̃). Then it suffices to show that we can construct a
coupling (ϑ,˜ϑ) such that P[ϑ = ˜ϑ] > 0 since this implies that ν and ν̃ are not be
mutually singular, hence equal by ergodicity.

As explained in Figs. 71 and 72 as well as in Table 1, it might be that the strands of
ϑ (resp. ˜ϑ) exit U the same point or distinct points, depending on the boundary data
along γ . Moreover, in the former case the strands exit at the point y0 on ∂U which is
last drawn by the strands of γ (the “closing point” of the pocket; in the right side of
Fig. 71 this point corresponds to∞ in−H). Thus by possibly drawing a segment of a
counterflow line starting from y0, we may assume without loss of generality that we
are in the latter setting. Indeed, this is similar to the trick used in [24, Section 4].

Recall thatwe candescribe the conditional lawofϑi given (γ, ϑ j ) (and the boundary
heights) in A in terms of a flow line of a GFF on A\ϑ j and the same is likewise true
with ˜ϑ1,˜ϑ2 in place of ϑ1, ϑ2. Thus by Lemmas 5.2, 3.8, and 3.9, it follows that we
can couple ϑ and ˜ϑ together such that there exists a positive probability event F on
which each is a (k, �, 1)-tangle in A and˜ϑi is much closer to ϑi for i = 1, 2 than ϑi is
to ϑ j , j �= i . Thus by working on F and first resampling ϑ1,˜ϑ1 given ϑ2,˜ϑ2, absolute
continuity for the GFF implies that we can recouple the paths together so that ϑ1 = ˜ϑ1
with positive probability (see [24, Lemma 4.2]). On this event, the resampling property
for ϑ2 (resp. ˜ϑ2) given ϑ1 (resp. ˜ϑ1) implies that we can couple the laws together so
that ˜ϑ = ϑ with positive conditional probability. This proves the existence of the
desired coupling, which completes the proof. ��

We can now complete the proof of Theorem 5.1.

Proof of Theorem 5.1 Fix ε > 0 and let τ ε
i for i = 1, 2 be the first time that ηi hits

∂B(0, ε). Fix R > 0 very large and z ∈ C with |z| ≥ R sufficiently large so that (by
Lemma 5.6) it is unlikely that the connected component U of C\(γ1 ∪ γ2) containing
0 intersects B(0, R). Let h be the GFF onC\(η1∪η2) used to generate γ . Let A and E
be as in Lemma 5.7 where we take the stopping times for ηi as above. By Lemma 5.7,
we know that the conditional law of η1, η2 given ηi |[0,τ ε

i ] for i = 1, 2, γ , h|∂A, and E

is described in terms of a pair of flow lines of a GFF ˜h on A. Let ψ be a conformal
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transformation which takes A to an annulus and let̂h =˜h ◦ψ−1−χ arg(ψ−1)′. Then
we can write ̂h = ̂h0 − α arg(·) + ̂f0 where ̂h0 is a zero-boundary GFF and ̂f0 is a
harmonic function. The boundary conditions for ̂f0 are given by aε (resp. bR) on the
inner (resp. outer) boundary of the annulus, up to a bounded additive error which does
not depend on ε > 0 or R > 0. (The error comes from χ times the winding of the
two annulus boundaries, additive terms of ±λ′ depending on whether the boundary
segment is the image of the left or the right side of one of the ηi or γi , and finally from
the angles of the different segments.) The value of α is determined by the resampling
property for η1, η2. In particular, away from the annulus boundary it is clear that ̂f0 is
well-approximated by an affine transformation of the log function. Indeed, this follows
because ̂f0 is well-approximated by the function which is harmonic in the annulus
with boundary values on the annulus boundaries given by the corresponding average
of ̂f0 and the functions which are harmonic in an annulus and take on a constant value
on the inner and outer annulus boundaries (i.e., radially symmetric) are exactly the
affine transformations of the log function. Thus by sending R →∞ and ε → 0, we
see that ̂f0 converges to a multiple of the log function (modulo additive constant). The
measure ν in the statement of the theorem is exactly given by the law of the multiple
of the log function. ��

5.3 Proof of Theorem 1.20

Fix κ ∈ (0, 4), α > −χ , and let ρ = 2 − κ + 2πα/λ. By adjusting the value of α,
we note that ρ can take on any value in (−2,∞). Let h be a whole-plane GFF and
hα = h−α arg(·), viewed as a distribution defined up to a globalmultiple of 2π(χ+α).
By Theorem 1.4, the flow line η of hα starting from 0 with zero angle is a whole-plane
SLEκ(ρ) process. Let η1 = η and let η2 be the flow line of hα starting from 0 with
angle θ = π(1+ α

χ
). Note that this choice of θ lies exactly in themiddle of the available

range. For i = 1, 2, letR(ηi ) denote the time-reversal of ηi . By Theorem 5.1 and the
main result of [24], we know that the conditional law of η1 given η2 is the same as
that of R(η1) given R(η2) and the same also holds when the roles of η1 and η2 are
swapped. Consequently, it follows that the joint law of the image of the pair of paths
(R(η1),R(η2)) under z �→ 1/z is described (up to reparameterization) by

∫

R
μαβdν(β)

where ν is a probability measure onR andμαβ is as defined in Theorem 5.1. In order to
complete the proof of Theorem 1.20 for κ ∈ (0, 4), we need to show that ν({0}) = 1.
This in turn is a consequence of the following proposition.

Proposition 5.8 Suppose that κ ∈ (0, 4), ρ > −2, β ∈ R, and that ϑ is a whole-
plane SLEβ

κ (ρ) process. For each k ∈ N, let τk (resp. σk) be the first (resp. last) time
that ϑ hits ∂(kD). For each j, k ∈ N with j < k, let N j,k be the number of times that
ϑ |[σ j ,τk ] winds around 0 (rounded down to the nearest integer). For each j ∈ N we
almost surely have that
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β = 2π
(

χ + α
)

(

lim
k→∞

N j,k

log k

)

.

In particular, the value of β is almost surely determined by ϑ and is invariant under
time-reversal/inversion.

The statement of Proposition 5.8 is natural in view of Theorem 1.4 and Proposi-
tion 3.18.We emphasize that the winding is counted positively (resp. negatively) when
ϑ travels around the origin in the counterclockwise (resp. clockwise) direction. The
main step in the proof of Proposition 5.8 is the following lemma, which states that the
harmonic extension of the winding of a curve upon getting close to (and evaluated at)
a given point is well approximated by the winding number at this point.

Lemma 5.9 There exists a constant C > 0 such that the following is true. Suppose
that ϑ is a continuous curve in D connecting ∂D to 0 with continuous radial Loewner
driving function W. Fix ε ∈ (0, 1

2 ), let τε = inf{t ≥ 0 : |ϑ(t)| = ε}, and let Nε be the
number of times that ϑ |[0,τε ] winds around 0 (rounded down to the nearest integer).
We have that

|2πNε − arg(Wτε )| ≤ C.

Thequantity arg(Wτε ) in the statement ofLemma5.9 is called the twistingofϑ upon
hitting ∂(εD). An estimate very similar to Lemma 5.9 was proved in an unpublished
work of Schramm and Wilson [39].

Proof of Lemma 5.9 Let˜ϑ be the concatenation of ϑ |[0,τε ] with the curve that travels
along the straight line segment starting at ϑ(τε) towards 0 until hitting ∂( ε

2D) and
then traces (all of) ∂( ε

2D) in the counterclockwise direction. Let τ̃ε be the time that˜ϑ
finishes tracing ∂( ε

2D) and let ˜Nε be the number of times that ˜ϑ |[0,̃τε ] winds around
0. Then

|Nε − ˜Nε | ≤ 1. (5.5)

Let (g̃t ) be the radial Loewner evolution associated with ˜ϑ , ˜W its radial Loewner
driving function, and ˜ft = ˜W−1

t g̃t . Note that

arg(˜f ′t (0)) = − arg(˜Wt ) for each t ≥ 0.

That is, arg(˜Wt ) is equal to the value of the harmonic function z �→ − arg(˜f ′t (z))
evaluated at z = 0. We claim that there exists a constant C1 > 0 such that

∣

∣2π ˜Nε − arg(˜Wτ̃ε )
∣

∣ ≤ C1. (5.6)

If ˜ϑ is a piecewise smooth curve then the boundary values of arg(˜f ′̃τε
) along ∂( ε

2D)

differ from −2π ˜Nε by at most a constant C0 > 0. Thus the claim follows in this case
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since arg(˜f ′̃τε
) is harmonic in ε

2D. The claim for general continuous curves follows by
approximation and [13, Proposition 4.43]. Observe that

arg(˜Wτ̃ε ) = 2π + arg(Wτε ). (5.7)

Combining (5.5), (5.6), and (5.7) gives the result. ��
Proof of Proposition 5.8 The second assertion of the proposition is an immediate con-
sequence of the first, so we will focus our attention on the latter.

We begin by letting ˜N j,k be the number of times that ϑ |[τ j ,τk ] winds around 0

(roundeddown to thenearest integer).By the scale invarianceofwhole-planeSLEβ
κ (ρ),

the law of the number of times that ϑ |[σ j ,τ j ] winds around 0 does not depend on j .

Moreover, by the transience of whole-plane SLEβ
κ (ρ) (Theorem 1.12) we have that

this quantity is finite almost surely. Consequently, it is not difficult to see that

lim
k→∞

N j,k − ˜N j,k

log k
= 0

almost surely. In particular, it suffices to prove the result with ˜N j,k in place of N j,k .
Suppose that ̂hαβ = ̂h + α arg(·) + β log | · | where ̂h is a GFF on D such that

̂hαβ has the same boundary values as illustrated in the left side of Fig. 25 where we
take W0 = −i . Let ̂ϑ be the flow line of̂hαβ starting from −i and ψε(z) = ε/z. As
explained in the proof of Proposition 3.18, the random curve ψε(̂ϑ) converges to a
whole-plane SLEβ

κ (ρ) process as ε → 0. Consequently, it suffices to prove the result
with ̂ϑ in place of ϑ and the hitting times τ̂ j = inf{t ≥ 0 : |̂ϑ(t)| = 1

j } in place of

τ j . Let ̂W denote the radial Loewner driving function associated witĥϑ and, for each
j ∈ N, let X j = arg(̂Wτ̂ j ). By Lemma 5.9, it suffices to show that

β = −(χ + α
)

(

lim
k→∞

Xk − X j

log k

)

for every j ∈ N almost surely

(the reason for the sign difference from the statement of Proposition 5.8 is that the
inversion z �→ z−1 reverses the direction in which the path winds). For each j ∈ N
let Y j denote the average of̂hαβ on ∂( 1jD). The conditional law of Y j given ̂ϑ |[0,̂τ j ]
is that of a Gaussian random variable with mean (χ + α)X j + O(1) and bounded
variance (see [6, Proposition 3.2]). Consequently, it suffices to show that

β = − lim
k→∞

Yk − Y j

log k
for every j ∈ N almost surely.

This follows because for each k > j , Yk − Y j is equal in law to a Gaussian random
variable with mean −β log(k/j) + O(1) and variance O(log(k/j)) (see [6, Proposi-
tion 3.2]). ��

We will now complete the proof of Theorem 1.20 for κ ′ ∈ (4, 8]. Suppose that η′
is a whole-plane SLEκ ′(ρ) process for κ ′ ∈ (4, 8] and ρ > κ ′

2 − 4. Theorem 1.15
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implies that the outer boundary of η′ is described by a pair of whole-plane GFF flow
lines, say ηL and ηR with angle gap π . Consequently, it follows from Theorem 1.20
applied for κ = 16/κ ′ ∈ [2, 4) that we can construct a coupling of η′ with a whole-
plane SLEκ ′(ρ) process η̃′ from∞ to 0 such that the left and right boundaries of η̃′
are almost surely equal to ηL , ηR . Theorem 1.15 implies that the conditional law of
η′ given ηL and ηR in each of the connected components of C\(ηL ∪ ηR) which lie
between ηL and ηR is independently that of a chordal SLEκ ′(

κ ′
2 − 4; κ ′

2 − 4) process
going from the first point on the component boundary drawn by ηL and ηR to the last.
The same is also true for η̃′ but with the roles of the first and last points swapped.
Consequently, it follows from the main result of [25] that we can couple η′ and η̃′
together so that η̃′ is almost surely the time-reversal of η′. This completes the proof
for κ ∈ (4, 8] for ρ > κ ′

2 − 4. The result for ρ = κ ′
2 − 4 follows by taking a limit

ρ ↓ κ ′
2 − 4, which completes the proof of Theorem 1.20. ��

Remark 5.10 The same proof applies if we add a multiple of β log |z|. It implies that
the whole-plane SLE path drawn from 0 to ∞ with non-zero β drift (and possibly
non-zero α) has a law that is preserved when we reverse time (up to monotone param-
eterization) and map the plane to itself via z → 1/z̄.
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